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General introduction 
ι 
The discoveries of an incommensurately modulated phase in ХагСОз by de Wolff 
in 1972 and in КгЗеС^ by lizumi et al m 1977 triggered the interest in materials 
with this new type of phase. Up till now, many different physical properties have 
been measured in the incommensurate (INC) phases of many different compounds. 
The INC phases considered are modulated crystal phases, which can be described 
in terms of a periodically distorted basic structure with lattice periodicity. The pe­
riodicity of this distortion, the wavelength of the modulation, does not fit with the 
periodicity of the undistorted lattice. Therefore, the crystal lacks 3-dimensional lat­
tice translational symmetry. Actually, it still involves as the basic reciprocal lattice 
vectors the three of the undistorted lattice and additionally d of the modulation, 
where d is the number of independent modulation waves present. Therefore, to 
describe the properties in an INC crystal it can be useful to embed the crystal in 
a (3 + rf)-dimeiisional space, called superspacc. The embedded crystal has lattice 
translational symmetry again, the full Euclidean symmetry being described by the 
superspace group. For some properties the presence of the modulation can lead to 
extra phenomena, such as the satellite spots in X-ray diffraction, additional satellite 
faces in the crystal growth forms, extra gaps in the band structure and so on. These 
effects can be understood by applying the superspace group symmetry. The objec­
tive of the research of the last four years that is presented in this thesis concerns the 
investigation of the influence of the incommensurability on the optical properties. 
Here follows a short review of how we tackled this problem. 
In 1986 the presence of optical activity in the INC phases of several materials had 
been reported. Until then, the point group of the average structure was expected 
to describe the relevant symmetry for the macroscopic optical properties in the INC 
phase. The average structures of the investigated materials are described by point 
groups that include inversion symmetry, and therefore no optical activity should be 
observed, but it is. 
Our first aim was to understand the optical activity in the INC phase. We 
started with the construction of a high-accuracy universal polanmeicr (HAUP). This 
is a versatile and accurate apparatus for the determination of the optical activity, 
birefringence, linear and circular dichroism. Its principles are discussed in chapter 1 
of this thesis. 
After preliminary results obtained for different compounds, we decided to con­
centrate on a thorough optical investigation of (N(CH3)4)2ZnCl4 (tetramethylam-
monium tetrachloro/incate, in short TMAZC). Before 1986, only the (^-component 
of the of the second-rank gyration pseudotensor g had been measured. This compo­
nent is the only one that is unequal to zero in the lock-in phase, i.e. the phase (for 
temperatures) below the INC phase for which the modulation becomes commensu­
rate with wave vector q = | c * . We determined all the gyration tensor components 
#,_,, with ι.j = 1,. . .,3. in order to understand whether the optical activity in the 
INC phase is merely a precursive effect of the lock-in or whether another explanation 
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had to be sought for. 
In chapter 2 a Jones model is presented that gives the behaviour of the birefrin­
gence Δη(001) and the gvration G(001) = .933fc2, where к is the wave vector of the 
light, for a plane-parallel sample of TMAZC oriented perpendicular to the direction 
of the modulation wave, which is along c. The model describes the spatial disper­
sion of the modulated dielectric tensor to vary along the modulation wave direction 
in the plane perpendicular to it. It approximates the modulated dielectric tensor 
to have a square waveform, this is the split-approximation, and then the crystal 
is treated as a sequence of homogeneous biréfringent platelets that, deviate in the 
planes perpendicular to с from the orthorhombic lattice alternatingly by azimut liai 
angles ρ and —p. The two eigenpolarizations of such a sequence are elliptical. This 
means that the optical response is characterized as biréfringent and optically active. 
The physical picture for the INC crystal is that appropriate boundary surfaces of 
the crystal and the incommensurability of the modulation represent a spontaneous 
breaking of the inversion symmetry. 
In chapter 3 it is shown that the actual assumed shape of the waveform that 
describes the spatial dispersion of the dielectric tensor is only of quantitative im-
portance, independent of the chosen waveform the model will give optical activity. 
A triangular waveform is calculated, the results of this are comparable with those 
of the square waveform. 
In chapter 4 the problem is treated again, but in more detail. A mesoscopic level 
is considered, implying averaging over distances large with respect to the basic unit 
cell parameters and the modulation wavelength, but small with respect to the size 
of the finite crystal. For a l-dimensional modulation the optical properties are ana-
lyzed in terms of subperiodic groups, periodic along the direction of the modulation 
wave and homogeneous along the other two. It follows that the point symmetry 
of the boundary surfaces plays an essential role: this selects the elementary optical 
excitations that can propagate in the crystal. One must bear in mind that the opti-
cal phenomena observed are still bulk effects, and that these are not simply surface 
effects. Let us recall that this insight was already made clear by Ewald (1916, 1917) 
in his microscopic explanation of crystal refraction and reflection. 
Some of the first results we obtained with the HAUP are presented in chapter 5. 
Our results for 913 of TMAZC are in agreement with previous results obtained by 
the group of Kobayashi. There is optical activity in the INC phase as well as in the 
lock-in phase. We also found that ^2 is unequal to zero in the INC phase, this was 
a new result. Furthermore, we determined ^ 3 for (NiCHs^^ZnCb 23ΒΓ
 ΊΊ
. This 
solid solution locks-in into a centrosymmetric monoclinic phase. Our results show 
<?із to be unequal to zero in the INC phase and that it goes to zero on approaching 
the lock-in phase. 
The presented mesoscopic approach is applicable to the results obtained for 
TMAZC; this is discussed in chapter 6. The physical cause for the occurrence 
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in nature of the specific boundary condition is yet unclear and subject to further in­
vestigation. This may lead to an optical theory that is applicable to non-modulated 
crystals, commensurately and incommensurately modulated crystals and quasicrys-
tals. Moreover, it may give a better insight in the role of the surfaces for the optics. 
There are some differences in the results that are presented in chapter 5 (and 
also in chapter 2) and those presented in chapter 6. The reason for this originates 
in a more refined interpretation of the data as explained in chapters 1 and 6. In 
september 1990, we visited the laboratory of Prof. A. M. Glazer in Oxford. In 
the discussions we had with him and his co-workers a better fitting procedure was 
presented to us, which discriminates explicitely between the optical properties of 
the sample and the systematic errors in the HAUP-equipment. Applying these new 
insigths on our data did not alter the observation of the presence of the optical 
activity in the INC phase of TMAZC, but it did change the observed behaviour 
with temperature and it increased the sensitivity of the equipment. 
With the HAUP we performed transmission experiments. The results were es­
sential for our understanding of the influence of the incommensurability on the 
optics. From 1988 on, we have also focussed some attention to reflection experi­
ments as well. We have applied ellipsometry to calaverite (АиТег) with success. In 
chapters 7 and 8 it is shown how the observed surface recrystallization, the related 
increase in anisotropy and the development of a plasmon, and how the results for the 
real and imaginary part of the dielectric function were obtained. From the results 
we could not detect a connection of the optical properties with the very profound 
incommensurate modulation that is present in this material. 
To extend our knowledge about the influence of the modulation on reflection, 
we developed a new optical instrument, the high-accuracy universal reflcctometer 
(HAUR). Although we are yet in the phase of construction of this apparatus, the 
idea's and considerations that were of importance in the design are outlined in 
chapter 9. With this optical instrument a broader range of new interesting materials 
can be investigated and will be investigated in the nearby future. 
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Part I 
A new Polarimeter 

Chapter 1 
The high-accuracy universal Polarimeter 
The high-accuracy universal Polarimeter 
E. Dijkstra. H. Meekes and M. Kremers 
Abstract 
The principles of the high-accuracy universal Polarimeter (HAUP) are discussed. 
The exact formula is derived for the intensity of the light that traverses through the 
polarizer-sample-analyzer system. For measurements with nearly crossed polarizers 
and oriented close to one of the extinction directions of the samples, the exact 
HAUP formula can be approximated. The approximated formula is used for the 
interpretation of the experiments. The fitting procedure that is used to derive from 
the data the birefringence, optical activity, linear and circular dichroism is described. 
It takes into account the systematic errors in the equipment due to the ellipticities 
of the polarizers and the so-called ¿У-еггог, which is caused by the eccentricities of 
the rotation stages that orient the polarizers. The fitting procedures are illustrated 
with measurements on a sample of (К(СНз)4]22пСІ4. 
submitted to Journal of Physics D- Applied Physics 
Chapter 1 
1.1 Introduction 
Optical birefringence (linear birefringence) and optical activity (circular birefrin-
gence) are important physical phenomena, which are particularly of interest for the 
investigation of the structure of and the structural changes in crystals. The bire-
fringence in a crystal is a measure of the anisotropy of the dielectric properties of 
that crystal, described by a dielectric tensor. Investigating the birefringence is a 
method which is very often used to detect a structural phase transition and can be 
helpful to elucidate the character of the transition. Optical activity originates for 
finite wavelengths from the spatial dispersion of the dielectric tensor, so it is caused 
by the non-homogeneity of the crystal. Optical activity cannot exist in a centrosym-
metric crystal. It is allowed in 15 of the 21 non-centrosymmetric crystallographic 
point groups. Although measurement of the optical activity is a powerful tool in the 
investigation of symmetry properties in solids, it is very rarely used. This is due to 
the fact that, in most cases, the optical activity coexists with the birefringence; the 
latter (most often very much larger) hinders the observation of the former. In 1983 
Kobayashi and Uesu presented a new Polarimeter, the High Accuracy Universal Po-
larimeter (HAUP). The introduction of this Polarimeter opened the way to much 
more reliable determination of the optical activity and birefringence in crystals. In 
1986 Kobayashi et al improved the interpretation of the data obtained with HAUP 
by taking into account some intrinsic experimental errors. Since then, quite a num-
ber of authors have reported the succesfull determination of the optical activity for 
different compounds using HAUP (e.g. Sanctuary 1985, Kobayashi et al 1986, Uesu 
and Kobayashi 1985. Saito et al 1990, Meekes and Janner 1988, Dijkstra and Jänner 
1990, Moxon and Renshaw 1990). Horinaka et al (1980, 1985) introduced an alter-
native technique to measure the birefringence and optical activity. It is impossible 
to say at this moment which of the two techniques is more in favour. The HAUP 
has been applied to more compounds and its merits are therefore better known. 
Moxon and Renshaw (1990) showed that the HAUP also provides the possibility 
to determine linear dichroism and circular dichroism. They suggested other causes 
for the experimental errors described by Kobayashi et al (1986) and they introduced 
the idea of determining these from the differences in the results obtained with HAUP 
for the two different extinction directions. The results obtained with the HAUP set-
up in our laboratory have been interpreted along the lines of Kobayashi et al and 
also regarding the idea's of Moxon and Renshaw. Furthermore, we have taken into 
account the error in the crossed Niçois orientation due to the eccentricities in the 
rotation stages of the polarizers. We show that this experimental error can be quite 
significant, but also that it can be eliminated in the fitting procedures. 
In the next section we will derive the formulas that describe the intensities for 
a HAUP-scan. Then, in section 3, different fitting procedures will be presented, 
discussed and illustrated. In section 4 we will present our experimental set-up. We 
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will end up with a summary of our experiences. 
1.2 HAUP intensity function 
In a HAUP set-up the optical properties of a specimen are determined by plac-
ing it between two high-quality polarizers which can be oriented very precisely. A 
monochromatic light source transmits light through this cascade of optical com-
ponents and the outgoing intensity is detected with a sensitive light detector, a 
photomidtiplier tube (PMT). For a number of polarizer and analyzer orientations 
the transmitted intensities are determined and then fitted with a theoretically de-
rived HAUP intensity function. In this section we will derive the HAUP intensity 
function with Jones calculus. For a complete description of this calculus see Jones 
(1941. 1948) and Azzam and Bashara (1988). The intensity can also be derived 
using the Poincaré sphere representation. This is described by Meekes (1988) and 
also by Kobayashi and Uesu (1983) and Kobavashi et al (198G). 
Figure 1.1 The polarization state of light, propagation direction is upwards to-
wards the reader. As time proceeds the direction of of polarization rotates counter-
clockwise for a left-handed and clockwise for a right-handed polarization state. The 
parameters are referred to in the text. 
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1.2.1 Linear and circular birefringence 
Consider a parallel, uniform, monochromatic, totally polarized plane light wave 
incident perpendicularlv on a plane parallel spécimen. The incident wave lia¿ wave-
length λ and has a state of polarization characterized (see figure 1.1) by the azimuth 
angle φ e [0, π), the angle between the major axis of the ellipse of vibration and 
the positive direction of the χ axis of the reference coordinate system, and the el-
liptnity angle \ £ [—л-/4,-/4]. the arctangent of the elhpticity r. The ellipticity is 
defined as the ratio of the semi minor axis to the length of its semi major axis. Its 
sign is positive for right-handed polarized light and negative for left-handed polar­
ized light. For the signs of all the optical parameters we will use the definitions of 
Glazer and Stadnicka (1986). The polarization state can also be represented by a 
two-dimensional complex vector, the Jones vector J 
τ _ ( c o s ^ ' c o s ^ ~~ г s m k ' s m \ 
\ sin ψ cos \ + г cos (i> sin \ 
The polarization-modifying properties of the specimen can be described by a 2 χ 2 
complex Jones matrix. This matrix describes which polarization state the outgoing 
wave will have, given the polarization state of the incident wave. 
The specimen has, in general, two different orthogonal eigenpolarizations. If the 
incident wave has a polarization state which is equal to one of these, the emergent 
wave will be in that same state. Now, let's suppose that one eigenpolarization has 
ellipticity e = tan χ and the other has ellipticity —e, so the Jones vectors of the two 
eigenpolarizations are on a cartesian basis oriented along the extinction directions. 
Then one eigenpolarization has an azimuth angle φ = 0 and ellipticity angle \ and 
the other has φ = π/2 and —\. respectively) 
/ cos\ \ ^ / ?sin\ \ 
e1 = . and €2 = . (1.2) 
^ ι sm \ y ^ cos \ ƒ x 
We define the coordinate transformation matrix 
R = ( COSX 1 S Ì n X ) . ( 1 .3 ) 
\ ι sin \ cos \ J 
Both eigenpolarizations travel through the specimen with different velocities c/τΐι 
and c/ri2, where с is the velocity of light in vacuum and ni and n^ are the refractive 
indices corresponding to the two eigenpolarizations. These define together with the 
thickness d of the specimen the retardation 
27rrf, ,
 ч 
Δ = - ( т ц - щ ) . (1.4) 
(1.1) 
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We will take ê] to be the fast ray and eg to be the slow ray, and therefore Δ is 
positive. The response of the specimen on its eigenvector basis {ê i .ê j} is 
/ е ' л / 2 0 \ W o = [ e
o е
- , д , 2 ] (1.5) 
and the Jones matrix of the specimen on the cartesian coordinate system becomes 
S = R W o R 1 
_ / cosA/2 + ?cos2\sinA/2 sin 2\ sin Δ/2 \ , 
I - s i n 2 \ s i n A / 2 cos Δ/2 -ι cos 2\ sin Δ/2 J ' ' ' 
Figure 1.2 The HAUP principle The angles and vectors are referred to in the 
text. 
Suppose we place the specimen between two polarizers as depicted in figure 1.2. 
From the left a parallel, monochromatic, unpolarized or circularly polarized light 
beam is linearly polarized by the the first polarizer (from now on referred to as the 
polarizer) which is oriented over an angle Θ with respect to the extinction direction 
of the first eigenpolarization (êi with n\). On passing through the specimen this 
(nearly) linearly polarized light beam will be changed into another polarization 
state as given by the Jones matrix S. The emergent wave is analyzed by the second 
polarizer (referred to as analyzer), which is oriented along a direction which deviates 
with an angle Л from the second extinction direction (І2 with «2)· 
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The quality of a polarizer is described by its extinction ratio , which is the ratio of 
the intensities of the transmitted light that passes through two of these polarizer in 
crossed positions to two placed in aligned positions. The best obtainable polarizers 
(Nicol polarizers) have extinction ratios in the order of 10~7. This gives intrinsic 
ellipticities for the light that emerges from these polarizers in the order of 10 ~4 to 
10" 3 . The intrinsic ellipticities of the polarizers in figure 1.2 are given by ρ for the 
polarizer and α for the analyzer. The Jones vector for the polarizer is 
_ / cosöcosp — i s i n ö s i n p \ 
I sin Θ cos ρ + ι cos Θ sin ρ I 
and for the analyzer 
A = 
cos(A + π/2) cos α — г sin(A + π/2) sin α 
sin(A + 7г/2) cos о + г cos(A + π/2) sin о 
— sin Л cos a — ι cos A sin a 
cos A cos α — г sin Л sin о (1.8) 
Knowing Ρ , S and A we can calculate the intensity Γ of the light that emerges 
the Polarizer-Sample-Analyzer (PSA) system given the intensity Γ0 of the incident 
Г | > 1 Т 8 Р | 2 = К е 2 ( Л + 5 Р ) + І т 2 ( А * 8 Р ) 
= c o s
2 ( p - a ) s i n 2 ( A - 0 ) c o s 2 A / 2 
-I- sm2(p + a) cos2(A - ) cos2 Δ/2 
+ cos2(p - a) cos2(A - ) sin2 2χ sin2 A/2 
+ sin2(p + a) sin2(A - Θ) sin2 2\ sin2 Δ/2 
+ sin2(p - a) cos2(A + Θ) cos2 2χ sin2 A/2 
+ cos2(p + a) sin2(A + Θ) cos2 2χ sin2 A/2 
- (1/2) sin 2(p - a) sin4x cos(A - Θ) cos(A + θ ) sin2 A/2 
+ (1/2)sin2(p + α)5ίη4γsin(A - Θ)siii(A + Θ)sin 2 A/2 
+ ( l/2)cos 2 (p-a) . s in2xs in2(A - Θ) sin Δ 
- (1/2) sin2(p + a) sin 2χ sin 2(A - Θ) sin Δ 
- ( l / 2 ) s i n 2 ( p - a ) c o s 2 x s i n ( A - 0 ) c o s ( A + 0 ) s i n A 
- ( l/2)sin2(p + a)cos2xsin(A + 0)cos(A - 0 ) s i n A . (1.9) 
This exact equation gives the intensity of the light that emerges from the PSA 
system for all possible orientations (θ,Λ) of the polarizer and analyzer. 
In most of the crystals, apart from directions close to an optical axis, χ is quite 
small (usually less than 0.01) and using good polarizers ρ + a and ρ — a are also 
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small. If we restrict the (Θ,Λ) orientations to small angles (e.g. Θ, Λ < I o « 0.017 
rad), then we can simplify expression (1.9) to a quadratic function in θ and Λ 
= (A + 0 ) 2 - 4 0 A c o s 2 A / 2 - 2 0 ( \ + a)s inA + 2A(\ - ρ ) sin Δ 
1 o êi 
+ (р + a)2 cos2 Δ/2 + (2\ - (ρ - α)) 2 sin2 Δ/2. (1.10) 
This describes the HAUP intensities for measurements in the vicinity of the first 
(fast) eigenpolarization. If we want to derive the equation that describes the mea­
surements along the other (slow) eigenpolarization, we have to substitute in (1.9) 
Λ —» Λ + π/2 and Θ —• Θ + π/2, and then we may take the new Λ and θ small 
again. This gives: 
г 
I = (Λ + Θ ) 2 - 4 0 A c o s 2 A / 2 - 2 0 ( \ - ΰ ) 5 Ϊ η Δ + 2 Λ ( γ + ρ ) 3 Ϊ η Δ 
+ (ρ + α) 2 cos2 Δ/2 + (2\ + (ρ - α)) 2 sin2 Δ/2. (1.11) 
The difference between scans along the two different extinction directions can be 
described by changing the signs of either Δ and χ or by changing the signs of ρ 
and a. In the following we will only use equation (1.10), it will be left to the reader 
to rewrite the expressions that will be derived hereafter for the other extinction 
direction by employing one of the two substitutions. 
In a practical experiment it is not possible to know the exact orientations of the 
sample and of the polarizers with a sufficient good accuracy. So. we have to find 
out which orientations we do know and how we can find the others. It is easy to 
determine the relative position of the analyzer with respect to the polarizer for which 
the transmitted intensity is minimal in the PA system (without the specimen): the 
crossed Niçois orientation. This is an easy reference for a parameter Y to describe 
the analyzer position with respect to the polarizer; then Y = 0 corresponds to 
crossed Niçois. We define the new coordinate 
Y + bY = Λ-Θ. (1.12) 
We have introduced also the ÍY-error in crossed Niçois orientation (mentioned in 
the abstract, of which the origin will be explained in the next section). For the origin 
of Θ. the coordinate of the polarizer orientation with respect to the sample, we will 
choose that orientation, with crossed analyzer, of minimal intensity transmitted by 
the PSA system. Therefore, Θο is defined by 
9 Г |
 = 0 . (1.13) 
0θ
ιν
-_
ο 
Using (1.10) we get the nulling angle: 
о = ^ ( р + а ) с о і Д / 2 - ^ У . (1.14) 
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Taking Θο the origin of the Θ coordinate (Θ —> Θ + Θο) and using (1.12), (1.14) 
and (1.10), we obtain the expression of Kobayashi et al (1986): 
¡г = Α(Θ) + Β(Θ)Υ-Υ2 (1.15) 
1 о 
Α(Θ) = αο + α 2 Θ 2 
Β{Θ) = 6 ο - ο ι Θ 
with 
α0 = (2χ - - > ) 2 5 І п 2 Д / 2 + (аУ) 2 со5 2 Д/2 + <5У(2х-7)5ІпД + ,4о 
«2 = 4 sin2 Δ/2 
bo = (2x--i)sinA + 26Ycos2A/2 
6, = 4 sin2 Δ/2. 
AQ describes the constant contribution due to scattering of the light beam at the 
surfaces of the components and 7 = ρ — a. 
1.2.2 Linear and circular dichroism 
Linear dichroism ( L D ) is the difference (n'
x
 - n'y) between the principal extinction 
coefficients for linear polarization states and circular dichroism ( C D ) is the difference 
(n'L — n'R) between the extinction coefficients for left and right circularly polarized 
light (see Jones 1948, Nye 1985, Azzam and Bashara 1988). Dichroism can be 
defined as the difference between the imaginary components of the two complex 
refractive indices of the two eigenpolarizations of an optical device. LD and CD can 
be introduced in the matrix S (1.6) by the substitutions (cf. Moxon and Renshaw 
1990) 
Δ - > Δ - ι £ (1.16) 
X->k + ik' (1.17) 
with E = (2nd/\)(n'
x
 - n'
w
), к = χ and к' = (2nd/\)(n'L - riR). We will assume E, 
к and к' to be small. Matrix S becomes 
/ ( 1 + f ) ( C o S f + ¿ s i n f ) 2(fc + , f c ' ) ( c o s f - i f s m f ) \ 
^ - 2 (* + » ^ ( c o s $ - i f sin f ) ( l - f ) (cos f - г sin f ) j " l > 
The resulting formula for Г we write as (У = Л - Θ) 
(1.19) 
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The elements of the 3 x 3 matrix С are, again for small , У, χ, ρ and о close to 
the first extinction direction: 
Сц = (p + a) 2 cos 2 A/2 + ( p - a - 2 A - ) 2 s i n 2 A / 2 + 4A-'2sin2A/2 
- 2λ·'(ρ + α)8ίηΔ - E{p + a)(p - a - 2k) 
C12 = -2(p + a)s inA + 8Jt'sin2A/2 
d a = 4siii 2A/2 
C 2 1 = 2(A· - p) sin Δ + 2k'E + 4k' sin2 Δ/2 
C 2 2 = 4 5ίη
2 Δ/2 + 2 £ 
С2з = 0 
С31 = 1 + E 
C32 = 0 
Сзз = 0 (1.20) 
where we approximated up to third order in Θ, Υ, χ, ρ and α. This result is 
comparable with Moxon and Renshaw (1990), except for two differences. Firstly, 
they have opposite signs for Си and Сц, due to the fact that they have a coordinate 
system that is fixed with respect to the analyzer and in our derivation we used 
a coordinate system which is fixed with respect to the sample. Secondly, they 
miss the contribution 4A·'2 sin2 Δ/2 in С ц . The éF-error is included by making the 
substitution Y —» Y + δΥ. On this new basis the new coefficients C' are 
C'n = 
c;2 = 
C 2 1 = 
= C„ + 6YC21 + 6Y
2C3l 
= Си + èYC22 
= С„ + 2вУС,1 
and the other coefficients remain unaltered. On this basis the nulling angle becomes 
1 Ci2 + ¿FC22 
θ 0 = 
1. . , . . ._ ., KY 1 ΕδΥ 
2 4 sin2 Δ / 2 ' = -(p + B ) c o t A / 2 - f c ' - - g y - 7 _ ; _ 2 A / 0 . (1.21) 
Taking о the origin for the coordinate gives ( —» 4- о) 
Cu = (2A--7) 2 s in 2 A/2 + ¿y (2A; - ' v ) s inA- ( -éy 2 cos 2 A/2 
1 E26Y2 
+ E(p + a){2k -
Ί
) + ΕδΥ(ρ + a) cot Δ/2 - - — 
4 sin2 Δ/2 
С/, = 0 
С'/з = 4 sin2 Δ/2 
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С ^ = (2k-'))smA + 26Ycos2A/2 
+ Е(р + a) cot Δ/2 - (l/2)£2(!>Y/(sin2 Δ/2) 
Саг = 4 sin2 Δ/2 - 2Ε 
C'L = О 
Cat = 1 + Е 
С^ = О 
Сзз = 0 (1.22) 
In the next section we will describe the HAUP set-up in our laboratory and we 
will discuss the causes of the errors δΥ, ρ and α. After that we will describe the 
fitting procedures that we have developed to extract the optical properties from the 
HAUP data. 
1.3 The HAUP set-up 
In figure 1.3 the HAUP set-up is shown schematically. The specimen is placed 
in an exhausted chamber, so that it is thermally isolated from the environment. 
It can be cooled with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium and it can be heated by a 
heating coil. For the temperature stabilization a digital PID temperature controller 
with a copper-constantan thermo couple is used. The actual temperature of the 
specimen is determined with a Pt-100 resistor, which resistance is read with a 4-
terminal ohm-meter. The temperature of the specimen can be determined with 
an accuracy of 0.002 К and its temperature can be stabilized within 0.05 K. The 
polarizers are also placed within the vacuum chamber so that there are no additional 
optical components (such as windows) within the PSA-system. The polarizers are 
orientated with very accurate rotation stages, which are driven by stepping motors. 
These rotation stages can orient the polarizers with a resolution (minimal rotation 
angle) of 7.2" = 0.002° and a reproducibility of ± 1 " = ±0.0003°. Despite their 
accuracy these rotation stages are the cause of the δΥ-еттоі, as already suggested 
by Moxon and Renshaw. Kobayashi et al (1986) suggested that this error was 
caused by misalignments of sample and polarizers, but the effects related to these 
errors are significantly smaller. We have found in our equipment that due to small 
eccentricities (in the order of 30 μπι) in the rotation stages one can have а ¿У-еггог, 
which is maximally δΥ ~ I O - 3 rad (for a radius of the rotation stage of 5 cm). In the 
experiments we have made until now we did not correct for this error in the course 
of the measurements. We corrected for it afterwards in the fitting procedure (see 
next section), but as you can see in (1.22) the effect of δΥ can be quite significant, 
especially for sin Δ/2 « 0. So it is better to correct for it in the measuring procedure. 
The polarizers are of the best quality (extinction ratios of 10" 7), but these still have 
intrinsic ellipticities of ρ, α = IO" 3 to 10" 4. 
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Figure 1.3 The HAUP set-up. SP - blieet polarizer, F - neutral denbity filter, QW 
quarter wave plate, D - diafragm, W - window, 1 HeNe laser, 2 - polarizer 
on rotation stage, 3 - sample holder with heating coil, thermo couple and Pt-100 
resistor, 4 - analyzer on rotation stage, 5 - PMT, 6 - preamplifier, 7 = HV supply, 
8 — amplifier/ discriminator, 9 — computer, 10 — interface with 11 — parallel interface, 
12 - IEEE interface and 13 - RS 232 ports, 14 stepping motor controller, 15 -
PID temperature controller, 16 — ii-meter and 17 - photon counter. 
Until now we have used a linearly polarized 5mW red He-Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) 
and an unpolarized 0.3mW green Hc-Ne laser (λ = 543 nm) as light sources. After 
the red laser we used a quarter wave plate to make the light circularly polarized. 
After reducing the light intensity with some neutral density filters, the beam is di­
rected perpendicularly through the PSA system. The intensity of the outgoing light 
is determined with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The computer controls all the pa­
rameters. which are: temperature stabilization, temperature reading, orientationing 
of the polarizers and the reading of the light intensity. 
The measurement procedure is as follows. The computer sets the temperature 
for the specimen, waits until this temperature is achieved and then waits a certain 
time (e.g. 30 45 minutes) so that the temperature of the specimen is stable again. 
One extinction direction is searched for by means of a crossed Niçois (Y=0) scan; 
this gives Θο- Then around this orientation a ( .У) grid is measured. Usually, we 
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measure 15x15 points with Θ and Y varying between -0.56" and 0.56°. The next 
extinction is determined analogously and again a 15x15 grid is measured. For the 
number of parameters to be fitted this number of data points exceeds the number 
that is really needed for an adecjuate fit, but this procedure takes only some 20 
minutes for one second PMT integration time. If one wants to measure in a shorter 
time, then this can be reduced to measuring a grid of 7x7. At the beginning and 
ending of it the temperature of the specimen is measured with the Pt-100 resistor. 
The data is saved and the computer sets the new temperature. In this way in one 
day at 30 different temperatures a complete HAUP scan can be made. 
Phase 
T ( K ) 
7 
symm. 
VI V IV III II I 
< 161 < 181 < 276.5 < 280 < 297.6 > 297.6 
1/3 0 1/3 2/5 inc. 0 
Р г ^ А P2i/cll PlUi/n Pc2in Pcmn(007)(lsT) Pcmn 
Table 1.1 The phases of (N(CH3),i)2ZnCL| with the corresponding space groups 
1.4 The fitting procedures 
In the following we will illustrate some of the fitting procedures* with measurements 
on a sample of (І\"(СНз)4^пСІ4 with its faces perpendicular to (001). The crvstal 
was grown from an aqueous solution, sawed and polished to a thickness of 2.57±0.02 
mm. In table 1.1 the phases which were measured with the space group are given. 
For a discussion of the peculiar behaviour of the optical properties in these phases we 
refer to Dijkstra (1991), Dijkstra, Janner and Meekes (1991) and Dijkstra, Kremers 
and Meekes (1991). The obtained data fitted very well to (1.22). 
To obtain all the parameters in the HAUP expression (1.22) we can use the 
different dependences on the retardation Δ and the fact that some of the terms 
change sign for the different two extinction directions and others do not. Let us 
start to look at the dependence on the extinction direction. We will refer to them 
as A for the fast direction, for which (1.22) holds, and В for the slow direction, 
for which we have to substitute Δ by - Δ , E by — E, к by —k and k' by -k' in 
(1.22). Due to the specific nature of the SY error (as described in the previous 
section) we have to take into account a dependence of 6Y on Θο, so it is different for 
"The C-sources of these programs can be obtained from M Kremers, Department of Solid State 
Chemistry, Toernooiveld. 6525 ED Nijmegen, Netherlands 
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Figure 1.4 Fit of -(C'2i τ C'j, )/(2sinA) versus cot Δ/2. 
both extinction directions. We denote bYA for the fast direction and bYtt for the 
slow direction. These can be taken constant if Θο does not vary to strongly with 
temperature: a variation of Θο over less than 10° is acceptable. 
From (1.22) we derive 
Cjf = ( 2 f c - 7 ) s i n A + 2¿Y A cos 2 A/2 
Cjf = (2A; + 7)s inA + 2¿Y B cos 2 A/2 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
where 7 = ρ - α and we have neglected the terms in E. These are negligible for all 
Δ except if зіпД/2 is close to zero. If one has no specific interest in these special 
cases, one can simply omit these points, otherwise one can interpolate bY ала E 
from the other points, calculate the terms in E and substract them from C!^ and 
Cjf. This can be done almost always, because bY is constant and E has in general 
a smoothly varying behaviour except perhaps for Δ = 0. Substraction and addition 
of (1.23) and (1.24) gives 
C/M . r-MiB 21 "Γ ^ 2 1 
С «A /~iiiB 
21 — ^з і 
= 4Α;5ίηΔ + 2(<5Υ4 + £Κ Β )«>5 2 Δ/2 (1.25) 
= -2
Ί
8ΪηΔ + 2(δΥΑ-δΥΒ)€052Α/2. (1.26) 
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Figure 1.5 The ellipticity fc as a function of temperature. 
If we know for a certain temperature the value of Δ, then we can determine from 
С'/з the behaviour with temperature of Δ. In figure 1.4) - ( C ^ + C'2'f )/(2sinA) is 
plotted against cot A/2. This would be a straight line if к would be constant for all 
temperatures measured. This is not the case here as we can see in figure 1.4. But 
assuming к to be smoothly varying with the temperature, we estimate —(δΥΛ + 
δΥ
Β)/2 to be the slope of the plotted line in the figure. If к is strongly temperature 
dependent, it can become difficult to obtain δΥΑ + δΥΒ. From the slope of the fitted 
line in figure 1.4 we find 
δΥ
Α
 + δΥ1 -1.0 x I O - 3 rad. (1.27) 
We eliminate the influence of this term in (1.25) and obtain к (figure 1.5). From 
к and Δ we can derive the birefringence Δ η and the optical activity parameter G 
from 
гы .7TT77 
λ 
2Jt = 
ν
Δ
-
+ (!) 
G 
ηΔη 
(1.29) 
with η the mean refractive index. 
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In figure 1.6 we plotted (С^ - C'¡")/(2 sin Δ) against cot Δ/2. This is a straight 
line which gives with (1.26) 
and 
•) = ρ — a 
fYA - 6УЬ 
-0.2 χ IO--1 rad 
-2.4 χ I O - 3 rad. 
Our ÖYA and δΥπ errors are. using the results ((1.27) and (1.31)): 
δΥ
Α 
bYB 
-1.7 χ 10 3 rad 
0.7 χ И Г 3 rad 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
while the data with cot Δ/2 < 0 and with cot A/2 > 0 cannot be fitted with one 
line. 
The error p + a can be found by fitting ©o against cot Δ/2 (see equation (1.21)), 
but as we can see from figure 1.7 this is difficult to do. To obtain ρ + α it is better 
to measure some samples for which k' and E are known to be zero (see (1.21). Then 
the ellipticities of both polarizers are expected to remain, within the experimental 
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accuracy, the same. Kobayashi et al (1986) reported these to change for different 
experiments. According to these authors this was caused by slight displacement of 
the light beam by misorientation of the sample. We expect, this effect to be caused 
by the fact that they assume that for some particular phases, such as the high-
temperature phases in incommensurately modulated crystals, there is no optical 
activity present (so к = 0), which in fact is not so (see Dijkstra, Kremers and 
Meekes 1991). 
If we have determined ρ + о and 6Y for both extinction directions then we can 
find with the data of Θο the circular dichroism (see (1.21)). The linear dichroism E 
follows from the difference C22 - C^. 
^ 1 0 . 0 
л 
и 
© 0.0 
-5.0 
-10.0 
сощг 
Figure 1.7 Fit of ©о against cot Δ/2. 
1.5 Conclusions 
In this paper we have shown how from the data obtained with HAUP the linear 
and circular birefringence and linear and circular dichroism can be determined. For 
this, one needs enough data for different values of Δ. because experimental errors 
and the optical properties of the specimen behave differently with Δ. This can be 
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achieved by variation of the temperature of the specimen. Changing the wavelength 
of the probing light changes the retardation and also the ellipticity, so this can give 
additional information about the nature of the optical properties. The 6Y-error in 
our equipment is significant but can be extracted from the data quite easily. Its 
origin goes beyond the sources of errors considered by Kobayashi et al (1986). That 
view is important for reducing the systematic experimental error. A higher accuracy 
can be obtained by eliminating this error already in the measuring procedure. This 
can be done by an additional measurement of the exact positions of both polarizers 
or by gauging the value of bY for every orientation of the polarizer. 
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An interpretation for the optical activity in incommensurately 
modulated [М(СНз)4^пСІ4 using Jones calculus 
E. Dijkstra 
Abstract 
Within the framework of Jones calculus a model for the optics in incommensurately 
modulated structures is presented. The results are compared with measurements 
of the birefringence Δη(0.0,1) and of the optical activity coefficient 6(0,0,1) for 
[Х(СНз)4]22пСІ4. The model describes the spatial dispersion of the modulated 
dielectric tensor to vary along the modulation wave direction (parallel to the c-axis) 
in the plane perpendicular to this direction (the (a. b) plane). The model shows that 
despite the fact that the average structure is centrosymmetric there can occur optical 
activity due to the incommensurate modulation. The experimental values can be 
explained as the consequence of the periodic spatial dispersion of the dielectric tensor 
together with appropriate boundary surfaces of the finite crystal, which represent a 
spontaneous breaking of the inversion symmetry of the modulated structure. 
appeared in Journal of Physics. Condensed Matter 3 (1991) 141 
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2.1 Introduction 
The development, in recent years, of accurate equipment to determine the gyra­
tion tensor (which describes the optical activity) and the birefringence in crystals, 
has opened new fields of investigation. The High Accuracy Universal Polarimeter 
(HALT), developed by Kobayashi et al (1986), has been used to determine the op­
tical activity in the incommensurate (INC) phases of different materials (Saito et 
al 1987. Meekes and Janner 1988, Dijkstra and Janncr 1990). The presence of a 
gyrational effect is remarkable, because both the space group of the average struc­
ture and the superspace group of these INC phases are cent rosy mmetric and should 
therefore not allow optical activity. 
The optical activity is understood to originate from the spatial dispersion in 
the dielectrical properties of the crystal. Several authors have discussed the effects 
of this dispersion on the birefringence (Golovko and Levanyuk 1979, Fousek and 
Kroupa 1986, Meekes and Janner 1988), but a description of the optical activity 
turned out to be cumbersome. Meekes and Janner showed that there are some 
Fourier components of the gyration tensor which are allowed by the superspace 
group symmetry. Their approach predicts for which directions of propagation of the 
light optical activity may occur, without specifying the corresponding fields. 
With a HAUP apparatus built in our laboratory we deterniined the gyration 
coefficient G(0,0,1) and the birefringence Δη(0,0.1) for [NiCHj^jjZnCL, (tetram-
ethylammonium tctrachlorozincate, in short TMAZC). Below Т
г
 = 297 К the INC 
phase of TMAZC can be described by the superspace group Р С ? Л П ( 0 0 7 ) ( 1 А 1 ) , the 
modulation wave vector being q = 7c* (Madariaga et al 1987). At the lock-in 
phase transition temperature T
c
 = 280 К the modulation becomes commensurate: 
q = 2/5c*. The polarization of the modulation is along the b-axis, which in the 
lock-in phase gives a spontaneous polarization P
s
 along the same direction. Al­
though Saito et al (1987) reported G(0.0,1) to be zero in the INC phase, we find it 
to be non-vanishing. The gyration effect has been determined along both extinction 
directions (parallel to the a- and b-axis), giving different results. 
In this paper a phenomenological model will be presented. It describes the 
gyration and birefringence, taking into account that the spatial dispersion due to 
the modulation causes the dielectric tensor to "wiggle" in the (a,b) plane on going 
along the c-direction, parallel to the modulation wave. It will be described in terms 
of Jones matrix calculus. 
In section 2 we will discuss the influence of the spatial dispersion due to the 
modulation on the dielectric properties. Section 3 deals with the representation and 
transformation by an optical medium, of polarized light. It is an introduction to 
section 4, in which the square wave model will be described. Its implications are 
summarized in section 5. In section 6 the measurements on the birefringence and 
optical activity of TMAZC are given, and these are interpreted within the framework 
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of the models in section 7. We draw conclusions in section 8. 
2.2 Spatial dispersion in crystal optics 
The electromagnetic properties of a medium are characterized by the (plane) 
monochromatic waves that can propagate. For a given frequency a) and direction 
of the wave vector fc, there can exist different plane waves, characterized by their 
polarizations and refractive indices. 
Crystals are spatially inhomogeneous bodies on a microscopic scale. In general, 
the dielectric tensor, which describes the optical characteristics of the crystal, will 
have a fc-dependeiice due to (his spatial dispersion. Agranovich and Ginzburg derive 
in their book (1984) the optics in presence of spatial dispersion. In classical crystal 
optics, this dispersion can, in most cases, be simplified rigorously. The effect of 
spatial dispersion on the optical properties is characterized by the parameter α/λ = 
αη/λ(], where α is the characteristic dimension, λ the wavelength of the plane wave 
in the medium. ?¡ the index of refraction of this wave and λο the wavelength in 
vacuum. In a non-modulated crystal the characteristic dimension a may be taken 
to be of the order of the side of (he crvstallographic unit cell, due to the lattice 
translational symmetry. Then, away from resonances in frequency (i.e. η not too 
large) spatial dispersion is weak. Under these conditions the crystal can be described 
as a homogeneous medium with a macroscopic dielectric tensor 
e(J;Ifc) = e(a !)-H7(u;).fc (2.1) 
where e(u;) is the second-rank tensor describing the dielectric properties without 
taking spatial dispersion into account, and 7(Λ') is the third-rank gyration tensor, 
which is zeio in ccntrosymmetric materials. 
If a crystal is modulated the optics become more complicated. Consider an 
electromagnetic wave propagating through a modulated crystal. Suppose the mod­
ulation is incommensurate, so there is no three-dimensional lattice translational 
symmetry. On propagating the wave will "sense'' a changing surrounding due to the 
presence of the modulation. As a result the wave itself will change while travelling. 
The characteristic dimension can become much larger than in a non-modulated crvs-
tal, and the optical properties cannot be described by the tensors e(a;) and 7 ( J ; ) 
anvmore. In fact, in a real, incOmmensurate crystal the unit cell is. in principle, 
infinitely large and even for optical phenomena the effective unit cell is much larger 
than in the non-modulated case. This implies that spatial dispersion of e and 7 has 
to be taken into account. To interpret the experimental results we do not need to 
consider 7(0), r ) . We will be able to describe the birefringence and optical activity 
observed by a model of a spatially dependent dielectric tensor e{uj.r). Only, the 
origin of this optical activity is thus in principle different from that due to a non-zero 
7(a)) in equation (2.1) for a non-modulated crystal. 
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One has to distinguish between local effects due to the displacive modulation 
and global (or long range order) effects due to the incommensurability of that mod­
ulation. Locally, the modulation gives rise to a structure which deviates from the 
orthorhombic one allowing for non-diagonal terms in the dielectric tensor with re­
spect to the orthorhombic axes. Those terms can't be taken as constant over the 
whole structure, because that would be in contradiction with the orthorhombic 
symmetry of the average structure. This requirement can be realised by a periodic 
variation of the local effects, this being in harmony both with the long range char­
acter of the incommensurability and its periodic nature. Concluding, the effective 
dielectric medium is described by local optical axes, periodically deviating from the 
orthorhombic ones of the average structure. This is compatible with a description 
based on the crystallographic structure giving rise to a microscopic space dependent 
dielectric tensor having in its Fourier decomposition non-zero terms allowed by the 
superspace group symmetry in a way as described by Meekes and Janner (1988). 
The difference is that here a mesoscopic scale is considered and no imaginarv an­
tisymmetric dielectric tensor components are required. Indeed, our local dielectric 
tensor is real and symmetric. 
For the Jones calculation we will restrict ourselves to a rather simple descriptions 
of the deviation angles; we will refer to it as the square waveform. The square wave 
is well applicable to the discommensuration regime (in the vicinity of the lock-in 
tempeialure T
c
), but can also be viewed as the "split approximation'' of a sinusoidal 
modulation wave. 
Suppose the unmodulated crystal to be described by a dielectric tensor compati­
ble with the point group symmetry of the average crystal, which in the present case 
is orthorhombic (dropping the notation for the u-dependence): 
(2.2) 
We assume the crystal to be transversely modulated with wave vector along the 
c-direction. We will only look at the influence of the square wave modulation in the 
(α,ό) plane. This causes the dielectric tensor to ungglc in this plane, meaning that 
the modulation gives rise to periodic off-diagonal elements, so that two of the axes 
diagonalizing e ( r ) oscillate in the plane (a. b) as one moves along the c-direction. 
We approximate the modulated dielectric tensor by homogeneous platelets parallel 
to the (α,ό) plane, ensuring average orthorhombic behaviour. Taking into account 
the symmetry restrictions imposed by the superspace group for an appropriate mod­
ulation wave vector as derived by Meekes and Janner (1988), we can write for the 
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contribution due to the modulation in platelet j 
( 0 ( - ) ' 2 e , 0 \ 
enUj)= (-) J2 t- 5 0 0 . (2.3) 
V 0 0 0 / 
So the dielectric tensor in platelet j is 
e(j) = e0 + e^U) . (2.4) 
The eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix e(j) are 
А± = і ( е , + е 2 ) ± ^ ' ( 7 Г : £ І ) 2 + 1СеІ (2.5) 
and for the two eigenvectors (e^,e*), we find the azimuth angles p^, which reflect 
the deviation of the principal axes of e(j) from the orthorhombic axes: 
t a n p + = -τ = (-y y- - . (2.6) 
The key point is now that due to the modulation there are no longer unique 
principal axes of the dielectric tensor for the whole crystal but a succession of locally 
twisted ones. The implications of such a situation are worked out in the following. 
2.3 Representation of polarized plane-waves 
Omitting the information about amplitude and absolute phase, the state of polar­
ization of a totally polarized plane light wave can be represented by the azimuthal 
angle (,' e [Ο.π), the angle between the major axis of the ellipse of vibration and 
the positive direction of the j-axis, and the elhptiaty angle \ € [—7Γ/4.π/4]. the 
arctangent of the ratio of the semi-minor axis to the length of its semi-major axis. 
This state can be represented by a Jones vector, which is two dimensional and has 
complex components. For a complete description of Jones calculus see Jones (1941 
and 1948) and Azzam and Bashara (1988). The polarization-modifying properties 
of an optical system which is non-depolarizing, frequency conserving and linear, can 
be described by a two dimensional Jones matriT, which transforms a given (initial) 
Jones vector into another (final) one. The matrices of the systems we will discuss 
are all elements of the group of special unitary transformations SU(2). 
We will discuss three different basic cases. 
(1) Biréfringent medium 
The two eigenmodes are linear polarization states ( \ — 0). The propagation 
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of an electromagnetic wave can be described by the superposition of the two 
linearly polarized waves with same freciuencies and different propagation ve­
locities. The difference in velocities, due to the birefringence An gives a phase 
retardation 
Δ Δ „ = ^ Δ Τ 1 (2.7) 
with L the thickness of the sample and λρ the wavelength of the light in 
vacuum. 
(2) Gyrotropic non-birefringent medium 
The two eigenmodes are circular polarization states (\ = ± π / 4 ) . The prop­
agation of an electromagnetic wave in this medium can be described by the 
superposition of two circularly polarized waves with opposite sense of rotation 
and different velocities. These different velocities are determined by the two 
different indices of refraction η 
η
2
 = ni ± G . 
Here no is the index of refraction without optical activity and G the gyration 
coefficient. The phase retardation is 
ЗтгЬ G , , 
Δ
σ
- - . (2.8) 
λο Mo 
(3) Gyrotropic biréfringent medium 
hi a rotating biréfringent medium the determination of the solutions of the 
Fresnel eciuations are fairly complicated. Only for special directions of fc the 
solutions can be found easily. The general case can often be simplified by 
neglecting the influence of the birefringence on the gyration. This means, 
in fact, that the total phenomenon is treated as a superposition of the two 
separate effects. Γη this approximation the solutions of the Fresnel-equations 
give rise to two elliptically polarized waves with the main axes perpendicular, 
equal ellipticities and opposite sense of rotation. The velocities of propagation 
of the two waves are different and (omitting the notation for the implicit 
dependence of G on the birefringence) determined by corresponding refractive 
indices (§84 Born 1933) 
n
2± = \ ("Ó2 + "Ö2 i / К 2 - nS2)2 + 4G2 ) (2.9) 
with n'0 and nQ the refractive indices in absence of the gyrotropy and G the 
gyration coefficient. 
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The ellipticity angle, defined by 
t a n 2 x = U = — - (2.10) 
Ад,, Пі\П 
where fi is the mean refractive index. The phase retardation is 
27rL 
Δ = — ( n + - n . ) . (2.11) 
From this equation and the expressions for the sum and product of the roots 
т\\ as in equation (2.9) we derive 
2 
= (2*
о
[)*{»? + «;г-2АЧ !"- G!} . (212) 
For most cases we may assume G <C п^2, n[^\ so that using equations (2.7) and 
(2 8) we may write 
д. . (^)1 {,„;-„;,'.ƒ;.} 
\ Ao / I "o»oJ 
= Δ 2 Δ„+Δ? ; . (2.13) 
2.4 Square wave model 
As already explained, the transformation of a state of polarization by an optical 
device can be described by a 2 χ 2 complex matrix: the Jones matrix. It gives the 
Jones vector of the outgoing polarization state for a given incoming polarization 
state. An optical system can be characterized completely, by its two cigenmodes 
(the eigenvectors of the Jones matrices) and the corresponding eigenvalues. 
The Jones matrix of a biréfringent platelet with its principal axes making an 
angle ψ with the reference axes, is given by 
W = R ( 0 ) W o ( r ) R ( - 0 ) (2.14) 
where R(C') is the rotation matrix and W Q is the Jones matrix for the retardation 
plate. These are given by 
R(V' cos с — sin φ 
sin li> cos V) 
and (2.15) 
Wo(r) 0 \ 
S -
r
'
2
 ) 
(2.16) 
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Figure 2.1 One unit cell for the square modulation wave. 
where Γ is the retardation of the platelet. The matrix W is unitary (W+W = 1). 
Consider two identical biréfringent platelets with thickness Λ/2 and retardation 
Γ/2 put together with different azimuth angles: the first with φ{ζ) = ρ and the 
second with φ(ζ) = -ρ (see figure 2.1). The two platelets together form one unit 
cell of the modulation; a modulated finite crystal can be seen as a long sequence 
of these unit cells. Note that such a unit cell has no inversion symmetry, although 
its average has. We characterize this unit cell by a Jones matrix S+. One can also 
consider a Jones matrix 5_ describing the unit cell one obtains from the previous 
one by total inversion. This system consists of the same platelets, now the first 
platelet has φ{ζ) = -ρ and the second φ(ζ) = p. Accordingly we have (compare 
chapter 4 of Yariv and Yeh, 1984) 
S ± = V + V , (2.17) 
where 
V ± = R ( ± p ) W o ( r / 2 ) R ( T p ) . (2.18) 
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Putting in the equations (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain 
a + ib ±ic \ „ / A 4 iB ±C 
1
 ±ic a-ih ) " \ T C A - iB 
a = cosFM A = cos2 Γ/4 — cos4psin2 Γ/4 
b = — cos 2p sin Γ/4 В — — cos 2¿> sin Г/2 
с = — sin 2p sin Г/4 С = — sin 4p sin2 Γ/4 . 
(2.19) 
The eigenmodes of V\ are linear polarization states with azimuth angles </'^
оц
, 
a i u l
 ^jw. w i t h 
and (2.20) 
and the retardation of half the unit cell is still 
Δνι - Γ/2. (2.21) 
The eigenvalues of S i are given by 
Λ,,™ = A - is/Bi ~(f¿ 
and 
\¡„t = Л + г / В ^ + С 2 . 
So the retardation Δ 5 - of the unit cell becomes 
Δ * 1 = arg(A / o s i) -arg(A, / o i l,) 
= 2 arctan , — 
A 
y'4 cos2 2p cot2 Γ/4 + sin2 4p 
cot2 Γ/4 - cos 4p 
= 2 a r c t a n | ^ _ , < Y - „ — 7_- | . (2.22) 
The eigenmodes of S ± are elliptic eigenmodes oriented along the reference coor­
dinate axes (the orthorhombic axes) with ellipticity angles V»w a n c l X/O>P w ' t h 
- cot Γ/4 + v'cot2 Γ/4 + sin2 2p 
t a n x ; ( o m = ± — _ 
and (2.23) 
s
. - cot Γ/4 -
 v
' c o t 2 r / 4 + sin2 2p 
tanX/a"»« = ± 
sin 2p 
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2.5 Interpretation of the model 
The results, derived in the previous section, simplify significantly if we take Γ small 
(compared to one). Considering from (2.17) merely the case S+ and the slow ray, 
we may write for the ellipticity angle, using equation (2.23) 
X s ~ ^ s i n 2 p (2.24) 
and for the retardation, with equation (2 22): 
As~rcos2p. (2.25) 
From these two equations one obtains the azimuth angle 
t a n 2 p ~ 8 x s / A s (2.26) 
and the retardation per semi-unit cell (V^) 
Γ ~ . \ . (2.27) 
sin 2p v ' 
The model shows that a unit cell containing a complete period of the modu­
lated tensor has elliptic eigenpolarizations of which the main axes coincide with the 
crystallographic (orthorhombic) axes. A sequence of identical unit cells will have 
the same eigenpolarizations (meaning the same ellipticity), so such a system will 
be biréfringent and optically active. The retardation of a sequence of M identical 
unit cells will be M times the retardation of one unit cell. One remaining problem 
arises in the fact that the optical properties of such a crystal are very sensitive to 
its boundaries. If a sequence of M unit cells S ¡ is enlarged by a semi-unit cell on 
one side and one on the other side (a V_ at the starting boundary and a V^ at the 
end), a sequence of (M +1) S_ unit cells is obtained, with an opposite ellipticity. So 
we see that the crystals boundary surfaces select the eigenpolarizations; they cause 
the breaking of the symmetry. The electrostatic energies of the boundaries allow 
only some of the possible configurations, with minimal energies. However, if a given 
configuration is allowed, its enantiomorphic configuration is also allowed; which of 
the two will be realized depends on the surface effects. 
In section 7 we will see that the temperature dependence of the birefringence 
and optical activity measured in the INC phase of TMAZC can be understood as 
a specific temperature behaviour of the azimuthal angle p, and we will relate this 
behaviour to the modulated dielectric tensor e(j) of equation (2.4). 
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2.6 Optical measurements on TMAZC 
In this section, only some of the results of the measurements will be reported for 
illustrating the applicability of the approach presented in this paper for interpreting 
the optical activity observed. A more complete report will be published somewhat 
later. 
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Figure 2.2 Birefringence along the c-direction Δη(0,0,1) of TMAZC Open circles 
refer to the measurements with the incoming polarisation along the о direction, the 
full circles refer to those along the 6 direction. 
A TMAZC crystal was grown from an aqueous solution as described by Arend 
et al (1986). A sample was sawed perpendicular to the c-axis and polished to a 
thickness of 2.57±0.05mm. With the HAUP the birefringence and gyration were 
determined for the para-electric phase I, the incommensurate phase II and the com­
mensurate lock-in phase III. A Red He-Nc laser (λο = 632.8 nm) was used as light 
source. The measurements were performed for the two different extinction direc­
tions. 
In figure 2.2 the results for the birefringence Δη(0,0,1) are given. The INC 
phase extends from the normal-INC phase transition temperature T, = 297 К to the 
lock-in temperature Г
г
 = 280 К. At To = 288 К the birefringence goes through zero. 
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Figure 2.3 Ellipticity angle \ as found from the measurements with the polarisa­
tion along the α-direction (open circles) and along the ò-direction (full circles) 
The results for χ are plotted in figure 2.3. Note that in the vicinity of To the data 
for both extinction directions differ. The measurements close to To are less accurate 
due to the fact that the precise extinction directions, in so far as they are present, 
are difficult to determine. The error in \ caused by this experimental problem is 
only present for temperatures that differ less than 1 К from TQ, SO the differences for 
χ for the different extinction directions have to be taken seriously and are certainly 
not due to this restriction of the experimental method. Their cause is subject for 
further study. In the lock-in phase the results for \ scatter very much due to the 
discommensurations (as explained in section 7), so the data below T
c
 are unfit for 
interpretation. 
To obtain the optical activity G(0,0,1) from the HAUP data we measured with 
an Abbe refractometer and by the method of "minimum deviation angle'" the effec­
tive refractive index to be ñ = 1.527 ± 0.002. In figure 2.4 the results for G(0,0,1) 
are plotted. The differences in χ for different extinction directions are reflected 
very drastically in the gyration. The behaviour of the gyration for temperatures 
between 290 К and 297 К is easier to interpret, while the results for both a- and 
6-polarizations are the same. In this region G(0,0,1) goes from zero at T, to ap­
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Figure 2.4 Gyration along the с direction G(0.0,1) of TMAZC. Open circles refer 
to the measurements with the incoming polarisation along the α-direction, the full 
circles refer to those along the b-direction. 
proximately 2 χ 10 7 continuously. 
2.7 Application of the model to TMAZC 
To calculate from the model the birefringence and optical activity for a realistic 
material we need to estimate the length L for the unit cell used in the model. 
Meekes and Janner (1988) have shown that in the INC phase long wavelength Fourier 
components h = (0,0.Z,rn) = le* + mq, with q the modulation wave vector, are 
present. If one of these becomes dominant, then its wavelength will determine L. 
We will not go into the details of this, because we will see that even values for L 
that differ in two orders of magnitude do not give significantly different results. We 
will assume L to be larger than the modulation wavelength ¿ M O D and smaller than 
the discommensuration distance Lase· 
We have the modulation wave with wave vector q = 7c* on an orthorhombic 
basic lattice. At the lock-in phase transition temperature Tc, 7 jumps from an in-
commensurate value 7 = (r + 6)/s, with т. s integers and δ a small (irrational) 
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number, to a commensurate value -yc = rjs. Due to this discontinuity the crys-
tal will not lock-in homogeneously, but in domains which are commensurate, but 
with different phases, separated by discommensurations in which the phase changes 
relatively fast. The distance between the discommensurations is given by 
LDISC = ¿c (2.28) 
with с the length of the orthorhombic unit cell in the c-direction. LD¡sc can become 
quite large (of the order of 100 inn). 
For TMAZC the length of the modulation wave vector 7 jumps at Tc from 
7 = 0.405 to 7,. = 2/5 (Marion 1981). This gives an estimation for the discom-
mensuration distance: 
LDISC = 80c ~ lOOnm (2.29) 
where we have used с = 12.28 Â(Manon 1981). The modulation wavelength is: 
LMOD - 0.4"1 χ с ~ 3nm . (2.30) 
The wavelengths LFLW of relevant Fourier long waves are of the order of 10 nm 
(Meekes and Janner 1988. Dijkstra et al 1991) are within the corresponding range. 
Accordingly, the length of the unit cell is estimated to be 
LMOD - 3nm < L < LDISC ~ lOOnm . (2.31) 
Then the retardation of a unit cell becomes 
3 x Ю - 6 < Δ = -^ Δπ(0,0.1) < IO" 4 (2.32) 
where we have taken AQ = 632.8 nm and Δη(0,0,1) ~ 10 4 . 
Equation (2.6) shows that values for ρ ~ π/4 can be obtained if 4ε& ^> e-¡ — ε\ = 
2ηΔπ, with Δη the birefringence for the non-modulated crystal. In this case the 
retardation of a unit cell Δ becomes much smaller than the retardation of a semi-unit 
cell Γ/2. This reflects the fact that the internal fields can be rather strong, but that 
due to averaging the resulting macroscopic fields are much smaller. Furthermore we 
see from equation (2.24) that for ρ —> 0 also χ —* 0 very rapidly and Δ becomes 
equal to Γ (2.25). as one should expect for a non-modulated system. 
One striking feature in the experimental results is that the ellipticity angle χ 
becomes maximal at To where the birefringence, and so the retardation per unit cell 
Δ, is zero. This can be understood with equations (2.24) and (2.25) to be due to 
the fact that at To ρ = π/4. In reality, more parameters are expected to be involved 
than taken into account in this model. Our main goal, however, is here to find an 
explanation for the presence of optical activity in centrosymmetric INC phases. The 
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question that must be answered now is: "What hypotheses in the model cause the 
symmetry to be broken?" 
The Hamiltonian of the infinite, incommensuratelv modulated crystal has inver-
sion symmetry, but the spontaneous realization of the INC phase in a finite crystal 
breaks (his symmetry. In the model we needed a definite starting and ending value, 
namely we considered a sequence of complete unit cells starting with a definite value 
for the azimuth angle for the first semi-unit cell. Which one. that, may depend on 
accidental local perturbative effects, but then the last semi-unit cell is fixed by a 
periodicity requirement. This means physically that the phase of the modulation 
at one boundary of the crystal is related to the phase at the other boundary. The 
finite electrostatic energies of these boundaries could be the main cause for this. 
2.8 Concluding remarks 
The optical properties in the INC phase have to be treated very carefully. The 
presence of the optical activity can't be described by the average structure, which is 
homogeneous and centrosymmetric. The spatial dependence of the dielectric func-
tion due to the modulation has to be taken into account properly. Essential for the 
proper understanding is the interplay between local deviation from a centrosymmet-
ric average structure and the global periodicity of the incommensurate modulation. 
In this paper an explanation is given for the piesence of optical activity in the INC 
phase using Jones calculus to treat the spatial dispersion of the dielectric tensor. 
The described model gives for a sequence of full unit cells elliptic eigenmodes. El-
liptic eigemnodes correspond to systems which are biréfringent and optically active. 
The unit cells in the model are no longer centrosymmetric, but their spatial average 
is. The experimental results for G(0, 0.1) and Δη(0, 0,1) indicate that an additional 
dielectric tensor component £5, which describes the locally wiggling of the dielectric 
tensor in the (a, ò) plane, is quite large with respect to the effect of the birefringence 
ίίΔίί, in particular at the temperature for which the birefringence is zero. The tem­
perature behaviour of the birefringence and the optical activity can be described by 
a particular temperature dependence of the parameters involved. The differences 
that are found between the measurements with the incoming light polarized along 
the different extinction directions can not be explained yet. The particular role of 
the 6-direction (being parallel to the polarisation of the modulation) may be the 
relevant structural element in this. 
The spontaneous realisation of an INC phase in a (finite) crystal causes the 
breaking of the inversion symmetry. The boundaries of the crystal are the cause of 
this. The electrostatic energies of the boundaries only allow some configurations, 
with minimal energies, to occur in reality. But given a certain allowed configuration 
the enantiomorphic configuration is also allowed. We therefore expect that for many 
experiments on different samples the gyration effects will show both signs. 
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Chapter 3 
A Jones model with a triangularly modulated 
dielectric tensor 
A Jones model with a triangularly modulated dielectric tensor 
3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we saw that the spatial dispersion of the dielectric tensor in 
an incommensurately modulated phase can be described by a Jones model. With 
Jones calculus we can only investigate specific spatial dependences of the dielectric 
tensor. First of all, we must restrict to configurations for which the light wave 
propagates in a direction perpendicular to the equi-phase planes (the planes in which 
the modulation wave has the same phase). And secondly, we can only calculate 
simple forms of variation for the dielectric function. 
In the next section we will derive what the result will be if we take a triangular 
waveform instead of the square waveform we used in the previous chapter. In sec­
tion 3 we will show that not only the qualitative behaviours of both models are alike 
but that the quantitative results are also quite the same. Furthermore, two sim­
ple arguments will be given for why independent of the exact waveform a wiggling 
dielectric tensor will give under appropriate conditions a gyrotropic effect. 
3.2 The triangular wave 
The optical properties of a periodic dielectric medium with a triangular waveform 
can be calculated with Jones matrices. For a description of Jones calculus see Jones 
(1941. 1948), Yariv and Yeh (1984) and Az;zam and Bashara (1988). We consider 
an optical unit cell consisting of 4ЛГ retardation plates, which are thin platelets of 
a biréfringent medium oriented perpendicularly to the light beam, as depicted in 
figure 3.1. We will assume, as is normally done with Jones calculus, that there is no 
reflection of light from the surfaces of the plates and that the light is transmitted 
through the platelets. The direction of the two eigenpolarizations of each retardation 
plate is given by its azimuth p. We will derive the expression of the Jones matrix of 
this optical system. For Лг —» oo we get the Jones matrix of the continuous system 
as plotted in the inset of figure 3.1. 
The first 2Л' plates are oriented (see figure 3 1) according to 
p'. 2p',..., (Л' - 1 )p\ λ'ρ', (Л' - l ) p ' . . . . , 2p\ p\ 0. where p' = p/N 
The Jones matrix of this sequence is given by W 4 . The last 2N plates are oriented 
as 
-pf,..., - ( Л ' - l)p\ Np', -(N - l)p',..., -p', 0. 
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Figure 3.1 One unit cell for the triangular modulation wave. The overall Jones 
matrix Γ. consists of 4Λ" platelets, in the limit of Λ' —» oo (inset) the waveform 
becomes triangular 
AN) This sequence is described by W_ . The overall matrix of this unit cell is denoted 
by Ту , and the unit cell for which we interchange the first 2І with the last 2ЛГ 
n(-V) n(-v) plates of T ^ will be described by Τ . For the corresponding Jones matrices we 
have 
where 
T w = wi;
v ) w ( : v ) (3.1) 
wL*' 
with 
Π R(±rV)Wo(r/4;V)R(Tmp') 
m-N-l 
S 
χ Π R(±wp')W 0(r/4A-)R(=Fmp') 
m—1 
[Wo(r/4A')R(±p/iV)]' v • [W 0 (r/4A r )R(Tp/ J V)] N 
0 
Wo(r/4iV) 
tr/8N 
0 ρίΓ/8ΛΓ 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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and 
R(±p/N) 
Let's first look at the expression 
cos ρ/Ν ψ sin p/N 
i sin p/N cos p/N 
I T = lim [ W 0 ( r / 4 ) R ( ± p / , V ) r 
Λ' too 
( cosp/Ne-1™" Tsinp/A T e- , r / 8 - v 
_
 Ν ^ c l i s inp/AV 1 " ' ' ^ cosp/Netr'tN 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
This can be rewritten using Chebysnev's identity for the Nth power of a unimodular 
matrix ABCD, which states (Yeh et al 1977 App.B) 
A В 
С D 
AUN , - t V 
CUN -i 
BUN ι 
DUN-! - UN-2 
(3.6) 
where Uлг = sin(jV + 1)ΑΓΛ/ sin .ΚΤΛ, 
with Α'Λ = arceos \{A - D). 
So the elements Uj^ of the matrix f/+ from (3.5) can be written as 
U n = 
U * = 
и* = 
и- = 
lim 
.V .οο 
lim 
Ν-~οο 
lim 
JV-.00 
lim 
Λ -»σο 
cos ρ Ι Ne' ' sin Λ'Α'Λ - sin(A' - 1)ΛΓΛ 
sin Α'Λ 
=F sin plNc-,T *N sin NKS. 
sin Α'Λ 
±sin^/iV<- , r '8 'vsinA rA'A 
sin Α'Λ 
cos p/Ne*'™ sinNKA - sin(N - 1)KA 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
sin Α'Λ 
cos Α'Λ = cos X/N •= cos p/N cos Γ/Λ'. 
The equation (3.11) can be viewed as the cosine relation for a right-angled tri­
angle on a unit sphere with sides of lengths p/N', Γ/Λ' and X/N, of which the 
latter is the hypotenuse. For large N this triangle can also be described by planar 
trigonometry, which yields 
X =
 V V + Г 64 . (3.12) 
We derive for the elements of the matrix U * 
cosp/Nc',r'msmNKA - sin(N - ^ Α Ά 
lim 
Af »οο 
lim 
/V-oo 
lim 
iV"»oo 
sinATA 
sin N К A - sm(N - 1)KA 
sin К A 
Г sinA'A^A , . ..,, 
- ι^τ——гт^ +order(l/N) 
cos(N - l)KA±t г sin Λ
Γ
Α:Λ 
8 ΛΓ sin Α'Λ 
8ΛΓ sinATA 
= cos Χ ± г 
Γ sin Χ 
's~x~ 
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and 
smp/Are±,r'e'vsinA'A'A lim = 
'V—oc sin A'Λ 
sin І А Л sin X 
So in t h e limit of infinitessimallv t h i n p l a t e s {Ν —> oc) we h a v e 
+ ( casX-i(r/&)smX/X TpsinX/X \ 
{ ±psmX/X cosX+ i{r/8)smX/X ) • { ύ ό > 
For the Jones matrices we write 
Wj. = lim W ^ 1 and T ± = lim Τ 1 / 1 . (3.14) 
N УОО Ν—>οο 
Writing out the equations (3.1) and (3.2) gives 
w
 /« + * ±гс ) T±JA+ÌB
 Л
± С
Л (3.15) 
у ±гс a - ib J \ ^fC A - iB J v ' 
where 
α = (p 2 -r 2 /64)s in 2 X/X 2 -rcos 2 X 
6 = -(r/4)smXcosX/X 
с = -p(r/4)sin 2X/X 2 
(3.16) 
A = l -2(r/4) 2 sm 2 Xcos 2 X/X 2 
В = -2(r/4)(sin X/X) cos X [cos2 X + (p2 - Г2/64) sin2 X/X2] 
С = -2f,(r/4)2sm3XcoñX/X3 . 
The eigenmodes of W + are linear polarization states with azimuth ψ^^ and 
Ψ fast-
tW_ ^ - X c o t X + v/X
2
cot 2X + p2 
and (3.17) 
—X cot X — \/X2 cot2 X + p2 
t a n ^ · = ± iL 
We calculate the retardation 
v(r/4) 2 X 2 cot 2 X + p2(r/4)2 
Δ - = 2
a r
ctan V_/ _;
 r 2 M - + - ^ o t ^ - · (3.18) 
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The eigenmodes of T ± are elliptic eigenmodeb oriented along the reference coor­
dinate axes (the orthorhombic axes) with ellipticity angles χ^*,,, and \J*,,. with 
T T _ -(1 - ¿2/2) -[ v/l~^7?cös2 X 
t a n x ^ _ ± ^ - - 4 ) 1 L 2 
and (3.19) 
TL _ ^ -(1 - L2/2) - v T - " ¿ 2 c^X 
taiiV a j ( - ± ^ F / 4 p L 2 
L = (r /4)si i iX/X. (3.20) 
7 + /2Ьсо5ХлД-Г2со82Х 
with 
The retardation is 
A - = 2 a r c t a n p - ^ ^ ^ ^ | . (3.21) 
3.3 D i s c u s s i o n 
In the previous chapter (section 2.5) we saw that if we take Г <C 1 that the ellipticity 
angle \ s and the retardation Δ 5 of an optical unit cell with a square waveform are 
according to equations (2.23) and (2.22) 
XS~V^m2p (3.22) 
and 
Δ 5 - F e o s 2 p . (3.23) 
For the triangular wavefrom with Г <ІС 1 we derive from (3.19) and (3.21) 
Х
Г
^
Ь І П 2 Р
 (3.24) 
8 ρ 
and 
r
 _ _
n
s i n 2 p 
Δ' ~V—r-. (3.25) 
For ρ —» 0 we get \ s = χ7 = 0 and Δ 6 — Δτ — Γ, so both models give for zero 
amplitude of the modulation the correct result. For the square waveform we have 
for ρ —» 7r/4 \ s - Г/8 maximal and Δ 5 = 0 and in the case of the triangular 
waveform with ρ —> π/2 we get χτ = Γ/4π and Δ 7 = 0. Concluding we state that 
both models give qualitatively the same behaviour. 
The results of the calculation on the two models can be generalized. Consider 
any dielectric medium periodic in one direction and homogeneous in the other two. 
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Suppose furthermore that the corresponding optical unit cells can be split in two 
parts: both have two linearly polarized eigenmodes: the first is oriented with its 
principal axes (the two eigenpolarizations) along a direction deviating from the 
reference frame by an azimutli ρ and the other by an azimuth —p. Both parts have 
the same retardation Γ. Then the eigenpolarizations of the unit cell are elliptical 
polarization modes oriented along the reference frame (zero azimuth). This follows 
directly from the multiplication of the two Jones matrices that describe the two 
parts of the unit cell. A sinusoidal dielectric modulation wave, for instance, can 
be split into two parts, from 0 to π and from π to 2π, which can be characterized 
by two opposite azimuths, and therefore a medium consisting only of unit cells 
with a sinusoidal modulation wave, vanishing at the boundaries, will have elliptic 
polarization modes. Such a medium is then biréfringent and optically active. 
The considered unit cells are such that they lack inversion symmetry. The state-
ment that the medium consists of these unit cells only implies a specific choice for 
the borders of the medium. In the next chapter we will see how that can be related 
to the symmetry of a periodic dielectric medium. 
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The dielectric tensor in incommensurately 
modulated crystal phases 
The dielectric tensor in incommensurately modulated crystal 
phases 
E. Dijkstra, A. Jaimer and H. Meckes 
Abs t ract 
A characterization of the dielectric properties in incommensurately modulated 
phases is presented. First a microscopic description is adopted. It takes into ac­
count the structural restrictions imposed on a microscopic scale by the superspace 
group. The macroscopic optical properties are derived from it. The optical ac­
tivity as observed in the incommensurate phases of several compounds cannot, be 
explained within a plain microscopic approximation. Therefore, a mesoscopic level 
is considered, implying averaging distances large with respect to the basic unit cell 
parameters or even the modulation wavelength, but small with respect to the size 
of the finite crystal. The phenomcnological approach presented is compatible both 
with the microscopic description based on a superspace group symmetry, as well as 
with the macroscopic one involving the point group of the average structure. In the 
case considered here (1-dimensional incommensurate modulation) the optical prop­
erties of the dielectric medium are analyzed in terms of subperiodic groups, periodic 
along the direction of the modulation wave and homogeneous along the other two 
directions. It is shown that the optical properties are affected by the incommen­
surability and that small changes in symmetry related to boundary conditions can 
lead to macroscopic effects. To interpret the experimental data more quantitatively 
a Jones model is applied, which describes the mesoscopic spatial dispersion of the 
modulated dielectric tensor to vary periodically along the modulation and being 
constant in the plane perpendicular to it. This model is compared with the ex­
perimental results for the ellipticity angle χ of (К(СНз)4)22пСІ4 obtained for light 
propagating along the modulation. 
submitted to Journal of Physics· Condensed Matter 
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4.1 Introduction 
The determination of (he optical birefringence is an important tool in the investi­
gation of structural phase transitions. The behaviour of the birefiingence provides 
information about the change of the crystallographic phase, temperature depen­
dence and fluctuation'; of the order parameter. Optical activity is very sensitive to 
the presence or absence of certain symmetry properties of the crystals. The intro­
duction by Kobayashi and Uesu (1983) and Kobayashi et al (1986) of a new tvpe of 
Polarimeter, the high-accuracy universal Polarimeter (HAUP), opened the wav to 
more reliable measurements of the optical birefringence and activity without being 
restricted to measurements along particular directions of the crystals. Moxon and 
Renshaw (1990) showed how the HAUP can also be used to determine linear and 
circular dichroism. 
Several members of the large family of АгВХ^ dielectrics, which show a \'ariety 
of different modulated phases, have been subjected to measurements of the bire­
fringence and optical activity. One striking phenomenon is the fact that in the 
incommensurately modulated phases the optical activity is not equal to zero. Sev­
eral structures of these phases can be described by centrosymmetric superspace 
groups and also their average structures are centrosymmetric. The optical activitv 
is a third-rank tensorial property and one should therefore expect it to be zero in 
these phases. 
To describe the optical properties of crystals one has to consider the spatial 
dispersion, this is the dependence on the wave vector of the dielectric permeabihtv. 
The effect of spatial dispersion can be characterized by the parameter α/λ = an/\Q, 
where α is some characteristic dimension having the same order of magnitude as 
the dimensions that are relevant for the polarizibilities, η is the refractive index for 
this wave, A the wavelength of the light in the medium and Α
α
 the wavelength of the 
light in vacuum. In a non-modulated crystal α can be taken equal to the (largest) 
lattice constant. Then, except in the neighbourhood of resonances (where η is 
large), the spatial dispersion is a weak effect: a constant dielectric tensor ε . with 
ω the frequency of the light and fc its wave vector, can be used for the macroscopic 
electrodynamics. Due to the smallness of the parameter an/Xo the spatial dispersion 
can be expressed in terms of a power series expansion in αλ: (A· =|fe |) . 
In commensurately modulated crystal phases the characteristic dimension is in 
the order of the length of the unit cell of the superstructure, which is largei than 
that of the corresponding non-modulated crystal. Accordingly, the spatial disper­
sion can become more important than in the non-modulated case, but usually the 
same macroscopic crystal optics can be applied. In the next section this theory is 
summarized. 
In incommensurately modulated crystals there is no three-dimensional lattice 
periodicity, so that, in principle, the unit cell is infinitely large (as large as the 
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whole crystal) and the assumptions made al)o\e are no more necessanlv true Spatial 
dispersion can become large due to the fact that ϋ/λ can become much larger than 
in a non-modulated crystal, therefore the optical properties cannot be described 
mereh by a constant ε^ * (although it ma\ turn out to be a good approximation) 
A theor\ of the optical propoities of iiuommensurate (INC) cr\stal phases has 
to take into account the structural restrictions imposed on a microscopic scale by 
the superspaco group This is understood to be the (34 ri)-dinieiisional space group 
where <i is the dimension ol the modulation that characterizes the symmetr\ proper­
ties of the INC phase ( Janssen and Janner 1987) We will develop our considerations 
on the basis of the superspace group .ΡΓϊ7?ίΐ(00^)(1ΐ1) (No G2c 9 2 de Wolf! et al 
1981) which is equivalent to Pc?rm(007')(ssl) where 7' — 1 - -1 This is the sym­
metry group for many members of the A2DX4 group mentioned above (Hogervorst 
198G) and is in particular applicable to (N(CH))j)2ZnCl4 (tetramethvlammonium 
tetrachloro/mcate T\IAZC) as shown by Dam and lannei (198G) and Madanaga (t 
al (1987) and to RlbZnBr^ (Ii/umi and Gesi 1983 Hogervorst and Helmholdt 1988 
Meckes and Janner 1988) This d = 1 superspace group is centrosvmmetnc This 
implies the presence of a 4-dimensioiial centre of inversion in each unit cell of the 
structure that one gets bj embedding the с π stal 111 the superspace One can avoid a 
superspace description and consider only the Fouiier components of the crystal den­
sity Then the superspace symmetry corresponds to symmetry conditions for these 
Founei components up to a phase factor' Accordingly in the three dimensional 
civstal there is at most, one lattice plane (a*· d = 1) where inversion centres can 
occur In the particular case considered for which the incommensurate modulation 
is along the с axis such a plane is parallel to (a, b) The presence of one more point 
of inversion symmetry not within that plane would imply lattice translational sym­
metry 111 contradiction with the incommensurability of the crvstal One can argue 
that the de\iation from centrosymmetry has to be small and that on the average 
the stiucture is centrosvmmetnc Nevertheless as morphological investigations have 
clearly shown (Janner et al 1980 Dam and Janner 1986) for an INC crvstal struc­
ture the relevant svmnietry is that of the superspace group, even for macroscopic 
properties 
The implications of the incommensurability for the theory arc discussed in sec­
tion 3 where the dielectric properties of INC crvstal phases with Рг7гт(00^)(1ч1) 
as superspace group are considered In the last part of section 3 it is shown that all 
the implications of the incommensurability for the optical properties can be under­
stood on a mesoscopic scale, which allows to consider on that level the symmetry 
breaking effects due to the fimteness of the INC crystal Although the svmmetry 
breaking is very subtle this does not imply smallness of the effects caused by such 
a change of svminetrv A well known example is the sometimes large rotation of 
the principal axes of the indieatnx from the orthorhombu axes in the case of a 
verv small monochnic deviation In section 4 a model is presented that takes into 
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account, for appropriate experimental conditions, the local symmetry compatible 
both with the superspace group and with the global space group svmmetrv of the 
average structure The symmetry breaking effects are then related to a choice in 
boundary conditions 
In sections 5 and G the optical activity in the IXC phase of TMAZC is discussed 
on the basis of the ргеьепі approach. The main features of the optical character­
ization reflect the results that can be obtained on a microscopic level as well. No 
complete microscopic derivation is given, so that the present interpretation of the 
data still remains a phcnomcnological one. 
4.2 Spatial dispersion in non-modulated crystals 
In this section we will treat a crvstal as an unbounded, time independent, linear, 
spatial inhomogeneous optical medium. The dependence of the displacement field 
. D ^ , / · ) on the electric field E(uj,r) with frequency л is given by the material 
equation 
D(u.r) = ƒ e-*(r,r')-E(u>,r')dr'. (4.1) 
Agranovich and Ginzburg (1984) have shown that, due to the translational svmme-
try, we obtain from (4.1) in reciprocal space the convolution 
£>((*·,*!)= X; ê""k{h)-E(uj.k h) (4.2) 
hc.\· 
where Z?(u;,fc) is the macroscopic dielectric field with wave vector к and frequency 
к 
ω. Е(иі. к — h) and ê^' (/ι) are the Fourier components of the electric field and the 
dielectric tensor, respectively. The wave vectors h are elements of the reciprocal 
lattice Λ* of the crystal. 
Equation (4.1) can be approximated by considering the local dependence of the 
displacement field D(UJ.T) on the electric field Ε(ω.τ) and taking into account 
the contribution due to the gradient of the electric field. Note that this is not a 
Taylor expansions approximation, because that would involve more terms. Then 
equation (4.1) reduces to 
0(ω,τ) = {ε«{τ) +
 Ί
"{τ)-ν
τ
)·Ε^,τ). (4.3) 
The local dependence of Ό(ω,τ) on Е(и}.т) is given by the symmetric second-
rank dielectric tensor e^fr). the mfinitesimal-non-local dependence by the third-rank 
gyration tensor γ*, which is antisymmetric in its first two indices. In reciprocal space 
(4.3) leads to 
Ό(ω.Η)= Σ e^(h)-E(aj,k-h) + i £ (Т(к)-к)-Е(ш,к - h) (4.4) 
/ігл· /іьл· 
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whore for £•"(/») and ^(h) higher order terms in к are either neglected or implicit. 
Note that, comparing (4.2) with (4.4). the infinitesimal-non-local approximation is 
legitimate if we may approximate 
êu'-k{h) = ê-'(h)+n'-'{h)-k. (4.5) 
This is valid if the wavelength of the macroscopic field E(k) is long with respect to 
the microscopic fields E(k — h) with h φ 0. For visible light this is, almost always. 
the case. 
local approximation 
Let us investigate the material equation in the local approximation 
Ό{ω,τ) = ε-'{τ)'Ε(ω,τ). (4.6) 
This microscopic dielectric tensor is invariant for the space group symmetry of the 
crystal, in particular for the translations of the lattice Λ. Therefore, we write instead 
of (4.4), dropping the explicit notation for the dependence on J; 
D(fc + h) = e{hyE{k) + Σ ê(h-h')-E(k + h'). (4.7) 
h't\-,h' ¿о 
We assume that the medium possesses no external charges and no external currents 
with short-wavelengt h Fourier components. Then, we derive from the Maxwell equa­
tions for the short-wavelength Fourier components 
\k + h\2 E(k + h)- (k + h)((k 4 h)-E(k + h))= ^-Dik + h) (4.8) 
where с is the velocity of light in vacuum. Restricting to the transverse component 
E. (fe 4 h) of E(k 4- ft), we get 
01
 ^
Ц Н )
'
Е { к ) =
 ^ 0
І { Н )
-
Щ к ) ( 4
·
9 ) 
where 
|fe + ft|Ä!|ft|> 2 π / α » | Λ | (4.10) 
is assumed, with α a characteristic length in the order of the lattice periodicity and 
λο = 2жс/иі the wavelength in vacuum of the incident light. We can conclude that 
the transverse microscopic electric fields E^(k 4- ft) for ft φ 0 are small compared 
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to the macroscopic field E(k), because a2/\l < 1 0 _ e (except for resonances in л, 
where e(h) can become large). 
The assumption of no external fields with short-wavelength Fourier components 
implies that the divergences of the short-wavelength displacements fields are zero. 
Using (4.7), this yields 
(fcT/i)-ê(/i)-.E(fc) + £ (fcT/i)-ê(/i-/i'Mfc+V)£||(fc + /i') - 0 (4.11) 
h'ewh'-f-o 
where (fe + h) and (fe + h') are unit vectors along k + h and k + h', respectively. We 
have neglected the fields E
 l(k + h) for h φ 0 and we obtain a set of equations (one 
equation for each h φ 0) that relates all parallel electric field components E\\{k + h) 
for h φ 0 to the macroscopic field components E(k). This set is formally infinite, 
but it can be truncated since for larger reciprocal wave vectors h the corresponding 
dielectric Fourier components ê(/i) become very small. The truncated set leads to a 
unique solution only if the determinant of the homogeneous part is unequal to zero; 
if it is zero aclditional electromagnetic excitations are possible in the crystal, but we 
will not consider these here. Substituting the relations for E|(fc + h) into (4.7), we 
find a relation between D{k) and E(k) 
D(k) = І(0)-Е(к)+ Σ ê(-h)-E(k + h) 
ha \-,h¿o 
^ e
k
-E(k). (4.12) 
If we restrict the summation over Λ* in this equation to the truncated set. we obtain 
an expression for ε . It gives the dielectric response of the crystal to an incident 
field with wave vector fe and the corresponding dielectric tensor is invariant for any 
transformation R of the point group К of the crystal 
Ek = R®ReRk. (4.13) 
Normally speaking, as к is small, so also the fc-dependent part of e is, and then 
this equation reduces in good approximation to the usual invariance condition (Nye 
1985) 
e = R<2)Re. (4.14) 
infinitesimal-non-local a p p r o x i m a t i o n 
The phenomenon optical activity is understood to be caused by the non-local de­
pendence of D(r) on E(r). For light waves in the optical region in insulators this 
is only a small effect and can therefore be described by (4.3) 
0{τ) = (ε(τ) + Ύ(τ)·ν
τ
)·Ε(τ). (4.15) 
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For most of the (non-modulât ed) insulating matenalb it is enough to consider a 
single plane wave 
D(k) = (ek + i-rk-k)-E(k) (4 16) 
where e is the svminetnc second rank dielectric tensor from (4 15) and 7 is a 
third rank tensor, which is antisyinmetnc in the lust two indices (-vlj( = — ~J¡I), that 
describes the g\rotropy (optical actmty) of the crystal (see Sommerfeld 1959 or 
Born 1933) This tensor is invariant for the point group symmetry This means that 
one has 
•r
k
 = R®R®RjHk (4 17) 
for all orthogonal transformations R of the pomi group К of the crystal The fc-
dependence of 7 is verj small and is therefore usually neglected Then (4 17) 
reduces to 
•y = R®R®R'Y (4 18) 
In summary, we can state that, within the assumptions of the description pre­
sented, the optical propeities are governed by the point group symmetry of the 
crvstal One can also use the concept of the inverse dielectric function to come to 
the same conclusion (see Pick 1970. 1990) 
4.3 Spatial dispersion in incommensurately modulated 
crystals 
4.3.1 Microscopic description 
local approximation 
The optical properties 111 the IXC modulated phase can be derived along the same 
lines as we did for the non-modulated ciystals We will assume the crystal to 
respond linearly and time independently (1 e far from resonances) The spare-
dependent dielectric tensor e^fr) in (4 6) must now be invariant for the superspace 
group Pcm(i(00^)(lsl) that describes the symmetrv properties of the INC phase 
In the INC phase equalion (4 6) lemains valid within a local Approximation The 
wave vectors h can be characterized by four integral indues (h,k I in) according to 
h — ha' + Kb' + Ic' •* mq and are therefore elements of 1/* which is a Z-module 
of rank 4 generated by a*, b' c' (spanning the reciprocal lattice Л* of the basic 
structure) and q — ·>ο* (the modulation wave vector) (see lanssen and Janncr 1987) 
In the INC phase equation (4 7) takes the form 
D(k + h) = e(h)-E(k)+ £ ê(h - ti)-E(k + h') (4 19) 
h ι м- h!, о 
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The spatial dispersion in the INC phase can be characterized by a small number 
of Fourier componentь of the dielectric tensor that noticeably influence the optical 
properties. For h = 0 we have the macroscopic tensor ê(0), which is the dominant 
term if spatial dispersion is negligible. For h φ 0 we only have to consider short 
wave vectors hl (| hl \ small). In the INC phase as above, wave vectors of the form 
/ι = (0, 0. /, m) can have long wavelengths for suitable choices of / and m. However, 
for larger indices / and m. less structural information will be carried by the wave 
vector, and hence, the corresponding Fourier tensor component ê(/i) represents only 
a minor contribution. Furthermore, the influence of a dielectric Fourier component 
ê(/i) to E^h + h) is in a first approximation proportional to the inverse square of 
the corresponding wavelength (see equation (4.9) and equations (4.24 4.29)). Thus, 
the wave vectors with relatively long wavelengths and low indices are expected to 
dominate the optical properties. 
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Table 4.1 The scalar products (ÄJ-Ä•;)·<»! for the elements g<; of G¿ 
For a given h — (Λ,λ-,ί, m) e M* we can derive which tensor elements £ 4(/ι) 
of the corresponding tensorial Fourier component are allowed by the superspace 
group Gs = Pcmn(00'y)(l.sï). These elements can be embedded as associated to 
reciprocal lattice vectors hs in the 4-dimensional lattice Σ*, with the same integral 
components (h.k.l.m). We can write Λ5 = (/i£,/i/), with hg — {h,kj) defined in 
the 3-diinensional external subspace and with hi = (in) defined in the l-dimensional 
internal subspace. perpendicular to the external one. The tensorial Fourier compo­
nents are also embedded, according to ê(fts) = ê(/i). A general element gs С Gs can 
be written as {RE,Ri \ ts}, with RE the 3-climensional orthogonal transformation 
and Rj the internal transformation of the 4-dimensional superspace transformation 
Rs and f5 = {tE,ti) the superspace translation (Janssen and Janner 1987). The 
invariance of ε(/ι) with respect to gs is given by (Janner and van Beest 1983) 
e(h) = RE ® REe(REh)¿Rshsi-ts. (4.20) 
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h, 
h.k.l,m 
ê(h,) 
P.immn P. can Ρ л P. mem 
Table 4.2 The form of the tensor f(/i) depends on the Í and m indices of h 
(h.к. I, m). The coiiespondiiig subpeiiodic groups G, are given 
In table 4.1 we see that the different parity conditions for h. k\ I and m lead 
to different scalar products (i?sft.s)'is, and so different choices of h = (Ο,Ο,ί,ττί) 
give rise to different .selection rules (4.20) for the corresponding elements ε
υ
(/ ι) of 
the dielectric tensor (see table 1.2). Note that the dielectric tensors are given in 
a coordinate system that coincides with the present orthorhombic crystallographic 
axes of the basic structure (the structure in the absence of the modulation). The 
contributions due to different ê(/i) occur in (4.19) as a linear superposition. There-
fore. it is possible to take for every group of wave vectors with the same parity one 
representative Fourier wave h, find the contribution of each corresponding represen-
tative i(h) and then sum over all their effects. The choice of these representatives 
depends on the modulation wave vector. We will do this explicitely for TMAZC in 
the next section. 
Suppose we have the representative Fourier components with wave vectors ht = 
(O.Q.Lm) with l/m = odd/odd for ι = 1, l/m = odd/even for j = 2 and l/m = 
even/odd for ι = 3. Furthermore, we have the constant contribution with h0 = 
0. In table 4.2 one finds the expressions for the corresponding dielectric tensors 
i(±h,), ι = 0.1, 2. 3. which are allowed by Gs· Fourier components with parity l/m 
— even/even will not be considered, because their effect is difficult to distinguish 
from the dominant part of ê(0). Note that 2(h) — ê(— h) follows from e(r) being 
real in a lossless medium and because of the total inversion symmetry element of 
the superspace group. The seven wave vectors i / i , with г = 0,1.2.3 are (by the 
described procedure) the smallest wave vectors with structural importance. To 
obtain the propagating fields, we will restrict from now on h G M* to h = ±ht 
with г = 0.1.2,3. Terms of the form ê{ht - hJ)E{k + /i_,) with i.j φ 0, г / ) will 
be neglected, while they do not contribute directly to the macroscopic field .D(fc). 
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From (4.8) and (4.19) we derive the Fresnel equations 
(ê(0) - F(n ± p,)) -Eik ± h.) + e(±ht)-E(k) = 0 
for г = 1,2.3, and for h = 0 
(4.21) 
( ê ( O ) - F ( n ) ) •E(k)+ Σ (ê(-hl)-E(k + hl) + ê(ht)-E(k-h,)) = 0 (4.22) 
¡=1.2,3 
where η = ск/и>, pl = chjui and 
F ( n ± ρ,) = | η ± pl | 2 1 - (n ± p.) ® (η ± p.) (4.23) 
1 being the identity. 
From the equations (4.21) we can calculate the microscopic fields E{k ± /ι,), 
and with these the electric fields Ε {τ) that can propagate along given direction 
jfc=|fc1 ( „ = 1,2). 
For k\\x 
Ei2{r) = 
I 2(п^_£з]£5С08(/іі"Г) , 2трэ£4Дш(Лз_'7·) \ 
( n i - f s ) ( p ï - E l ) - T i ^ ^ (η 2 е
ъ
)(р\-^)-пЪ\ 
1 
2znpif55in(/ti'7') , 2(р^-еі)^4С05(/із'Г) 
\ (π 2 f3HpÎ- £ i>-" 2 PÎ ("2 f3)(p^-fi)-n2p5 
£:20etfc-r + CC 
with η 2 = £22 given by (4.32) and 
Ε
ζΛ(τ) 
( 2(п г-езк8С05|/І2-Г) \ 
(п 2 -£з)(р 2 2 - ' i )-r .2p¡ 
2£<cos(/t3 ,r) 
Рэ+п 2 -£2 
1 . 2ιηρ2ί:95ΐπ(/»2·Γ) 
\ i + (n 2 - f 3)(p^ е і )-п 2 РІ / 
• ЕУ
к
-
т
 + cc. 
with η 2 = ε^ 0 0 ' given by (4.32). 
For Щу 
Ι ι \ 
2(n2 -гз)С5 C05(/ti ' Γ ) j 2ιπρ2ί:85ΐη(/ΐ2·Γ) 
( ^ - ï s J t P Î - ^ t - S 5 ? ! + (п2-Еа)(РІ-е2) п 2 РІ 
• 2ιηριε5 5ΐη(/ΐι·Τ) , 2 ( Ρ 2 - Ε 2 ) Ε 9 cosihi'T) . 
\ (t.2-E3)(PÎ ε^-ηΐρ* 'T (п 2 -Ез)(РІ-е2)-п 2 р2 / 
with η 2 = ε,, given by (4.33) and 
Е
уЛ(г) = • £ ° β · * · Γ + cc. 
^ • ' ( г ) = 
/ 2el)Cos(/t2'r) 
p¡ + n 2 - e i 
2(п2-ез)е4С05(/із'Т' ) 
<п2-гз)(РІ-£2) n*pl 
-, . 2гпрзе4 5'п(гез'Т') 
\ 1 + (n2-í3)(pí-E2)-n27f / 
• ¿ з е + с - с · 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
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with η'2 = сзз1 0 ) given by (4.33). 
And for felli: 
1 
Е'Чт) 2ss(p
2¡-n2 іГ2 ) cos(/l [ · Γ ) 4 ι η ρ ι ε ί 5 ΐ ι ι ( / ΐ ι · Τ " ) 
ы
2
 РЬ
2
~£]-Ы»2-РЬ 
-21s C0S(/l2T) - 2îf» 8ІІ1(/І2"Г) 
£?c , f c- r+c.i . (4.28) 
. (001) 
with ìi2 = e1!""1' given by (4.34) and 
Ei2(r) 
/ 2c5(p?-n2-!:i)cos(ferr)-4mpif5sin(/li-r) \ 
1 
V -2?cos(h3-r) 
E02e'k-r + ex. (4.29) 
/ 
. (001) 
with n2 = ει22 ' given by (4.34) 
In the case that all p, become large, and so fc •*• h « h \\ ζ, the transversal 
coniponents of the microscopic fields Ei(k + h) go to zero as ρ, 2 as prescribed by 
(4.9). The longitudinal microscopic fields E (fc + h) go either to zero as p " 1 or 
remain constant (independent of p,) 
infinitesimal-non-local approximation 
In the material equation 
І>(г) = (в(г) + 7 ( г ) . г ) - Я ( г ) (4.30) 
~/{r) is also invariant under the superspace group symmetry. These symmetry re­
strictions are worked out for the Fourier tensor components Ύ{Η), with h G M*, of 
the gyration tensor by Meekes and Janner (1988). for the different setting, however, 
Pcmn(007)(.sAÏ). The corresponding solutions of the Fresnel equation can be de-
rived as above. These expressions have not yet been worked out and are not needed 
in the present analysis of the incommensurate crystal optics. 
4.3.2 Macroscopic description 
local approximation 
From equation (4.19) we derive the macroscopic displacement field 
D(k) ^ Щ0)-Е{к) + Σ {е('а
г
)'Е(к + к
г
) + е(Н
г
)-Е(к h,)). (4.31) 
1=1,2,3 
Substituting the previously obtained fields ^(fei/ij) into (4.31) gives the dependence 
of D(k) on E(k) for different fc. This is described by a fc-dependent constant 
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macroscopic dielectric tensor ε = ε3, with s = (s
r
, Sy. s.) a unit vector along k. 
via D[k) = г8Е(к), the wavelength-dependence being implicit. We get diagonal 
tensors with elements 
2εΙ J100) 
.(100) 
ει + 
РІ - П
2
 - £2 
^
U
' - ' > ~ Τ „ Γ ^ ^ 7 Τ Ι ^ ( I · 3 2 ) 
2(n 2 - e3)el 
)(pl -
 e i ) - п ^ 
+ _ 2 t á - £ ' t á 
( η 2 - ε 3 ) ( ρ | - ε ι ) - п 2рі 
.(100) 
= ε3+ -¿ 
2εΙ , 2(η2 -
 £з)
е
= 
3 τ
 ρ§ + η» - ej ^ ( ^ -
 е з
)(р» - ε,) - n2pl 
лого) 2(ίΐ - £з)г5 
£ιι - ει + 
+ 
"
2
 - ез)(Рі - ег) - n2PÎ 
2)4 2(р1 - ,.W? 
,.(010) _ 
-22 - £ 2 
»
2
 - е з ) ( Р 2 - £ 2 ) - п г 
2 ( η 2 - ε 3 ) ε 2 
,.(010) _
 с
 ¿У" -13)*4 •-„ 
-
3 +
 ( „ 2 _
 £
з ) ( р 2 _ £ j ) _ n 2 p 2 + p 2 + „ 2 _ e i 
c·
2
 c2 Of2 
,.(001) ^5 ^ E 5 - ε 9 
-11 - ε 1 + ( n + P i ) 2 - S 2 ( « - P i ) 2 ^г 
= 22 
( η + ρ 2 ) 2 - ε ι ( η - Ρ 2 ) 2 - ε ι 
. 2 , 2 
+ ^ - - % — + 
(4.33) 
,2 _2 0-2 
- ε2 + ; -: + ; -ri (4.34) 
( n + P i ) 2 - £ i ( η - P i ) 2 - ε ι £з 
.(001) _ _ i g í q 
^зз - =3 + η—, — ^ . - + 
( " + Ρ 3 ) 2 - ε 2 ( π - Р з ) 2 - ε 2 ' 
In general the additional fields E{k ± h) will have wavelengths that are short 
with respect to E{k). Then, the refractive indices p, are quite large with respect 
to n. y/e[, yjïï and yfè$. Only if the modulation wave vector is different from a 
rational approximant Ijm with Z, m small integers or if the modulation amplitude 
becomes negligible, the effective dielectric tensor becomes fe-independent 
/ d - 2ε29/ε3 0 0 \ 
e = 0 ε 2 - 2ε
2/ε3 0 . (4.35) 
\ 0 0 сз / 
Fousek and Kroupa (1986), who consider a special case, obtain a correction in 
the refractive indices that is equivalent to 2ε2/ε3 and a minor correction which in our 
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description is given by 2εΙ/ρΙ. This last term appears in (4.32-4.34) by assuming рз 
large and neglecting terms of order smaller t h a n p
s
2
. The effect, of both contributions 
is the same in our derivation and in that of Fousek and Kroupa. 
In the case that ε is fc-independent. the invariance relation (4.20) for the super-
space group reduces to 
ε ^ RE® ΚΕε. (4.3G) 
This means that ε is invariant for the external point group A'^, which is a subgroup 
of the 3-dimensional point group К of the average structure (Janner and van Beest 
1983). Otherwise we have 
€
k
 = RE®REeREk. (4.37) 
So we see that e* is invariant with respect to the group of к denoted by A'^, which 
is a subgroup of the 3-diinensional point group KE. The group KE is not necessarily 
a proper subgroup of К and in most cases is simply A'. In particular for TMAZC 
one has KE = Κ = πι in т. 
infinitesimal-non-local approximation 
For the tensorial Fourier components of the position-dependent third-rank gyration 
tensor 7(7·) of (4.3). one can now derive in an analogous way. as for ε in the local 
approximation, that the resulting macroscopic, constant gyration tensor 7*' is also 
invariant for Кц 
7 f e = RE ®RE® fiE7fitfc (4.38) 
This equation, as well as the corresponding previous ones, shows that the direction 
of k has a svmmetry-reducing effect as compared to the fc-independent tensor. For 
instance if we take on the non-modulated orthorhombic lattice of TMAZC k = 
(A·. 0.0), then we must consider the group of fc given by АГд. = 2mm. For this point 
group we can derive from (4.38) that 7 -k = 0 and therefore it gives no effect (see 
(4.4)). Taking fc = (A-i,0, А'з) we have correspondingly the point group A'^ = m^, 
which allows -7*, = —7*1 to be unequal to zero. But, as shown by Meekes and 
Janner (1988) the optical activity parameter is given by 
G
 = 2S'eu<T;'mA-
m
 (4.39) 
with fy/ = 1 for (ijl) an even permutation and e,ji = - 1 for an odd permutation, 
3 the unit vector along fc and implicit summation convention adopted. Therefore, 
the contribution of 7 * ! to the optical activity is, as given by (4.39), again zero. If 
we take general fc = (ΑΊ, A-2, А'з) and thus А'д. = 1, all components 7 ^ can differ 
from zero and can, in principle, give rise to optical activity. This effect is expected 
to be very small, because the first term uneciual to zero in a power series expansion 
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of 7 in к is quadratic in к (as KE = тпттп). Nevertheless, for TMAZC optical 
activity has been detected even for directions like fc = (k.0,0) and к = (Ач-ОД'з) 
(Dijkstra et al 1991b), so taking into account the spatial dispersion of 7 * does not 
really help. 
In the next paragraph we will see that the boundary surfaces of the crystal will 
allow the appearance of a gyration effect, as already suggested by the symmetry 
breaking considerations made in the introduction. 
4.3.3 Mesoscopic description 
In both cases considered in the previous section the optical non-homogeneity of the 
sample giving rise to the spatial dispersion, is expressed in terms of two macroscopic 
tensors ε and 7 . allowed by the superspace group .Рсгпп(007)(іЛ). Although we 
have taken into account the effects of the spatial dispersion due to the modulation, 
as already said, these macroscopic properties do not explain the presence of optical 
activity in the INC phase. For this reason we consider a finer description involving 
averaging over distances large with respect to the crystal parameters, but small 
with respect to the size of the finite crystal, and we will call that a mesoscopic 
scale. The symmetry of the resulting medium has of course to be compatible with 
the supcrspace group of the modulated structure as well as the point group of 
the medium in a macroscopic description. In that case the non-homogeneity can 
be reduced to a periodic place-dependent dielectric tensor, with components still 
compatible with the underlying superspace group conditions. Furthermore, both 
the finiteness of the crystal and the spontaneous symmetry breaking associated 
with a choice of the boundary conditions have to be considered. In this part and 
the next section we will discuss how to come to a consistent description. We will 
restrict to the case fc || z. 
local approximation 
Assumption (4.10). which states that Л ^> к for all relevant h € Л*, is no longer 
valid in the INC phase (for all h G M*). Now let us investigate what will happen 
if we have a number of long-wavelength Fourier wave vectors hi,...,h
v
 € M* for 
which this assumption does not hold. This implies that all these vectors are along 
the incommensurate direction (i.e. parallel to c*). This set of wave vectors is such 
that for all /i t in this set there is a h} = —h, within it. We rewrite (4.11) for all 
h £ M*, h 7^  0,h\,...,hv, taking for the mesoscopic fields E(k + ft,) also the 
perpendicular field into account, as 
53 'Sk(h,h')E^k+h') = -(fcT/i)-e(/i)-í;(As)-¿(fcT/i)-e(/i-/iv)-£;(fc-(-fo1/) 
Нем-
 г
=
1 
(4.40) 
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where the prime denotes the restriction of the summation to elements 
h' φ 0, h\,..., /i„ and 
Sk(h,ti) = {kTh)-e(h - h'HkTh'). (4.41) 
Let us introduce Лг as the total number of reciprocal lattice vectors in M* (which 
is in fact infinite for an infinite crystal). So we obtain N — и — 1 equations with 
JV — и — 1 microscopic field components E {к + h'). This means that we can write 
all Ει {k + hj). j = ν + 1, Λ*, as an expression containing only the macroscopic 
field E(k) and the mesoscopic fields E(k + /ι,), with г = 1 , . . . , ι/. If we substitute 
these expressions in (4.19) we get the set of equations,with ι = 1, . . . .ι/ 
I/ 
D{k-ht) = ek{ht)-E{k) + Yjek{ht-hjyE(k + hJ) 
and (4.42) 
D(k) = ek{0)-E(k) + Y^ek(-hJ)-E(k + hJ) 
J = l 
where the contributions of the microscopic fields are now implicit in the fc-dependent 
mesoscopic dielectric tensors e (h,). From the original set of ЛГ vector equa­
tions (4.19). N — 1 — и have now been eliminated and i/ + 1 equations remain, 
which represent the set of Fresnel equations for the present case (in an analogous 
way as occurs in the microscopic description of section 3.1). In these mesoscopic 
material equations the dielectric tensors e (0) and e (ht) still have to be invariant 
with respect to the superspace group (taking properly into account the presence of 
the light wave vector k) because a correct averaging never decreases the symmetry. 
Suppose in the INC crystal the existence of one distinguishable mesoscopic coher­
ence length /pi its nature will be described in the next section and further on. In M* 
we can find Fourier wave vectors of the type /ι, with ι = 1 , . . . . ν and of all different 
(/, m) parity conditions that correspond to periodicities in the crystal which are very 
close to /o· So that after averaging this dense set of Fourier wavevectors, one arrives 
at three effective mesoscopic Fourier wave vectors 0 and ±/io with | ha \— 2π/10. 
For this description the microscopic indices Λ, k, I and τη are no longer meaningful. 
Therefore, instead of (4.42), as the h, are all parallel to the 2-axis, we can write in 
direct space a material equation (restricting to a sinusoidally modulated dielectric 
tensor) 
D(x,y,z) = em'"'(z)'E(x,y,z)= (e + rçcos^; + 0 ) ) ..Е(х,у, ~) (4.43) 
with φ a constant phase, /o no more small with respect to the wavelength of the 
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light and 
/ ε
β
 ε*, eg \ 
Л = Щ + Чі+і)і+Чз= f5 ε? £4 . (4.44) 
\ £9 £4 £8 / 
The tensors •η
ι
 describe that part of η that corresponds to the tensor form in ta­
ble 4.3 for the listed h,, and their strengths depend on the choice of /o and the 
modulation. In the next section we will describe the optical properties on the basis 
of Tj. Equation (4.43) can be treated in formally the same way as we did for the 
microscopic description. 
Kobayashi (1990) showed that in the INC phase a place-dependent, complex 
order parameter exists that gives rise to helical structures in the IXC phase. From 
(4 43) one sees that this complex order parameter can be interpreted as being the 
fundamental Fourier component with wave vector h0 of τ/(;). 
infinitesimal-non-local approximation 
We can treat the optical activity in the same way as we did with the dielectric tensor 
and obtain an equation that is similar to (4.43) We then need the same invariance 
properties as those derived by Meekes and Janner (1988). We will not do this here, 
because the inhomogeneity of the dielectric properties as described by (4.43) can 
already give rise to optical activity as we will see in the next section. 
4.4 Modulated dielectric tensor optics 
The modulated dielectric tensor emeeo{z) that occurs in the mesoscopic material 
equation (4.43) is homogeneous with respect to translations in the (a, b) plane and 
inhomogeneous along c. Its spatial average e""'«o(r) has the point group symmetry 
mmm. The Euclidean symmetry of eme"'(z) is not given by a space group nor by a 
superspace group nor by a point group. Indeed it is periodic along с (with periodicity 
lo) and is constant along a and b. The symmetry is that of a rank two tensor field 
invariant with respect to a subperiodic group. The subperiodic group has analogous 
properties as a space group (Opechowski 1986), but instead of a three-dimensional 
lattice it is characterized by continuous translational symmetry along two directions 
α and Ь and a discrete one along c. The anisotropy related to the orthorhombic 
symmetry in the (a, b) plane is still present. The further concepts of point group and 
non-primitive translations still apply. In the present case where the point group of 
e
m e s o ( r ) is mmm, one can show that there are four inequivalent subperiodic groups 
denoted as P.mmm, P
:
ccm, P.cmm and Pzmcm'. The generators of Р:ттлі are 
then written on the basis A = а, В = b and С = l0c/ \c\ 
(iiOO), (ОігО), (001), m
x
, my, m: (4.45) 
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for infinitesimal ti and Í2· For P:cnn instead of inx one now has cx — {rnj. | 00.'} 
and instead of my one has Cy = {rriy \ 0 0 | } , and so on for the other two subperiodic 
groups. 
Each tensor η
ι
 (г = 0 3) is invariant with respect to one of these subperi­
odic groups G, as denoted in table 4.2. Therefore, every tensor η
ι
 has a different 
symmetry reducing effect. To illustrate this we will work out the contribution of τ/,. 
The coordinates of equivalent positions of P.ccrn. modulo the 1-dimensional 
lattice translations (0,0, n), are (in a general position with point symmetry 1) 
1 1 
T.y,z; x.y.z f -; T,y,z+ : x,y,z; 
.i,y,z; x,y,z + ~; х,г/, ; + - ; χ. y, ζ. (4.46) 
Special equivalent positions with maximal point symmetry are at 
0,0,0; 0,0,-; with point symmetry '2/m (4.47) 
and at 
1 3 
0 .0 .- ; 0,0.-; with point symmetry 222. (4.48) 
This situation is analogous to that one finds in the space group Perm (Int. Tables 
for Cryst. ed. Halm 1983). The difference from the optical point of view is not so 
much due to the lattice translations along α and 6, but to the fact that positions 
with different point symmetry are for visible light at microscopic distance in the 
space group case ( с |<?C λ), whereas that is no more the case for the subperiodic 
group (¿o is not. small with respect to A). For that reason the optical symmetry 
of the crystal, in a mesoscopic description, depends on the exact position of (001) 
boundary surfaces: at a general position, at ; — 0 or at ; = 1/4 (for an origin at 
Ϊ). Only the last two cases are considered, because associated with a maximal point 
symmetry. 
A rank-2 symmetric tensor field, invariant with respect to P
:
ccm, is constant 
along χ and y, periodic along £ and has with Fourier wave vectors К = Lh0 = 
(2πΖ///ο)2, the Fourier components ri{K) satisfying the symmetry condition 
η(Κ) = R® Rri{RK)cl(RK)"0{R) (4.49) 
for elements g = {R \ v(R)} of Pzccm. This gives for η the possible forms 
/ее 0 0 \ 
ή(1) = 0 ет 0 for L even (4.50) 
V 0 0 e 8 / 
/ 0 ε 5 0 \ 
Tj{L) = ε5 0 0 for L o d d . (4.51) 
\ 0 0 ε 8 ƒ 
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Figure 4.1 The variation in spate of the modulated dielectric tensor e'ne">(z). 
The modulated dielectric tensor described by (4.51) is illustrated in figuro 4.1. 
Sovoral sorts of boundary surfaces can play a rolo in the optics of an incom­
mensurate crystal. Let us assumo those are nothing else then the faces with indices 
(00/m) which are all parallel to (001) of a finite crystal, and that these faces arc 
at equivalent positions. In that case the optical properties of the medium change 
with the exact positions of these (001) boundary surfaces. A situation like this one 
also observes in the case of a sot of optical slabs. We will illustrate with a Jones 
model how a specific choice of boundary surfaces at equivalent positions with [joint 
symmetry 222 can give optical activity. 
The square-waveform Jones model 
In a previous paper (Dijkstra 1991) a Jones model is presented that treats the η1 
part of the modulated dielectric tensor eme'0(z). It describes the crystal to consist 
of homogeneous slabs: each slab can be characterized by its two eigenpolarizations 
which are linearly polarized states oriented along directions deviating from the or-
thorhombic axes of the average structure by azimuths of ρ and — ρ alternatingly. 
The polarization state of a plane wave with k\\z after two subsequent slabs will 
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be elliptically polarized. We will describo the model briefly here. We write for 
e'
T
"'
so{:) onlv the transversal components and restrict to the η^ contribution. We 
approximate the cosine dependence on с by a scjuare waveform and then partition 
the medium in slabs, labeled by n, with thickness /o/2. This gives 
» ' : ) + ' - ) " ( : £ o ) · 
The eigenmodes in siali n are linear polarisation states with azimuths pi, given bv: 
( £ 2 - ε , ) ± v ( f i - £ 2 ) 2 + 4f5 
tanpx = ( - ) " - \ l - - - ' - - - • ' (4.53) 
The retardation Г of one slab becomes: 
r=fAn=*,l(e.-e ) (4.54) 
Ao 2ηλο 
where AQ is the wavelength of the incident light. An = ^/ε~ — ^JT~ « \{ε. — ε )/ñ 
is the birefringence of the slab and £, and ε are t h e eigenvalues of em''30(n): 
1, . . 1 
f 1 * E j ) ± ; x / ( e 1 - e 2 ) 2 + 4e?. (4.55) 
So we get: 
Γ= ¿!ΐ-\(ει-ε2)2+4εΙ (4.56) 
The optical properties of such a system can be calculated by Jones matrix cal­
culus. The whole crystal is built up out of the same pairs of two subsequent slabs: 
the optical unit cells. The retardation of one optical unit cell is (considering only 
the ρ — p. state and Γ <g 1) 
Δ = 2Γα)5 2 ρ = ' - " - , ' ( £ ! - ε · , ) 2 + 4 £ ; cos 2p. (4.57) 
«Ao v 
This gives the birefringence: 
An = Λ ο Δ = * / (
ε ι
 L ¡ 2 )2 + 4£¡cos2p. (4.58) 
2π10 ¿n
 v 
The crystal has the same eigenpolarizations as one optical unit cell. Those are 
elliptical eigenpolarizations (with the main axes along the a- and 6-direction of the 
crystal), with ellipticity angle: 
τ-, 1
 J _ 
λ
 = sin2p = ^ f v T e i - εζ)2 + 4 £ | s in2p . (4.59) 
4 önAn 
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The optical properties of an optical unit cell are given by \ the ellipticity angle, for 
к || с. This can also be described by a gyration vector 7 ' ' that points along the 
с-ахіь. The parameter of optical activity is given bv 
G = s-7< f c ) = ñAn(001) tan2\ (4.G0) 
where again s is the unit vector along к (see Dijkstra 1991 and Born 1933). In this 
(fc) 
case ^3 becomes (see (4.39)) 
~r¡k)= 7і23*з. (1-61) 
We can derive from (4.58) and (4.59). using A3 = 2πΤι/\0, pi = \o/lo and taking 
t a n 2 \ = 2\ 
7 т =
 Го
-_
0
2 (ε+-ε ) 2 sin4p. (4.62) 
Normally, the second-rank pseudo tensor gt:l is used to describe the optical ac­
tivity. The optical activity discussed here is given by the tensor element: 
.9зз = 7з '«з = 7і2з5зА-з =
 1 C _ {ε ^  - ε.)2 sin Αρ. (4.63) 
The gyration effect is constant for the whole crystal. In the model, the 
point group symmetry imnm is reduced to 222, which allows -^гз to be non-zero 
(see (4.38)). The symmetry breaking is caused by the fact that the surface bound­
aries of the crystal are located at equivalent Wyckoff positions with point symmetry 
222. There is also another optical configuration possible: it is obtained by substitut­
ing ρ —• —ρ in all optical unit cells. The thus obtained crystal is the enantiomorph 
iki for which \-, 73 , ' пз and ί/33 change sign. In principle, the two configurations are 
equally probable. In a specific single crystal, however, only one of them will, in fact, 
occur due to a spontaneous breaking of symmetry associated to small accidental 
defects. 
4.5 Application to TMAZC 
In table 4.3 the different phases of TMAZC are listed. In figure 4.2 the temperature-
dependence of the modulation wave vector q = -vc* in the phases II, III and IV is 
plotted. In the IXC phase 7 varies from 0.420 to 0.408 (Madariaga et al 1987) and 
then jumps at the lock-in phase transition temperature to 2/5. 
In figure 4.3 the most dominant reciprocal lattice vectors are plotted. They have 
the lowest indices {h = к = 0 and / and m within the circle around the origin) and 
their ratios l/m are close to - 7 (within the slice around the 7-line in the figure). 
With these reciprocal lattice vectors long wavelength Fourier components of the 
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295 T(K) 
Figure 4.2 The value 7 of the modulation wave vector q — je' as a function of 
temperature (from Marion 1981). The plotted line is a linear fit The value л of the 
modulation wave vector q - ~
:
c' as a function of temperature (from Marion 1981) 
The plotted line is a linear fit 
Phase 
T ( K ) 
л· 
symm. 
VI IV III II I 
< 161 < 181 < 276.5 < 280 < 297.6 > 297.6 
1/3 0 1/3 2/5 inc. 0 
Р г ^ Л Vtjcll P r n ^ n Р с г ^ Pcmn(007)(lsï) Pcmn 
Table 4.3 The phases occurring in TMAZC The phase transition temperatures, 
the modulation wave vector (q — jc') and the space groups are given 
dielectric tensor axe connected. For different temperatures the orientation of the 
7-line in figure 4.3 changes. For certain temperatures 7 goes through rational values 
l/m with low indices / and m\ for instance 7 = 5/12 at Τ fa 290 K. However, it is 
not possible to say which specific components will be responsible for certain optical 
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phenomena observed; in our phenomenological approach that information follows 
from measurements. 
Figure 4.3 A (0,0, i^n) slice in the reciprocal space M'. The most important 
reciprocal lattice vectors h — (0,0,/,m) = (î, m) ( M' are those with low indices I 
and m (ι e. inside a sphere around (0,0)) and that are close to the 7-lme (the line 
I — —~im). 
4.6 Optical activity of TMAZC 
In figure 4.4 we find the ellipticity angle measured with the HAUP for a sample cut 
perpendicular to c. Dijkstra (1991) already reported these measurements, but in the 
fitting procedure the so-called />У-еггог was not eliminated properly. This бУ-error 
is caused by the intrinsic eccentricities of the rotation stages on which the polarizers 
of the HAUP are mounted. The elimination of this error is performed now by the 
method described by Dijkstra et al (1991a) and Moxon and Renshaw (1990). From 
Dijkstra (1991) we know that at To = 288 Κ Δη(001) becomes zero. In figure 4.4 we 
see that \ и 10~3 at this temperature. In (4.58) we see that Δ?ι(001) = 0 implies 
that ρ = π/4, which gives with (4.53) that 4ε | > (ει - гг) 2. Then, from equation 
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(4.59) at To (from figure 4.4) we derive 
Jo 
λο 
4n\ 
; 0.002. (4.64) 
So we see that the influence of £5 can be quite significant and that l0 is in the 
order of λο- Then, we can conclude that the major effect of the spatial dispersion 
due to the inconinieii.siirato modulation occurs in the optical activity, and is very 
difficult to recognize in measurements of the birefringence. The effect can also be 
described by a constant effective Y^ = -¡IZA («Γ equivalently by the element #33 
of the second rank pseudo tensor), which is allowed by the point group 222. This 
point group allows -)-2ц and ->з,2 to be non -zero too. These can give rise to optical 
activity along the α axis and along the 6-axis, respectively. 
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Figure 4.4 The ollipticity angle \ in phases I and II, measured along the (001)-
direction. Open circles refer to the measurements with the electric field polarized 
along o. closed circles refer to those with the electric field polarized along b 
In the INC phase </зз goes to zero at T
c
 (Dijkstra et al 1991b). but gi3 remains 
unequal to zero (Kobayashi et al 1986, Dijkstra and Janner 1990) due to the presence 
of discommensurations in which the Pc2in symmetry of the lock in phase is already 
present. If we substitute some of the chlorine by bromine in TMAZC it locks in 
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into a monoclinic phase with q = c*/3 and P l l 2 i / n symmetry (see Colla et al 
198-1). Dijkstra and Janner (1990) have measured the optical activity along the 
(101) direction of sudi a solid solution (.77 Br versus 3.23 CI). The optical activity 
along this direction is given by: 
0(101) = <7ii cos2 Φ + Г/З.І sin2 ό + 2g13 s inocosö 
= О.Збзи + 0.64.933 - 0.9Gí/i3 
where φ = 53" is the angle between the (101) direction and the α-axis of the crystal. 
G(101) is unequal to zero in the INC phase, but goes to zero rapidly on approaching 
the monoclinic lock-in phase, as should be expected because of the fact that the lock-
in phase for this material is centrosymmetric and no discoininensuration contribution 
to діз can occur. 
4.7 Final remarks 
The presented description shows that the optical properties are affected by incom­
mensurability and that small changes in symmetry related to boundary conditions 
can lead to macroscopic effects. This on itself is not strange. We can compare this 
situation with the ferroniagnetism in iron at room temperature. For most of the 
properties, iron can be described as cubic. Only very small deviations from this 
cubic symmetry allow the very large ferromagnetic properties. Furthermore, we see 
that boundaries, defects and/or impurities determine the actual direction among 
the cubic equivalent ones of the magnetization of the iron. The situation for the 
optical symmetry of the INC crystal is comparable. A certain point symmetry of the 
boundary surfaces of the crystal will be more favourable. Then the crystal still can 
have more possible optical configurations with the same probability. On entering 
the INC phase small accidental effects will determine the optical inediuin observed. 
It is thus very well possible that measurements for the optical activity in the INC 
phase on different samples will give both signs for the gyration and that the size of 
the effect is related to the presence of defects. 
We can imagine that a finite incommensurately modulated crystal is a dielectric 
medium of which the elementary excitations (i.e. the electromagnetic propagation 
modes for light waves) are resonant to the dimensions of the crystal. We can compare 
this situation with a finite string of which the vibration modes have wavelengths that 
fit into the length of the string. For the crystal this means that the coherence length 
¡o fits into the length d of the crystal between its (001) surfaces or other structural 
relevant boundaries, and that the phase (2πζ/Ι
α
) + о of £""•'"(;) is always the same 
at these surfaces. 
The description based on the complex, place-dependent order parameter of 
Kobayashi (1990) fits fairly well in the present views. Wre expect however that 
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within that description also symmetry breaking elements like boundary surfaces 
will play a role. 
The physical meaning of the occurrence of a specific boundary condition in an 
INC crystal as assumed in the mesoscopic model is not yet fully understood. The 
presented model, however, turns out to be also applicable (o the multidomain mon­
oclinic phase IV (sec Dijkstra et al 1991b). A further investigation of this phase can 
help in the understanding of the role of the boundaries for the optical properties in 
IXC phases as well. Also, the nature of a mesoscopic length /Q needs further analysis. 
It could be related to the fact that certain point symmetries at the boundary sur­
faces are more in favour. But we don't know whether there is one precisely defined 
/o or not. In the description presented in this paper, the presence of such a meso­
scopic length is essential, but a specific value is not required: there may be more 
than one different periodicities all giving a contribution to the same effect, which is 
linear and in the present parameter range to a good approximation proportional to 
the thickness of the crvstal (see Dijkstra 1991). However, it is of interest to search 
for specific dependences on the wavelength of the probing light. If there is only one 
sharplv defined І
а
. then the crystal can be viewed as a folded Sole filter, which has 
very specific transmission properties that can be detected (see Yariv and Yeh 1984). 
Dijkstia ci al (1991b) have verified the validity of some aspects of this mesoscopic 
description by measurements of the different components of the gyration tensor. 
At present, the model only decribes the effect of д
зя
. We expect that the effect of 
symmetry reducing by the boundary surfaces is more generally applicable, implying 
that very probably gu and (/22 can ¿Iso be unequal to zero as allowed for by the 
point group 222. 
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Part III 
Polarimetry 

Chapter 5 
Measurements of optical activity in 
incommensurately modulated crystals 
Measurements of optical activity in incommensurately 
modulated crystals 
E. Dijkstra and A. Jannor 
Abs t rac t 
Two different tensor components of the optical activity in [М(СН.))4^пСІ4 and 
one in [K(CH1)4]2ZnCl3 2зВг0 77 have been measured. In the incommensurate phase 
both tensor elements are non-zero, although the average crystal structure has inver­
sion symmetry. This can be explained bv assuming space-dependent dielectric and 
gyration tensors. Incommensurability ensures the existence of long wave Fourier 
components. The allowed tensor components follow from the selection rules im­
posed by the superspace group of the crystal structure. Which ones are expected 
to be the relevant ones, is not only a question of the superspace group, but de­
pends on the incommensurate characteristics of the modulation also. Accordinglv 
the different behaviours of the modulation lead to a different optical activity in the 
incommensurate phase. 
appeared in Ferroeleclncs 105 (1990) ПЗ]/547 
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5.1 Introduction 
The determination of the optical gyration — the 3rd-rank tensorial property that 
describes optical activity in crystals - is a powerful tool for the characterization 
of the point group of crystals. A remarkable phenoinonon occurs in incommensu-
rately modulated crystals. Despite the inversion symmetrv of the average structure, 
optical activity has been observed in the incommensurate (INC) phase of several 
compounds (Uesu and Kobayashi 1985, Sanctuary 1985, Kobayashi et al 1988 and 
Meekes and Janner 1988). For understanding optical gyration in INC phases one 
has to leave the usual concept of macroscopic tensors, which only describe phe­
nomena at zero wave vector and for which the symmetry restrictions are imposed 
by the point group. Meekes and Janner (1988) developed an approach based on 
space-dependent dielectric and gyration tensors. The selection rules imposed by 
superspace group symmetry are applied to long-wavelength Fourier components of 
these tensors. Which are the relevant allowed Fourier components depends on the 
value of the incommensurately modulated wave vector. A choice of these Fourier 
components determines the specific form of these tensors. In the case of Rl^ZnBr,! 
they were able to show which Fourier components are expected to be responsible for 
the observed optical activity. 
The solid solution system [N(CH3)4]2ZnCl4_2.BrI (hereafter denoted as TMA-
ZCB(x)) and Rb2ZnBr4 have in the INC phase as symmetry the same superspace 
group PcmniOO-vJtlsl). The phase diagram of the TMA-ZCB(x) system shows two 
different INC phases (Colla et al 1984). with a different behaviour of the modulation 
wave vector so that other Fourier components should be the relevant ones. Inves­
tigation of the gyration in these two INC phases gives more insight in the Fourier 
components involved and will thus provide a possibility to verify the predictions 
following from the appioach. 
5.2 TMA-ZCB(x=0) 
TMA-ZCB(O) undergoes a phase transition from the paraelectric to the INC phase 
at T,=297.6 K, the modulation wave vector q ~ 0.42c* (Colla et al 1984) locks-in 
at T
c
=280 К into q = 2/5c\ At T
m
 the crystal becomes monoclinic (q = l/3c*). 
In table 5.1 are given for each of the phases the space group and the form of the 
gyration tensor allowed by symmetry (instead of the 3rd-rank tensor we used the 
2nd-rank pseudo-tensor). In the INC phase, the Fourier vector h = 5c* — 2q satisfies 
the requirements of being long-wave and it is assumed to have the most dominant 
impact on the gyration. The superspace group symmetry allows for this Fourier wave 
vector all non-diagonal gyration tensor components (Meekes and Janner 1988). Note 
that the same superspace group forbids the presence of a constant gyration tensor, 
whereas in phase III that is not the case for the corresponding space group (which 
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is a subgroup of the foimer one) 
Phase 
Temp {K) 
Space group 
Gyration 
tensor 
TV 
<276 5 
Р Ш і / т 
9(0) 
III 
<280 
Pc2in 
9(0) 
π 
<297 6 
Рстті(007)(іЛ) 
9(h) 
9n 9i2 9із 
9l2 922 923 
9із 923 9зз 
Pcmn 
9(0) 
Table 5.1 Cr\s ta l phases and gyration tensors for T M A ZCB(O) 
5.3 TMA-ZCB(x=0.77) 
TMA ZCB(0 77) becomes INC below Т ^ Э г К, the modulation wave q ~ 0 34?" 
(Colla ff al 1984) locks-in at T
m
= 2 8 0 К into a monochme phase with q = 1/ЗГ* 
In table 5 2 the space groups and allowed gyration tensors for this compound are 
indicdted Again for phase II the Fourier component are given for Л = с* — Зг/, 
which is expected to ha\e the largest mflueiue on the g>ration In this case we see 
for the INC phase the situation is qualitativclv the same as for R l b Z n B ^ Now the 
supeispace group s\mmetr\ allows only gn = g-π to he non-zero R l ^ Z n B ^ locks in 
into a phase with point group svmmetry /»2?», for which also g n = gn are the only 
non-zero components (now , however, for li = 0).whereas TMA-ZCB(0 77) locks in 
into a centro-s\mmetiic monoclmic phase 
5.4 Experimental 
For the determination of the birefringence and gvration we used a so-called HAUP 
set-up (High Accuracv Universal Polarimeter) This apparatus, which was orig­
inally developed by Kobajashi et al (198G), allows simultaneous measurement of 
bnefringence and gyration m a versatile and reliable way 
The samples were grown from an aqueous solution, by means of the technique 
described bv Arend tt al (1986) From TMA-ZCB(O) single crystals we sawed and 
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Phase III II I 
Temp {К) 
Space group 
Gyration 
tensor 
< 280 < 292 
Pmjm P c m n ( 0 0 7 ) ( l i l ) Pcmn 
3(0) 9(h) 9(0) 
/ o o o \ / ο ο 9 ΐ 3 \ / o o o \ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 / \ 9 , з 0 0 / ^ 0 0 0 / 
Table 5.2 Crystal phases and gyration tensors for TMA-ZCB(0.77). 
polished a sample perpendicular to the (101) plane with a thickness of 4.10(0.05) mm 
and a sample perpendicular to the (110) plane with a thickness of 2.55(0.05) mm. 
Once the results from the (110) sample were obtained, we polished it to a thickness 
of 1.80(0.05) mm. From a TMA-ZCB(0.77) single crystal we sawed and polished a 
sample with thickness 3.00(0.05) mm. 
5.5 Results 
The results obtained so far are given in figures 5.1 to 5.3. figure 5.1 gives the 
birefringence and gyration for the first TMA-ZCB(O) (101) sample, figure 5.2 shows 
the results for the TMA-ZCB(O) (110) sample, closed circles refer to measurements 
on the 2.55 mm sample and the open circles refer to the 1.80 mm sample. In 
figure 5.3 the results for the TMA-ZCB(0.77) (101) sample are indicated. 
In the figures the temperature for which the birefringence is zero in the INC 
phase is denoted by To- In the (110) direction of TMA-ZCB(O) the birefringence 
becomes also zero in the paraelectric phase at the temperature Top = 313 K. For 
this compound gi 3 goes through zero at Т0<, = 291 К. 
5.6 Discussion 
The measurements on the (101) TMA-ZCB(O) sample show qualitatively the same 
gyration effect as Kobayashi et al (1988) already reported. The values we measured 
are a factor three (for the positive values of the gyration) and a factor ten (for the 
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Figure 5.1 Birpfringence and gyration for (101) TMA-ZCB(O) 
negative values) larger than the ones measured by Kobayashi. This however can 
depend on the samples used, as it is often the case for properties of incommensurate 
crystals. One more striking difference is the fact that in our results the gyration 
goes through zero 2.5 К above the temperature for which the birefringence becomes 
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Figure 5.2 Birefringence and gyration for (110) TMA-ZCB(O). 
zero. The gaps that occur in the data for some temperature regions arc due the 
difficulties that the automated measuring procedure had in finding the extinction 
direction properly at those temperatures. In the nearby future we intent to scan 
these regions again. 
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Figure 5.3 Birefringence and gyration for (101) TMA-ZCB(0 77). 
Completely new are the results for the gi2 component of the gyration, which 
turns out to be also non-zero in the INC phase. This effect was predicted by Meekes 
and Janner (1988). For FU^ZnB^ the values for gi2 turned out to be within the 
experimental error. Both results together supports the idea that the gyration is 
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sensitive for the exac t incommensurate character of the modulation. The domains 
in the monoclinic phase made it impossible to measure the gyration in that phase. 
TMA-ZCB(0.77) also shows a non-vanishing g¡3 in the INC phase. Its tempera-
ture dependent behaviour differs from TMA-ZCB(O). This can be related to the fact 
that again the incommensurate characteristics of the modulation are different. The 
gyration slowly goes to zero on approaching the centro-symmetric lock-in phase. In 
the monoclinic phase, it was again impossible to probe the gyration properly due to 
the presence of the domains. 
5.7 Conclusions 
The presented results confirm gyration effects in incommensurate crystals with av-
erage centrosymmetric structure. These effects cannot be explained on the basis 
of the point group symmetry. They depend not only on the superspace group of 
the structure but appear to be also sensitive to the nature of the incommensurate 
modulation. More experimental work will provide additional information needed for 
a better understanding of the gyration effect. This has to be seen in the frame of a 
general approach to crystal optics in modulated structures. 
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Chapter 6 
Birefringence and optical activity of 
[NfCHabhZnCli 
95 
Biréfringence and optical activity of [N^CHa^ZnCLi 
E. Dijkstra, M. Kremers and H. Mcekcs 
Abstract 
The birefringence and optical activity of [І (СНз)4^пСІ4 in phases I. II, III and 
IV have been measured with a high-accuracy universal Polarimeter for six samples 
with all different orientations. The birefringences clearly show the phase transitions. 
From the data the diagonal components g
n
 of the second-rank gyration pseudotensor 
could be determined and the off-diagonal components д
г] could be estimated. The 
results can be interpreted with the niesoscopic description of Dijkstra, Janner and 
Meekcs that is especially applicable to the incommensurately modulated phase (II). 
but also to the mult ¡domain monoclinic phase (IV). 
submitted to Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter 
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6.1 Introduction 
The discoveries of an incommensurately modulated phase in NajCOa by de Wolff in 
1972 and in K-iSeC^ by lizumi et al in 1977 triggered the interest in materials with 
this new type of phase. Since then, a large number of insulators with an incom­
mensurate (INC) phase have been investigated. A major part of this work has been 
dedicated to the A2BX4 family of dielectrics with an INC phase (see e.g. Hogervorst 
1986). Many different phvsical properties have been measured (see Cummins 1990). 
In 1981 Kobavashi et al and in 1985 Uesu and Kobayashi reported the presence of 
optical activity in the INC phase of ( N H ^ B e F i and in 1985 this phenomenon was 
also reported for other members of the A2BX4 group (Uesu and Kobayashi 1985). 
Until that moment the point group of the average structure of the INC phase was 
expected to describe the relevant symmetry for the optical properties. The inves­
tigated materials have centrosymmetric point groups for their paraphase and on 
the average for their INC phase and therefore no optical activity should be found. 
Kobayashi et al (1981) investigated only the 313-component (notation in the setting 
of table 6.1 in the next section) of the gyration tensor. This component is the only 
one that becomes non-zero in the lock-in phase (the phase below the INC phase for 
which the modulation wave becomes commensurate). There remains the question 
whether the observed gyration in the INC phase is merely a precursor effect for the 
lock-in phase or explicitely due to the incommensurate nature of the modulation. 
For a more thorough investigation of this phenomenon it is important to determine 
all the coefficients д
г} of the second rank antisymmetric gyration tensor. Meekes 
and Janner (1988) did that for three components in the case of Rl^ZnBr.!. In the 
INC phase </із is unequal to zero and that gu and д^ ^ve zero within the exper­
imental error. This can be understood only partly by the fact that in the lower 
temperature region in the INC phase the structure of the lock-in phase (this is the 
phase below the INC phase for which the INC modulation with wave vector q = 7c* 
becomes commensurate: η — 1/3) is already manifest. The lock-in phase is non-
centrosymmetric (space group Pr2in) and has a non-zero g^. But the problem is 
that this cannot explain why ^ 3 is unequal to zero in the whole INC phase. 
Meekes and Janner (1988) showed that in the INC phase there can be a place-
dependent gyration tensor that varies periodically along the direction of the mod­
ulation wave (i.e. c). How this can give rise to a macroscopic optical activity is 
described by Dijkstra (1991) and Dijkstra et al (1991b). But to verify these theories 
more data has to be obtained for different materials and for more components of 
the gyration tensor. 
In this paper we will present the optical activity and birefringence of 
[N(CH3)4]2ZnCl4 (tetramethylammonium tetrachlorozincate, in short TMAZC) ob­
tained for six different directions. From these data we can derive the behaviour 
with temperature of all the components Δη
ν
 of the birefringence and of the diago-
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nal components д,, of the optical activity. It is not possible to extract the off-diagonal 
components of the optical activity from the data (as will be explained in section 6), 
but some conclusions for the behaviour of these with temperature can be given. 
The data were obtained with a high-accuracy universal polaiimeter (HAUP). For 
a description of the principles and design of this type of Polarimeter see Kobayashi 
and Uesu (1983), Kobayashi et al (1986), Moxon and Renshaw (1990), and Dijkstra 
et al (1991a). In this paper we will show that the fitting procedure of Moxon and 
Renshaw to obtain from the HAUP data the optical properties can give slightly 
different results than that of Kobayashi et al (1986) The latter assume the optical 
activity to be zero in the high temperature phase (the phase above the INC phase). 
Thev need this assumption in order to be able to interpret their data. Although this 
can give rise to a slightly different result, the conclusion that the INC phase is opti­
cally active remains. Moxon and Renshaw derived that by measuring along different 
extinction directions one circumvents these problems, because this gives additional 
information An important support for the approach of Moxon and Renshaw is the 
fact that we find for measurements with different samples that this fitting procedure 
gives the ellipticities of the polarizers independent of the different orientations of the 
different samples. Furthermore, we find that also in the high-temperature phase of 
TMAZC there is optical activity present, revealing precursive effects of the INC 
phase. 
6.2 The phases of TMAZC 
In table 6.1 the different structural phases of TMAZC are listed together with the 
space groups that describe the symmetry of that phase. Phase II is the INC phase 
where the modulation wave vector q = -yc* varies with temperature: 7 и Ü.420 just 
below Т
г
 = 297.6 К, the transition temperature between the high temperature phase 
I and the INC phase, to 7 « 0.408 just above the lock-in temperature T
c
 = 280 К 
at which 7 jumps to the commensurate value 2/5 (Madariaga et al 1987). The sym­
metry of the INC phase can be described by the superspace group Pcmn(007)(l.sï) 
(Madariaga et al 1987). At Г
т
 = 276.5 К the orthorhombic lock-in phase (III) goes 
over into a monoclinic phase. Below that phase there are two more different phases, 
which we will not discuss here. 
6.3 The samples 
The TMAZC crystals were grown from aqueous solutions by the method of Arend 
et al (1986), which is based on thermally induced convection of the solution. The 
obtained crystals were oriented on the basis of their morphology and were then 
sawed and polished. We used an accurate and stable specimen holder and polished 
consecutively with silicon carbide papers 800 and 4000 and diamond pastes 45 μιη, 
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Phase 
Τ (К) 
symm. 
VI 
< 161 
1/3 
Р212121 
V 
< 181 
0 
рг ./с і і 
IV 
< 276.5 
1/3 
Р Ш , / ! ! 
III 
< 280 
2/5 
Рс2іп 
II 
< 297.6 
inc. 
Pcmn(OOo)(lsl) 
I 
> 297.6 
0 
Pcmn 
Table 6.1 The phases occurring in TMAZC. The phase transition temperatures, 
the modulation wave vector (q — "¡c') and the space groups are given 
25 μπι and 2.5 μπι. Thus we obtained good optical quality samples with reflecting, 
plane-parallel surfaces. Regarding the flatness needed to allow for a well defined 
retardation, we can make the following estimation. Suppose a sample is not plane-
parallel and has a thickness that varies from d to d + 6d, then the retardation Δ 
changes over its surface by an amount of 
δ A 
2π 
δάΑη (6.1) 
where λ is the wavelength of the incident light and Δη is the birefringence. For 
materials with a too large birefringence it can be difficult to prepare samples for 
which ÓA is smaller than π. Then it is impossible to determine the retardation at 
all. For TMAZC this is no problem because, as we will see in the next section, its 
birefringences are very small (in the order of 10 4 or less). With an accuracy of 
¿d = 0.02 mm or better we have δ A < 0 02 rad. 
The samples were adhered with thermo paste at the cold finger in the HAUP (this 
Polarimeter is described by Dijkstra et al 1991a). They were not clamped, because 
any stress could induce additional birefringence effects. For thermal isolation the 
barrel that contained the sample and the polarizers was exhausted. This implies 
that the optical properties we measured are those for zero pressure. Between the 
first polarizer and the sample there was a diafragm mounted. The sample could be 
oriented perpendicular to the light beam by directing the beams that were reflected 
from both surfaces of the sample back through the diafragm. This could be done with 
an accuracy of approximately 0.5 mm, which corresponds to an angle of 8.3 χ 10" 3 
rad = 0.5° (distance of diafragma from sample surface: 6 cm). The wavelength used 
was λο = 632.8 nm, except in the case of sample S5 where 543 nm was used. 
The six samples measured will be referred to as S, with г — 1,...,6. Their 
orientations are given on a cartesian basis {x, y, £}, with χ || а, у \\ b and 5 || с and 
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the thicknesses 
шріе 
5, 
52 
5, 
54 
55 
5б 
orientation 
.r 
ÎI 
ζ 
У + : 
cos(530)i- + sin(530)í 
î + у 
thickness 
rf = 2 57 ± 0.02mm 
rf = 2.485 ± 0.003mm 
rf -- 2.57 ± 0.02mm 
rf = 1.95 ± 0.02mm 
rf =• 2.45 ± 0.02mm 
rf = 1.45 ± 0.02mm. 
(6.2) 
6.4 Birefringence 
With an Abbe refractometer and also bv the method of the minimum deviation 
angle (see e.g. Wahlstrom 1979) we determined the mean refractive index 
Γι = 1.527 ±0.002. (6.3) 
A polarizing microscope with a Berek compensator were used to determine the signs 
of the birefringences. The birefringences Дн(100) = n
c
 — пь and Δ?ι(001) = η
α
 - пь 
for waves propagating along the α and the с direction, respectively, are positive for 
wavelengths between 400 nm and 650 nm (room temperature and 1 atm pressure). 
The biiefringence Δ/ι(010) = τι
α
 — n
c
 for waves propagating along the b-direction 
is negative for 650 nm and positive for 500 nm and 400 nm (room temperature and 
1 atm pressure) From the HAUP data on the birefringence (figures 6.1 to 6.6) we 
can derive that for 632.8 nm and zero pressure Δ7ΐ(010) is positive. So we have for 
the birefringences Δ/ι(5,) of the different samples 5, (defined so that they are all 
positive at room temperature) 
Δ77(100) 
Δπ(010) 
Δη(001) 
0.50Δπ(001) + 0.50Δπ(010) 
0.36Δ7ΐ(001) + 0.64Δη(100) 
0.50Δη(100) -0.50Δ7?(010) 
(6.4) 
where the convention adopted for An(ij) is the same as the one used for the gyration 
coefficient (see (6.5)). We can see that with these definitions for the birefringences 
Δ7ί(001) — Δ7ί(100) f Δ77(010), and indeed this can be observed also in the figures 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
In figures 6.1 to 6.6 we see that all the birefringences (accidentally) go through 
¿οιΙ in the INC phase: this happens for different directions at slightly different tem­
peratures, so there is no temperature at which TMAZC becomes optically isotropic. 
Δη(5ι) = 
Δ
η
( 5 2 ) = 
Д и ( 5 з ) -
An(S4) = 
Δη (S5) = 
Δ«(5β) = 
= Δπ(11) 
= Δ7ί(22) 
= Δη(33) 
= Αη(23) 
= Δη(13) 
= Δη(12) 
= 
= 
— 
= 
^ 
= 
7?, - П
Ь 
ν
α
 - n
r 
Πα - " 6 
П
а
 - 0.50(7)
c
 + Πι,) 
0.3677
α
 + 0.64rîr Пь 
77
с
-0.50(7)
а
 +Щ) 
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For all samples we could detect T, and T
r
 in the birefringence (although not visible 
in figure 3 for S3). We see that the modulation affects the birefringences signifi­
cantly. The results are in agreement with those of Saito et al (1987). There is only 
one difference: in our sample we did not find Δη(010) to change sign in the IXC 
phase. This can be due to the use of a different light source (not mentioned by the 
authors). 
6.5 Absorbance and linear dichroism 
With an UV/VIS spectrophotometer the absorbance A = {2πά/\)κ, with « the 
extinction coefficient (i.e. the imaginary part of the complex refractive index), was 
measured for a plane-parallel sample with faces perpendicular to α and thickness d 
= 1.75±0.02 mm (figure 6.7). This absorbance is obtained for unpolarized light; if 
we use polarized light we see that the humps at 560 nm and 890 nm only appear 
for light polarized along с and the dips at these wavelengths occur only for light 
polarized along Ь (in figure 6.7). For all the presented experiments on the optical 
properties a red He-Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) was used except for 55, where we used 
a green He-Ne laser (A = 543 nm). So we have to realize that the S5 experiment 
can be influenced by the resonance at 560 nm, the other experiments are far enough 
away from it. 
With HAUP we determined the linear dichroism for all six samples. Linear 
dichroism is the difference Δκ between the extinction coefficients for the two eigen-
polarizations. From these experiments we concluded that these can be considered to 
be zero within the experimental error, except perhaps for S5. The linear dichroism 
of 5$ scatters a lot more than that of the other samples (but still around zero). 
This is caused, most probably, by the fact that only for this sample the optical 
properties were measured in the neighbourhood of a resonance. The results for the 
birefringence and optical activity are not noticeably affected. 
6.6 Optical activity 
From the HAUP data we obtained the optical activity by the fitting procedure of 
Moxon and Renshaw (1990) and including the so-called ¿У-еггог, which describes 
the deviation of the analyzer orientation with respect to the polarizer due to the 
eccentricities of the rotation stages of both. This is explicitly described by Dijkstra 
et al (1991a). The results are plotted in figures 6.1 to 6.6. The optical activities 
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Figure 6.1 The birefringence Δπ(11) - Δτι(ΙΟΟ) (top) and the optical activity 
G(l l) - flu (bottom) in phases I, II, III and IV of TMAZC. Open circles refer to 
measurements with the incident light polarized along c, full circles to those with the 
light polarized along b. Note that most of the data for both polarisations is eciual 
and that, for these data the open circles are not visible. 
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Figure β.2 The birefringence Δ7Ϊ(22) = Δη(010) (top) and the optical activity 
G(22) - 522 (bottom) in phases I, II, III and IV of TMAZC Open circles refer to 
measurements with the incident light polarized along c, full circles to those with the 
light polarized along α 
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Figure .З The birefringence Δη(33) - Δη(001) (top) and the optical activity 
G(33) - дзз (hottom) in phases I and II of TMAZC Open circles refer to measure­
ments with the incident light polarized along o, full circles to those with the light 
polarized along 6 
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Figure 6.4 The birefringence Δη(23) = 0 50Δπ(001) + 0 50Δη(010) (top) and the 
optical activity G(23) - (0 50g22 f 0 50дзз + 1 ООдгз) (bottom) in phases I, II and 
III of TMAZC Open circles refer to measurements with the incident light polarized 
perpendicularly to a, closed circles to those with the light polarized along α 
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Figurp 6.5 The birefringence Διι(13) - 0 36Δη(001) - 0 64Δπ(100) (top) and the 
optical activity G(13) (0 36g
n
 - 0 бідзз { 0 96діз) (bottom) m phases I, II, III and 
VI of TMAZC Open circles lefer to measurements with the incident light polarized 
along b, full circles to those with the light polarized perpendicularly to b In the 
lock-in phase (III) and in the monoclinic phase (IV) the data on the optical activity 
are divided by 25 (left from •) in order to be able to plot these data on the same 
stale 
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Figure 6.6 The birefringence Δη(12) - 0 50Δπ(100) - 0 50Δη(010) (top) and the 
optical activitj G(12) - (0 50s„ - 0 50ff22 + 1 Щп) (bottom) in pha-ses I, II, III and 
IV of TMAZC Open circles refer to measurements with the incident light polarized 
along c, full circles to those with the light polarized perpendicularly to с 
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Figure 6.7 The absorbance of unpolarizcd light waves propagating along α through 
a TMAZC specimen of thickness d = 1 75 10.02 mm. 
G(S,) are given by the following expressions 
0(8,) = G(ll) 
G(S2) = G(22) 
ад) = G(33) 
ад) = G(23) 
ад) = G(i3) 
G(5
e
) = G(12) 
= 9u 
= 022 
= для 
= O.öOito + 0.50<7зз + І.ООри 
= О.Зб^ц + 0.64.933 + ОМдіз 
= 0.5001,+0.50ff22 + l.00fl12 
(6.5) 
We have to note that measurements on other samples with different thicknesses 
always gave qualitatively comparable results. Also the signs obtained for G(ij) were 
the same for all these samples. Negative G indicates dextrorotatory power (rotating 
the plane of polarization clockwise for light coming towards the observer, convention 
of Glazer and Stadnicka 1986) and positive G indicates laevorotatory power (rotating 
the polarization direction counter-clockwise). The structural meaning of the signs 
found still has to be elucidated and to be completely sure about the dependence of 
the optical activity on sample and thickness, more measurements will be done. 
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In figure 6.2 we see that G(22) is equal to zero in the high temperature phase 
and in the INC phase. Below T
c
 it is slightly deviating from zero. For the other 
samples the optical activity is not zero in all the phases measured. Furthermore, we 
note that С(13) becomes relatively large in the lock-in phase (6(13) « 0.5 χ IO"5) 
and in the monoclinic phase (0(13) > 10 5 ) . 
6.7 Discussion 
In table 6.1 we find the space group Pc2¡n in the lock-in phase (III). Therefore 
the point group is ;n2ri?, which allows g« to be different from zero (see Nye 1985). 
This explains (?(13) in this phase. In the monoclinic phase (IV) something very 
peculiar causes G(13) to be non-zero. From table 6.1 we derive that the point 
group (2/?/i) has inversion symmetry, and therefore no optical activity should be 
observed. But, the crystal on cooling down from the orthorhombic phase III to 
the monoclinic phase IV will consist, in general, of monoclinic domains seperated 
by (ft, c) domain walls (Meekes et al 1988). This situation is schematically plotted 
in figure 6.8. The dielectric properties of such a configuration must be described 
by a spatial dependent dielectric tensor. Dijkstra et al (1991b) showed that the 
optical properties for a periodic dielectric medium are then restricted by the point 
symmetry of the boundary surfaces. Here the point symmetry of the domain walls 
is 7π2η), for which gi3 can be non-zero. So, this explains ί?(13) in the monoclinic 
phase also. In the other samples measured we also found optical activity in the 
monoclinic phase, but in comparison with 913 the values are negligible. 
/ \ 
m2m 2-r/m7 m2m 2т/т7 m2m E
-z',"z . Z / M I Z 
Figure 6.8 Schematic illustration of how the monoclinic domains (2./m.) are 
seperated by domain walls with point symmetry m2m. Two domains are plotted, 
the thick lines represent one of the main axes of the dielectric tensor at different 
places. 
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In the INC phase we fand for G ( l l ) G(22) and (7(33) that pn and дц are unequal 
to /его and that <]>> is equal to /его This can be explained bv the mesosœpic theory 
of optical properties in the INC phase of Dijkstra tt al (1991b) to be the result of a 
nicsoscopic penodic variation in the (a ò) plane and penodic along г of the dielectric 
tensor with its s\ininetr\ described b\ the subpenodic group Ρ ест 
The optiral activities G(23) G(13) and G(12) are non ¿его in the INC phase 
Most probabh due to the contiibutions of суп and c/^ -j We cannot sinipl> subtract 
these two contributions because it is our experience that the optical activities mea-
suied in this phase are sample dependent and it is not possible to measure more 
than one direction in one sample Onlv global trends can be derived by companson 
of the figure^ G 1 and 6 3 with G 4 G ó and G 6 So we see for instance that in G(13) 
for a laige temperature mteival m the INC phase the contributions of qn and с/эз 
almost cancel each other Regarding these considerations we can only say that the 
contributions of C)2¡ (/n and qi2 are small 
In the high temperature phase (I) some components of the gyration tensor are 
different from /его although this phase is centrosvmmetric and not modulated The 
reason foi this in our view lies in the fluctuations of the mode that softens near 
the phase transition at Т
г
 The structural phase transition at T, is the result of 
an instabilit> of one of the vibrational modes of the crvstal On approaching Т
г
 in 
phase I the frequencv of the relevant phonon mode decreases to /его until it fanallv 
becomes a static distortion which determines the structure in the INC phase So we 
can undeistand the optical activities measured above T, to reflect precursive effects 
due to this instabihtv 
6.8 Summary 
The birefringence and the optical activitv of TMAZC were measured m phases I 
II III and IV for six samples with different orientations The birefringences reflect 
the different phase transitions The optical activity components can be understood 
with the nusoscopic description of Dijkstra tt al (1991b) This theorv is not only 
applicable to the INC phaseof TMAZC but also to its multidomain monochmc phase 
(IV) The optical activity measured in the INC phase is, most probably caused by a 
mesoscopic periodic vanation of the dielectric function together with the condition 
that the (001) boundaries m the crvstal have point symmetrv 222 (Dijkstra et al 
1991b) In the INC phase the si/e of the effect is slightl> sample dependent but 
not depending on the thickness of the sample The lotatorv power is therefore linear 
with the thickness 
To come to a better verification of the mesoscopic description more measurements 
have to be made on TMAZC and on other materials and also the dependence on 
the wavelength of the light has to be investigated 
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Optical properties of calaverite, АиТег 
Optical properties of calaverite, АиТег 
E. Dijkstra, M. Kremers and M. А. С. Devillers 
A b s t r a c t 
The optical properties of incommensurately modulated calaverite (АиТег) are pre­
sented. The surfaces of two melt-grown crystals were mechanically polished and 
turned out to be optically isotropic for reflection measurements. The surfaces re-
crystallized in several days. On rccrystallizing optical anisotropy increased and a 
plasmon peak developed. 
appeared in Zeilschnft für Phyzik B-Condensed Matter 76 (1989) 487 
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7.1 Introduction 
In two recent papers (Dam et al 1985, Dam and Janner 1989) it was shown that the 
morphology of mineral calaverite is determined not only by the lattice periodicity 
of its average structure, but also by the additional periodicity of the displacive 
incommensurate modulation wave. Investigations with X-ray diffraction (Sueno et 
al 1979) and electron diffraction (Tendeloo et al 1983) showed that the structure 
of calaverite is strongly modulated and that the modulation wavelength is almost 
independent of temperature. The unusual large extent in which the modulation 
appears in the morphology, makes calaverite attractive for the study of the influence 
of the modulation on other physical properties, such as optical properties. The 
work presented here is an investigation of the most prominent optical properties of 
calaverite. 
The symmetry of the structure of calaverite can be described by the super-
spacegroup C2/m(aO'))(lT) (Schutte and de Boer 1988), which implies an inversion 
symmetry for the average structure (with spacegroup C2/in) and also for the mod­
ulated structure. Nevertheless the authors of this paper and also Carpenter and 
Cameron (1963) have observed an apparent optical rotation in reflection measure­
ments. The nature of the optical rotation is not yet clear, but if this is optical 
gyration it must be explicitly due to the incommensurate modulation, despite of 
the inversion symmetry. Optical gyration has been observed in several incommen­
surate crystals having superspace inversion symmetry (Uesu and Kobayashi 1985 
and Sanctuary 1985). Also Meekes and Janner (1988) observed optical gyration of 
Rb2ZnBr4 in its incommensurate phase and gave a possible explanation for that. 
The optical rotation mentioned above and its possible connection with the gy­
ration tensor of calaverite will be investigated in a subsequent paper. 
7.2 Sample preparation 
The calaverite (АиТег) crystals were grown from the melt: stochiometric amounts 
of gold and tellurium were melted together in quartz crucibles. One crystal was 
obtained by cooling down from 5500C with 3 0C/h and another was cooled down 
from 4700C with a rate of 1.30C/h. X-ray diffraction showed that the structures of 
these two synthetic calaverite crystals were in good agreement with the structure 
of mineral calaverite (Aui-pAgpTe2; ρ < 0.15) crystals. The average structure of 
the synthetic crystals was the same as for natural calaverite. For the first crystal 
(cooled down from 5500C) the satellite reflections due to the modulation were also 
compared: their positions were the same, but the intensities were very much weaker. 
There is a simple explanation for that difference. The silver in mineral calaverite 
adds a density modulation to the displacive modulation, by selective substitution 
of Ag at Au-sites. This density modulation also contributes to the intensities of 
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the (first order) satellite reflections. The lack of silver in synthetic crystals causes 
therefore weaker satellite peaks. 
Both crystals were polycrystalline: small pieces taken from the crystals gave 
clear X-ray diffraction patterns, but the pieces were not all orientated the same in 
the crystals. Laue backreflection photographs of the first sample showed polycrys-
tallinity. indicating that the monocrystalline parts were smaller than several mm'. 
Lane backreflection of the second sample showed monocrystalline parts, indicating 
that the monocrystalline parts were larger than several mm 3 . 
From both crystals a sample was sawed, denoted by sample 1 (cooled from 5500C) 
and sample 2 (4700C). One face of both samples was polished with several powders. 
ending with 0.5 μ in diamond powder. 
In general mechanical grinding and polishing are very poor techniques of surface 
preparation for measuring the optical properties of metals. Surface abrasion leads 
to the production of surfaces with layers of crystal debris and tarnish products. 
By polishing the calaverite samples very beautiful refiecting faces were obtained, 
however. But the spots on the Laue photographs taken before polishing had (al­
most) completely disappeared on the photographs taken after polishing, indicating 
poor coherence in the surface layer. In the ellipsomctry measurements the optical 
anisotropy of calaverite was averaged out because of this lack of coherence. Measure­
ments with two different angles of incidence resulted in the same optical properties, 
thus providing some evidence that the optical properties of this contamination layer 
were comparable to those of the bulk. Although the surface was optical isotropic 
and the bulk was not. 
7.3 Ellipsometry data 
The equipment used for measuring the optical properties consists of a fixed angle 
reflection ellipsometer (Castelijns et al 1975), which gives reliable results in the 
energy range 0.5-5.6 eV. 
The real part of the dielectric function ci and the imaginary part (2 of both 
samples, plotted in figures 7.1 and 7.2, were measured at different angles of incidence 
(74.5Ü for sample 1 and 70° for sample 2) at room temperature. For sample 1 the 
spectra measured at different times after surface preparation are shown. In the 
period between surface preparation and the measurements the samples were exposed 
to air. The optical properties of both samples are in good agreement. The changes 
in the spectra due to aging result in the development of a dip in the reflectivity at 
normal incidence. According to the Drude theory (Beattie 1955) this reflectivity at 
normal incidence can be calculated from the real part fi and the imaginary part f2 
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Figure 7.1 The real part of the dielectric function f ι measurecl for both samples 
For sample 1 the data measured at different times after surface preparation are shown 
of the dielectric function as 
R = 
(l + l - y/2tf+ 2^1 + 2fx 
A + fl + 1 + V/ 2 ti Ь2е | + 2е; 
(7.1) 
A dip in the reflectivity at normal incidence often indicates the existence of a bulk 
plasmon (Fukutani and Sueoka 1966). The shift in the dielectric function causing 
f! to go through zero can therefore be attributed to the excitation of an increasing 
plasma oscillation. In the next section this influence due to the plasmon will be 
discussed. 
Several days after the sample preparation elhpsometry became impossible be­
cause of increasing optical rotation of both samples. Some preliminary experiments 
with a polarizing microscope showed this anisotropy effect to be different from that 
due to merely birefringence. A possible explanation lies in the effect of the modula­
tion on the optical properties as mentioned before. On the Laue photographs taken 
after three days the diffraction spots reappeared again. Both aging effects can be 
explained by the increasing long-range coherence resulting from surface recrystal-
lization processes. 
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Figure 7.2 The imaginary part of the dielectric function ег measured for both 
samples. For sample 1 the data measured at different times after surface preparation 
are shown. 
The optical properties of both samples were in very good agreement: the only 
difference was that the effects of recrystallization appeared on a shorter time scale 
in sample 2 than in sample 1; sample 2 being of a better quality. 
The evolution in time of the spectra gives the possibility to extrapolate to the 
properties of single crystalline calaverite. The spectra of the optical constants will 
not differ very much, probably the anisotropic character is not very pronounced. 
Single crystalline calaverite shows optical biaxiality. a plasmon peak in the energy 
loss and possibly optical gyration as well. 
7.4 Discussion 
For understanding the behaviour of the dielectric function it is useful to distinguish 
between the contribution due to the intraband transitions of the electronic spectra 
and that due to the interband transitions. Intraband transitions can be described 
with the free electron model of Drude. He described the motion of an electron 
in a free electron gas under influence of an external field, as that of an electron 
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experiencing a damping force generated by an unspecified scattering mechanism* 
with relaxation time r (Born and Wolf 1969). 
Assuming an external electric field, harmonic in time with frequency ω, Nf free 
electrons per unit volume and m the mass of the electron, one can obtain relations 
describing the behaviour of the dielectric function. In practice this result for the 
dielectric function holds only in the regions where there are no or only very weak 
interband transitions, which is called the Drude region. The interband transitions 
that occur in other regions will influence the dielectric function in the Drude region 
merely by a constant contribution δβχ + i6f2 as described by the Kramers-Kronig 
relations. The dielectric function e = бі + if2 in the Drude region becomes: 
«i = 1 1 + ш2т2 
,2 
wl + Scu (7.2) 
ρ 
ωτ (ω2 + τ ¿) 
with the plasmon frequency: 
- > . = , ^ , ( 7 - 4 ) V meo 
where e represents the charge of the electron. 
In the energy range 1.5-3.0 eV the optical data were fitted with the results of the 
Drude model. In the figures 7.3 and 7.4 the dielectric functions for both samples are 
fitted with (7.2) and (7.3). The optical data taken one hour after sample preparation 
were used. The data were first fitted with the linear relation (for sufficiently small 
ω) hu)í2 = fi'-1 (fei + 1 — ei(w)) (this is a so-called Argand-fit) to obtain r . This 
r was used in the fits for бі and ег with (7.2) and (7.3). The results from these fits 
for г, Шр, δ(\ and ¿ег are listed in table 7.1. The difference in r for both samples 
can be due to the better quality of sample 2. 
The fits suggest that in the region 2.0-3.0 eV no interband transitions contribute 
to the spectra. The expected absence of these transitions can be verified with a band 
structure calculation. However, for the average structure a selfconsistent calculation 
indicates that such interband transitions are possible (Krutzen 1990). The free 
electron behaviour may be due to the smallness of the optical interband dipole 
matrix elements. Calculations including these matrix elements, now in progress, 
will show whether the free electron model is really applicable in the mentioned 
region. 
The effect of plasma oscillations can be found in the energy loss, which is defined 
as - / m ( l / e ) : the excitation of a plasmon will give a dominant peak in the energyloss 
"The scattering processes which determine the relaxation time τ can be e.g. electron-electron 
scattering, electron-impurity scattering, electron-phonon scattering or a combination of these 
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Figure 7.3 Fit of the mea-
bured dielectric function of 
sample 1. one hour after sam-
ple preparation, using a free 
electron Drude model For 
the fitting procedure the data 
below 3 eV were used 
Figure 7.4 Fit of the mea-
sured dielectric function of 
sample 2, one hour after sam-
ple preparation, using a free 
electron Drude model Only 
the data used for fitting are 
shown 
spectrum (Ehrenreich and Phillip 1962). The plasmon frequencies from the Drude 
fit (tal)le 7.1) correspond to energies of fi^p = 8.7 eV for sample 1 and híüp = 6.9 eV 
for sample 2. Because of the contribution of if] these plasmons will experimentally 
be found at lower energies and the amplitude will be diminished due to 6(2- the 
plasmon peaks can be measured at a}c with fi(^'c) = 0. The values йш
с
 from the 
Drude fit are 4.7 eV for sample 1 and 5.6 eV for sample 2, with an estimated 
error in these values of 10%. These values for ha!
€
 are in good agreement with the 
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ei 
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lu 
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c 
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3.03 
1.37 
2.00 
1.20 
4.72 
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4 05 
1.15 
1.40 
300 
5.59 
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lO 'V. 
eV 
10 ' V 
Table 7.1 
experimental plasmon peaks: the energylosses plotted in figure 7.5 for both samples 
show the plasmon peaks at about 5.0 eV. 
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Figure 7.5 The energy losses of both samples showing increasing plasmon peaks 
on aging. 
The energy loss function —Im(l/e) for a free electron gas can be obtained by 
substituting the Drude behaviour 7.2 and 7.3 and neglecting interband transitions 
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(¿e, ^ t,t2 = 0): 
- I m i - ) - - - ^ - 1 ^ (7.5) 
The full width at half height of this Lorentz-like function is given by (Raether 1980): 
Δ Ε ι - - (7.6) 
2
 τ 
Although the plasmon peaks in figure 7.5 can not be fitted by totally neglecting 
interband transitions (if! = 062 = 0). the full width at half height of these peaks 
can be expected to be a reasonable estimation for \ The last row of table 7.1 
consists of these estimated values for r . For sample 1, r was estimated with the 
measurements taken ten days after sample preparation, for sample 2 the data of two 
days after preparation were used. The decrease in widths of the plasmon peaks leads 
to the conclusions that, on aging, the relaxation time τ increases for both samples, 
and that the relaxation time of sample 2 is larger and increases faster than that of 
sample 1. 
The values of τ obtained one hour after sample preparation can hardly be esti­
mated from the widths of the corresponding plasmon peaks. Therefore, comparison 
with the values of τ from the Argand-fits is difficult. However, the latter values for 
τ are not in contradiction with the development of the plasmon peaks on aging. 
7.5 Conclusions 
The dielectric function of calaverite has been measured for energies between 1.5 eV 
and 5.2 eV. In the energy region 2 3 eV the spectra could be well fitted with a free 
electron model. On aging a plasmon peak develops, indicating an increase of the 
relaxation time r. 
The relaxation time r can be looked upon as a parameter describing the quality 
of a crystal. The development of the plasmon peak shows that the surfaces of both 
samples are recrystallizing, that sample 2 is of a better quality and that it recrystal-
lizes faster. The state of the surface is of essential importance for measurements on 
the optical properties of the material For calaverite this is seen in the influence of 
sawing, grinding and polishing. On aging, the influence of the surface preparation 
disappeared by means of surface recrystallization. 
This paper presented four arguments for the surface recrystallization: 
1. the reappearence of the spots at the Laue photographs, 
2. the increasing optical anisotropy (biaxiality and/or gyration), 
3. the increasing plasmon peak and 
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4. the increasing relaxation time. 
In gold a free electron behaviour can be found for energies 0-2 eV. Above 2 eV the 
d-bands become available as initial states for interband transitions; these transitions 
are clearly seen in the dielectric function (Jungk and Röseler 198G). For tellurium, 
a free electron behaviour is found for energies between 5 and 8 eV (Tutihasi ci al 
1969, Huber et al 1974). This can be explained with the band structure calculation 
of Maschke (1971): in tellurium there are no initial and no final states available for 
transitions with energies between 5 and 8 eV. In calaverite, a Drude fit is possible 
between 2 and 3 eV. Above 3 eV the Au-d bands become available as initial states 
for interband transitions. In contrast with gold, there are transitions possible with 
energies just above 0 eV (Krutzen 1990). A calculation for the basisstructure of 
calaverite suggests that the cause of the free electron behaviour between 2 eV and 
3 eV is somewhat more complicated than the mere absence of initial and final states 
(as in tellurium). 
Calculations including optical interband dipole matrix elements and ellipsome-
try measurements in the infrared are in progress. The optical anisotropy will be 
investigated with experiments performed on the faces of single crystals. 
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Chapter 8 
Reflection experiments on incommensurately 
modulated calaverite 
Reflection experiments on incommensurately modulated 
calaverite 
M. Kremers, В. С H. Krutzen, E. Dijkstra 
Abstract 
The dielectric function of the incommensurately modulated calaverite, АиТег, in 
the photon energy region 0.5 - 5.1 eV is presented. Synthetic polycrystalline crys­
tals have been studied by means of ellipsometry. A collective electron oscillation 
(plasmon) is observed in the dielectric function. The nature of this plasmon is dis­
cussed. The mineral calaverite always contains silver (Au1_ IAg ITe2, χ < 0.15). The 
influence of adding silver to the structure is investigated. 
appeared in Ferroelectncs 105 (1990) '119]'553 
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8.1 Introduction 
The superspace group C2/m(o0 ' ¡ ) ( l ï ) destribes the symmetry of the stiucture of 
incommensurately modulated calaverite (Schutte and de Boer 1988). The strong 
modulation in the calaverite structure is known to have large effects on the mor-
phology (Dam et al 1985). The diffraction patterns (Tunnel and Ksanda 1935 and 
van Tendeloo et al 1983) of calaverite clearly show satellite spots. One can expect 
that the modulation will influence other physical properties as well. 
In a recent paper (Dijkstra et al 1989) we presented the optical properties of 
silver-free calaverite (Aui-^Ag^Tci. χ = 0) in the energy region 1.5 eV to 5 1 eV. 
We showed that mechanically polished synthetic calaverite recrystallizes in several 
days. After polishing, a plasma oscillation develops. The recrystallized surface 
rotates incident linearly polarized light upon reflection. The latter effect is caused 
by optical anisotropy. Also diffraction spots, not visible directly after polishing, 
appear on Laue back-reflection photographs in several days. 
This paper is organized in the following manner. First we report on additional 
measurements in the energy region 0.5 eV - 1.5 eV for silver-free calaverite. In the 
third section the plasma oscillation is critically reviewed. We describe the results of 
measurements on silver-containing calaverite in the energy region 0.5 eV - 5.1 eV 
in the fourth section. The nature of the plasma oscillation is discussed in the fifth 
section. Finally the conclusions are given. 
8.2 The dielectric function of calaverite 
The optical properties of an absorbing homogeneous medium are described by the 
complex dielectric function ε(ω) = Si(uj) + iS2{^)- The imaginary part £2(0^) re­
flects the absorption of energy in the medium. If there are several mechanisms for 
absorption, these can each be characterized by separate contributions to 62-
The dielectric function of silver-free calaverite was measured by ellipsometry 
(Dijkstra et al 1989). In the photon energy region 0.5 eV - 1.5 eV a water-cooled 
halogen lamp was used. A PbS eel was used as detector. The result for ει is shown 
in figure 8.1. In the energy region 1.5 eV 5.1 eV the results of the measurements 
for ει and £2, as reported in our previous paper (Dijkstra et al 1989), are shown. 
Also the fit we made (Dijkstra et al 1989), using the free electron model of Drude 
(1900), is given. Below 1 eV the experimented result for ει clearly differs from the 
fit. The experimental values rise sharply through zero at 0.6 eV. 
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ELECTRONVOLT 
Figure 8.1 £2 (upper curve) and ει (lower curve) for silver-free calarite (directly 
after polishing) with the Drude fit from Dijkstra et al (sample 2). The different 
symbols indicate different samples. 
8.3 Free electron behaviour 
The contribution to the dielectric function due to the excitation of a collective 
oscillation (plasmon) can be described with the free electron model of Drude (1900) 
ει = 1 - τ 
Г+иЛг2 
£2 = 
ωτ (и)2 
•ω
2
ρ
 ( + £ e i M ) 
- (+δε2(ω)) 
with the plasma frequency 
\ то0р(£о 
Nt : number of free electrons per unit volume 
τη0ρ( : effective optical mass 
r : unspecified scattering mechanism 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
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The (quantities fi£¡(w') and δε2(~ο) are corrections to Drude's free electron model. 
They are added in fitting procedures, because as well as the absorption of light 
by nearly free electrons there are usually other absorption mechanisms. ¿>£i(u;) is 
a contribution caused by all interband transitions as described by the well known 
Kramers-Kronig relations. An interband transition is an (almost) к preserving tran­
sition from an occupied state below the Fermi level to an unoccupied state (in a 
different band) above the Fermi level. Ьсо(и!) is a contribution of absorption mech­
anisms other than free electron behaviour at the frecjuency jj. 
The fits in figure 8.1 were made with the Drude formulas (8.1) and (8.2). The 
contributions ίει(α.') and ¿с'Д^') were taken to be constant, independent of frequency. 
It can be derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations that this is justified, if the fit is 
made in the low energy region, before the onset of interband transitions, where intra-
band transitions are dominant. Intraband transitions are transitions of nearly free 
electrons from an occupied state in a band below the Fermi level to an unoccupied 
state in the same band above the Fermi level. 
The fit shown in figure 8.1 was made in the energy region 2 eV - 3 eV. It is 
reasonable to expect that the onset of interband transitions is at a lower energy. 
However, the fit predicted correctly a plasmon peak in the energy loss function -
Ιηι(1/ε) between 4.7 eV and 6.0 eV. The shape of this peak became more pronounced 
upon aging (Dijkstra et al 1989). 
In (8.3) the optical effective mass m„pt was taken to be the rest mass of a free 
electron. Then, using the fit parameters (Dijkstra et al 1989), the number of free 
electrons per unit volume, N/. were calculated. It followed that there are 4 (±1) 
free electrons per molecule AuTca. 
Now. two important questions arise. Is it correct to take constant contributions 
δεχ and ¿£2 in the energy region 2 eV - 3 eV? What is the nature of the electrons that 
are collectively excited as a plasmon? The first question is answered (positively) in 
the paper by Krutzen and Kremers (1990). The second question will be addressed, 
after the presentation of the ellipsometry results for silver-containing calaverite in 
the next section. 
8.4 Silver-containing calaverite 
A silver-containing calaverite sample was grown from the melt (Dijkstra et al 1989) 
in a closed quartz crucible. By means of a micro-probe analysis we were able to 
select a homogeneous surface that contained about 0.5 atomic percent silver. The 
dielectric properties of this sample were studied ellipsometrically after polishing. No 
substantial differences in comparison to the silver-free sample could be observed just 
after polishing. 
Upon aging a plasmon peak developed (figure 8.2) at the same energy (4.2 eV) as 
it did for the silver-free calaverite. indicating again recrvstallization. It took however 
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Figure 8.2 The energy loss function £Г2/(г? +^1) ^ог 'he silver-containing calaverite 
directly after polishing 3 and seven clays after polishing Л. 
very long (about seven days) for this peak to develop. The maximum never became 
higher then 0.3, compared to 1.2 for the silver-free sample. 
The reflectivity at normal incidence can be calculated from the dielectric function 
(Dijkstra et al 1989). The reflectivity of the silver-containing calaverite was about 15 
percent higher than the reflectivity of the silver-free sample when a clear plasmon 
peak had developed in the energyloss function for both samples. The dip in the 
reflectivity at 4.2 eV, resulting from the plasma oscillation, was therefore sharpest 
for the silver-containing sample. 
8.5 Nature of the plasma oscillation 
The plasma frequency ω
ρ
 is given by (8.3). Either a change of N/ or of m
opt. 
will change the plasma frequency. Since the silver-free and the silver-containing 
calaverite have the same plasma frequency, the free electrons are not likely to be 
gold or silver electrons, but probably tellurium electrons. We have shown above 
that there are four free electrons per molecule АиТег- We think that these free 
electrons are Те 5p electrons. From the bandstructure calculation performed by 
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Krutzen (1990) it is known that there are seven tellurium 5p electrons available at 
the Fermi surface. The optical effective mass of these electrons is probably higher 
than the rest mass of a free electron. Substituting a higher optical effective mass in 
(8.3) will result in more than four free electrons. So, in our view, the free electron 
contribution between 2 eV and 3 eV is the tail of intraband transitions of the Te 
5p electrons. At energies between 0.8 eV and 2 eV the interband transitions may 
be dominant. Collective oscillations in the dielectric function at high energy, clearly 
above the interband edge are also observed in semiconductors (Abeles 1972). 
It was shown above that adding a small amount of silver to the structure doesn't 
change the plasma frequency. It is however possible that the presence of silver 
will change part of the Te 5p states. The sample we used contained only 0.5 atomic 
percent silver. This may be too small to observe a difference in the plasma frequency, 
although a clear difference in the reflectivity at normal incidence was observed. 
It would be interesting to grow a calaverite sample to which another element, or 
more silver is added, so that the Te 5p states will change. The plasma frequency of 
such a sample should be different from the plasma frequency of silver-free calaverite. 
One could also perform bandstructure calculations to reveal the influence of adding 
foreign elements on the Te 5p states. 
8.6 Conclusions 
Between 2 eV and 3 eV the influence of a collective oscillation is clearly observed in 
the dielectric function of АиТег, superimposed on an almost constant background 
of interband transitions. We believe that this free electron behaviour is caiised by a 
collective oscillation of the Те 5p electrons. 
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Chapter 9 
The high-accuracy universal reflectometer 
The high-accuracy universal reflectometer 
9.1 Introduction 
In the previous two chapters a (onstant-angle-of-incidence (CAI) ellipsometer was 
used to investigate the dielectric function of calaverite (АиТег) in the energy region 
0.5-5.1 eV and the surface recrystallization was observed. To explain these results it 
is not necessary to take into account the incommensurability of the strong modula­
tion in the calaverite structure (Krutzen and Kremers 1990 and Krutzen 1990). To 
study the influence of the modulation on the optical properties we have to study the 
anisotropy of these properties. For this, we have to consider the anisotropic dielectric 
tensor ε. which may contain optical activity also, and the anisotropic conductivity 
tensor <r. For calaverite. with a monoclinic (C2/m) average structure, the ellipsoids 
of these two second rank tensors are not necessarily aligned (in the a, ò-plane), which 
makes it extremely difficult to determine the nature of the anisotropy. 
Although the average structure of calaverite is centrosymmetric, we cannot state 
for the same reasons as we argued in parts II and III of this thesis that the optical 
activity is zero. We could try to measure in the energy region above the plasmon 
frequency ω
ρ
 (for then the conductivity is zero), but this is difficult because then we 
need to go to energies above 7.G eV (Dijkstra et al 1989). So we have been studying 
on what other equipment we need to investigate the optical anisotropy of crystals 
with a low symmetry. 
The design of the new reflectometer, the high-accuracy universal reflectometer 
(HAUR), facilitates in one apparatus the following experiments: 
• normal incidence reflectivity 
• apparent angle of rotation 
• multiple-angle-of-incidence ellipsometry 
• automated reflection refractometry 
In the next section we will discuss the principles of these experiments. 
For HAUR there is a large variety of materials that are of interest to investigate. 
We plan to apply the apparatus for the following: 
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• conducting and absorbing (incommensurately) modulated crystals, and also 
dielectrics 
• quasicrystals 
• high TV superconductors 
In the next section we will indicate how HAUR can be useful for the studv of these 
materials. 
9.2 HAUR 
In this section we will describe the different experiments that can be performed 
with the HAUR. In brackets the for that experiment relevant optical components 
are given. We use the abbrevations: Ρ for polarizer. S for surface of the sample. A for 
analyzer and Ζ for the zirconia hemisphere, the latter will be used in the automated 
refractometcr. 
perpendicular reflectivity (PS sys tem) 
In chapter 8 we saw how the reflectivity R in the case of an optical isotropic (i.e. 
cubic) crystal is determined by the dielectric function ί = î j +i£2 (where £2 = 2σ/ί/, 
with и the frequency of the incident light, describes the contribution due to the 
conductivity σ) 
R=- K-=-=L (9.1) 
1 + ε +
v
2 ( f + £ l ) 
where ε2 = ε] + εΙ- We can also measure the reflectivity of an anisotropic crystal, 
but then reflectivity depends on the orientation of the dielectric and condiu tivity 
ellipsoids inside the surface with respect to the polarization of the light. This is called 
the bireflectance. As shown by Schmid et al (1988a and 1988b) the bireflectance can 
be an important tool to study the complicated domain patterns of УВагСичОг^. 
This experiment needs a rotatable polarizer and fixed sample or a fixed polarizer 
and rotatable sample. 
angle of apparent rotation (PSA system) 
The angle of apparant rotation (see Berek 1934) is the angle between the major 
axis of the ellipse of vibration and the plane of the polarizer, for that orientation of 
the sample where the intensity betwreen crossed polarizers is minimum. With this 
experiment we can determine the amsotropy effect, which is the effect of rotating 
the polarization of light upon reflection, which is caused by the birefringence. As 
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described b> Kremers (1989a and 1989b) this effect can be used to determine the 
nature of the eigenpolanzations of the cr\stal In the presence of optical activity 
these are elliptic polarization states and the anisotropv effect is different from the 
case of linear polan/ation states (no optical activity) 
B\ deviating the anah/er from crossed polarizers position to (hat of minimal 
transmitted intensi tv we can determine the reflection dichroism I his is applied b\ 
Schmic1 (t al (1988b) to YBa 2 Cu t 0 7 /, 
For this experiment we need the polan/er and analv/er to be rotatable 
multiple-angle-of-incidence (MAI) ellipsometer (PSA sys tem) 
If we want to do an elhpsometrv experiment as desc nbed in the previous two chapters 
but then on an anisotropic crvstal we can van the angle of incidence For a uniaxial 
crvstal this gives enough information to derive the two components of the dielectric 
function as well as the two components of the conductivitv tor biaxial crystals 
it becomes much more complicated In order to be able to derive the orientations 
of the dielectric and conductivitv ellipsoids and to determine the three different 
components of both tensors, one needs some approximate values as input to compute 
the actual values from the data (see de Smet 1973 1975) 
For this expentnent we need both polan/ers lotatable and also to be orientable 
in the PSA-plane (for the variation of the angle of incidence) Furthermore it mav 
be necessarv to have the possibility to rotate the sample as well 
automated reflection refractometer (PZSZA sys tem) 
In 1988 Bloss presented the principles of a new automated refractometer, which 
enables the routine determination of principal refractive indices to withm ±0 0002 
A. randomly oriented polished surface of a biaxial crystal is placed in contact with 
the surface of the refractometer s hemisphere of cubic /ircoma The refractometer's 
computer will determine the crystals principal refractive indices and the optical 
orientation bv determining the critical angles for two independent directions of the 
incident light and for different polanzalions Bloss reports that the practical range 
is 1 1 to 1 8 This method is applicable not only to transparant crvstals but also to 
determine the real parts of the principal refractive indices in absorbing and metallic 
crvstals 
For this experiment we need the same set-up as for the MAI ellipsometer but 
now with the /ircoma hennsphere mounted on top of the samples surface This 
configuration can also be used to excite and measure surface waves (Otto 1968, 
Huber (1 al 1974) 
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9.3 Realisation 
In order to be able to perform all the experiments as described above, the orienta­
tions of several components have to be performed with high aecuracy. Therefore. 
polarizer, analyzer and sample are mounted on rotation stages that are driven with 
stepping motors. These rotation stages can be oriented with a resolution (minimal 
angle of rotation) of 7.2" ^ 0.002° and with a reproducibility of 1 1 " - -0.0003°. 
The directions of the incident and emergent light beam can be varied sinmltaneouslv 
by one stepping motor. As light source a laser or a Xenon lamp with monochromator 
can be used. The adjustment of the wavelength of the light emerging the monochro­
mator is also accomplished by means of a stepping motor. In one experiment three 
out of five adjustments (i.e. waлгelength, polarizer, analyzer and sample orientation 
and the directions of incident and outgoing light) can be performed. These can be 
automatically scanned for different temperatures between 5 К and 400 K. 
At this moment we are working on the realisation of the HAUR. We plan to 
be able to obtain the experimental results at the end of 1991. Although we ad­
mit the building of it to be an ambitious program, we expect it to be realizable. 
We are supported by our experience with the building of the high-accuracy uni­
versal Polarimeter (HAUP. described in the first chapter of this thesis) and bv the 
enthousiastic support of the departments for design and realisation in our faculty. 
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Solid state physics cone огнь the investigation of the structure of solids and its prop­
erties, such as conductance of heat, and electrical current, heat capacity, magnetic, 
electric and optical properties. The structures of solids can be quite different. There 
are materials with a crystal structure: minerals, salts, metals and semicondiutors. 
Other materials have an amorphous structure, these are the glasses and glasslikc 
solids, for instance some alloys and amorphous semiconductors. A crystal is a reg­
ular three-dimensional stacking of identical building units that contain atoms or 
molecules. One building unit is called an elementary unit cell, the regular stacking 
results in a three-dnnevsional lattice tran si at ι oval symmetry. Amorphous solids lack 
this symmetry. The lattice translational symmetry is. if present, of major influence 
for many properties of the solid. 
For a modulated crystal the three-dimensional lattice translational symmetry is 
distorted by a modulation wave. The modulation can consist of the periodic dis­
placement of one or more atoms or molecules in every unit cell of the structure: this 
is called a displanve modulation. Does this periodicity, or modulation wavelength, fit 
into the uiulistorted lattice, this means that a number of modulation wavelengths 
fit into a number of unit cells of the lattice, then the crystal is commensuratelv 
modulated. A commensuratelv modulated crystal has perfect lattice translational 
symmetry with a larger unit cell. In an incommensurately modulated crystal we 
cannot define such A finite unit cell: it has no three-dimensional lattice translational 
symmetrv. 
The geometrv and symmetry of an incommensurately modulated crystal (in 
short: incommensurate crystal) and the influence on the crystal properties can be 
treated as for a non-modulated crystal by embedding it into a space with more than 
three dimensions: the svperspacc. In this way we can describe the characteristic 
(3 t f/)-dimensional translational symmetry, where d is the dimension of the modu­
lation. As normal crystals with lattice translational invariance in three directions. 
incommensurate crystals can contain also more symmetry. For instance, the mirror 
image of its structure can be identical to its original, this is called mirror invari­
ance. It can also have rotational invariance: the structure rotated over a certain 
angle is the same as the original. If the image of the structure mirrored into three 
perpendicular mirrors is identical to the unmirrored structure, then the structure 
is said to be inversion invariant or centrosymmetne. The same can also be done 
with the embedded crystal and so one obtains a (3 + c/)-dimen.sional crystallography. 
In this thesis the importance of the (3 •+• (/)-dimensionaI symmetry for the optical 
properties (the propagation of light in the material) is investigated. An intensive 
reciprocity was needed between the measuring of the optical parameters of incom­
mensurate crystals on one hand and the development of a new theoretical description 
and model calculation on the other hand. 
Light is an electromagnetic phenomenon obeying the laws of electrodynamics. It 
consists of an electric and a magnetic field, which are coupled and vary in space and 
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time. An electromagnetic wave can transport energy and other physical information, 
with the velocity of light. Mostly, monochromatic light is used: light with one 
specific wavelength, with one colour. Because of the coupling between both fields it 
suffices to consider only the properties of the electric field explicitly. The variation 
of the electric field in space can be of a specific form: this is called completely or 
partialli/ polarized. For instance, the variation in space can be restricted to one plane, 
determined by the propagation direction and one fixed direction, the polarization 
direction, along which the electric field varies: this is called plane polarized or linearly 
polarized. Other cases of completely polarized light are denoted by circularly and 
tlhptically polarized. Considering only the variation of the field with time at a fixed 
point in space, the electric field vector, describing the strength and direction of the 
electric field, covers an ellipse: the ellipse of vibration. Referring to this ellipse, we 
can characterize the light by its field strength, the measure for the energy of the 
field, the elhpticity. describing the shape of the ellipse of vibration (it is zero for 
linearly polarized light and 45° for circularly polarized light), the azimuth, which 
gives the orientation of the ellipse, and the phase, the direction of the electric field 
vector on the ellipse at a certain time. 
Crystal optics fuses the electrodynamics and the crystallography to the science of 
the optical properties of crystals. These are the material properties that alter light 
that is transmitted through the crystal (the response). For light that propagates 
along a certain direction through a crystal, there exist two eigenpolanzahons. If the 
light is in one of these two polarization states it will traverse the crystal undeformed 
with a certain velocity, which is given by the corresponding refractive index. If such 
a light beam is incident with a certain angle at the surface of the crystal, it will be 
refracted by an amount that is prescribed by the refractive index. If the light is in 
the other eigenpolarization state, it will, in general, propagate with another velocity, 
due to a different refractive index. The difference between the two refractive indices 
is called the birefringence. Some crystals, which lack inversion symmetrv, show 
an effect called optical activity. If linearly polarized light is incident into a purely 
optically active crystal, it will emerge linearly polarized along another direction. 
The angle between the two directions is proportional to the thickness of the crystal 
and the amount of the optical activity. Purely biréfringent crystals have two linear 
eigenpolarizations, purely optically active crystals have circular eigenpolarizations. 
and biréfringent, and crystals which are both biréfringent and optically active have 
two elliptic eigenpolarizations. 
In the case of incommensurate crystals subtle, unexpected phenomena occur. A 
non-modulated crystal which has inversion symmetry will not be optically active, 
because of the specific nature of this phenomenon. In an incommensurate crystal 
the situation is more complicated. In order to understand this, we must consider 
first the different length scales involved. As unit of length we will use the Angström: 
1 À = IO"10 meter. The size of an atom is in the order of 1 Á, the length of a 
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unit cell is about 10 A. the modulation wavelength is some 30 Á. the wavelength 
of the light is circa 4000 Ä and the thicknesses of the crystals that were used in 
the measurements are in the order of a few millimeters. Note that the modulation 
wavelength is much smaller than that of the light. However, if the modulation wave 
does not fit with the undistorted unit cell, the crystal is never exactly the same 
over distances of 1000 Ä or more. Nevertheless, we may expect that averaging over 
distances large with respect to the modulation wavelength but small compared to 
the wavelength of the light will not change the optical properties. The average 
structures of the investigated incommensurate structures have inversion symmetry 
despite the fact that they show optical activity! This cannot be explained by these 
macroscopic considerations and cannot be explained using a microscopic theory, 
which considers the crystal to be infinitely large, as well. In this thesis, it will be 
shown that the experimental results can be understood by a new description on a 
mesoscopic scale of the dieltctnc function, which contains those material properties 
that determine the optical properties. Variation of the dielectric function on a scale 
no longer negligible with respect to the wavelength of the light is understood to be 
responsible for the optical activity. Although the sizes of the crystals used are very-
large with respect to this mesoscopic scale, the finiteness of the crystal is crucial. It 
turns out that the optical activity is very sensitive tot the subtle, related breaking 
of symmetry. 
For the compound (NfCbT^^ZnCU (tetramethylammonium tetrachlorozincate, 
in short: TMAZC) the birefringence and optical activity have been measured for six 
different propagation directions of the light. This material has different structures, 
depending on its temperature and the environmental pressure. At 1 atmosfeer, 
there occur among others the following phases. Above 24.3 0C TMAZC is non-
modulated; between 24.3 0C and 6.6 0C it is incommensurately modulated. At 
lower temperatures it is commensurately modulated with a modulation wavelength 
that is 2 J times the unit cell in the same direction until 3.2 "C, below it is three 
times the size of the unit cell in that direction. The results obtained in these four 
phases can be understood qualitatively by the mesoscopic approach. By assuming 
the modulated dielectric properties to have a block shape, which is appropriate 
although quite a rough estimate, we can interpret the measurements with the light 
propagating along the modulation also quantitatively. For this, we applied Jones 
calculus to describe the effect of the place-dependence of the dielectrical properties 
and the boundary surfaces, due to the finiteness of the crystal. 
The measurements were performed in transmission and in reflection. For the 
transmission experiments on the transparant TMAZC we used a home-made high-
accuracy universal Polarimeter (HAUP). This is the instrument for the determi-
nation of the birefringence, optical activity and dichroism over a large temperature 
range (from 6 К = - 267 0 C to 400 К = 127 0 C). For the metallic minerals calaverite 
(АиТег) and sylvanite (AuAgTci) an ellipsometer was used. This instrument ana-
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lyzes the light reflected from a polished surface of the material. In reflection, the 
accuracy that we have with the HAUP cannot be obtained. For this, we are devel-
oping a new set-up: the high-accuracy universal reflectometer. A presentation of 
the considerations for the design of this equipment is given. 
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De vaite stoffysica bestudeert de structuur en de eigenschappen, zoals warmtegelei-
ding, stroomgeleiding en optische eigenschappen, van de vaste stoffen. De struc-
tuur van vaste stoffen kan heel verschillend zijn. Aan de ene kant hebben we de 
materialen met een kristallijne structuur, waaronder mineralen, zouten, metalen 
en halfgeleiders. Aan de andere kant de amorfe materialen: glas en glasachti-
gen, bijvoorbeeld sommige metaallegeringen en amorfe halfgeleidermaterialen. Een 
kristal is een drie-dimensionale regelmatige stapeling van identieke bouweenheden 
die bestaan uit atomen of moleculen. Een bouweenheid wordt een elementaire een-
heidscel genoemd en de regelmatige stapeling resulteert in een rooster-translatie-
symmetne. Deze translatiesymmetne is aanwezig langs de drie, in principe on-
afhankelijke, richtingen van het kristal: we spreken daarom van de drie-dimensionale 
rooster-translatiesymmetrie. Amorfe materialen missen deze translatiesymmetne. 
De rooster-translatiesymmetrie is, indien aanwezig, van grote invloed op veel van de 
materiaaleigenschappen. 
In een gemoduleerd kristal is de drie-dimensionale rooster-tranblatiesymmetrie 
verstoord door een modulatiegolf. De modulatie kan bijvoorbeeld een verschui-
ving zijn van één of meerdere atomen of moleculen in iedere eenheidscel van de 
structuur, we spreken dan van een verplaatsmgsmodulaüe. Deze afwijking van de 
drie-dimensionale periodiciteit is zelf ook weer periodiek. Past deze periodiciteit, 
ook wel modulatiegolflengte genoemd op die van het rooster, bijvoorbeeld passen 
twee periodes van de modulatie precies in vijf eenheidscellen van het rooster, dan 
spreken we van een commensurabel gemoduleerd kristal. In een dergelijk kristal kan 
de rooster-translatiesymmetrie terug verkregen worden door een grotere eenheidscel 
te definiëren (in het voorbeeld vijf keer zo groot). Dit lukt niet voor een incommensu-
rabel gemoduleerd kristal: er is geen drie-dimensionale rooster-translatiesymmetrie. 
De geometrie en de symmetrie van een incommensurabel gemoduleerd kristal 
(kortweg: incommensurabel kristal) en hun invloed op de kristaleigenschappen kun-
nen beschreven worden als die van een ongemoduleerd kristal door het te beschouwen 
in een ruimte met meer dan drie dimensies, de supemimte. Wc spreken dan van 
een (3 + d)-dimensionale rooster-translatiesymmetrie, met d de dimensie van de 
modulatie die men heeft als er d onafhankelijke modulatiegolven zijn. Evenals nor-
male kristallen die translatie-invariant in drie dimensies zijn. kunnen ook gemod-
uleerde kristallen meer symmetrie bezitten. Zo kan bijvoorbeeld een spiegelbeeld 
van de structuur van het kristal identiek zijn aan de ongespiegelde structuur, dit 
heet spiegelsymmetne. Ook kan er sprake zijn van rotatiesymmetne: de structuur 
geroteerd over een zekere hoek is identiek aan de oorspronkelijke structuur. Indien 
de structuur na spiegeling in drie onderling loodrechte spiegels gelijk is aan de oor-
spronkelijke structuur, dan is sprake van mversiesymmetne. Spiegel-, inversie- en 
rotatiesymmetrie, gerepresenteerd door de zogenaamde superruimtegroep, zijn even-
eens bepalend voor de optische eigenschappen. De drie-dimensionale kristallografie 
is aldus uitgebreid tot een complete (3 + d)-dimensionale kristallografie. In dit proef-
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schrift wordt het belang van deze (3 + (i)-dimensionale symmetrie voor de optische 
eigenschappen (de voortplanting van licht in het materiaal) bekeken. Hiertoe is 
er een nauwe wisselwerking geweest tussen het meten van de optische eigenschap-
pen van incommensurabele kristallen enerzijds en de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe 
theoretische beschrijving en rekenmodellen anderzijds. 
Licht is een elektromagnetisch verschijnsel en wordt beschreven door de zoge-
naamde elektrodynamica. Het bestaat uit een elektrisch veld en een magnetisch veld. 
Beide velden zijn gekoppeld en variëren in de ruimte en met de tijd. Met een elektro-
magnetische golf kan energie, met eventueel zekere informatie, met de lichtsnelheid 
getransporteerd worden. Meestal wordt monochromatisch licht gebruikt, dit is licht 
met één golflengte oftewel met één specifieke kleur. Vanwege de koppeling tussen 
het elektrische en het magnetische veld is het voldoende om alleen de afhankelijk-
heid van het elektrische veld expliciet te beschouwen. De verandering in de ruimte 
van het elektrische veld kan een speciaal karakter hebben; het heet dan volledig of 
gedeeltelijk gepolariseerd. De variatie in de ruimte kan bijvoorbeeld slechts beperkt 
zijn tot een variatie in één vlak dat bepaald wordt door de voortplantingsrichting 
en één vaste richting, de polansatienchting, waarlangs het elektrische veld varieert; 
dit heet dan lineair gepolariseerd. Andere vormen van volledig gepolariseerd licht 
worden aangeduid met circulair en elliptisch gepolariseerd. Kijken we op een zekere 
plaats naar hoe het elektrische veld van volledig gepolariseerd licht varieert met de 
tijd, dan doorloopt dit een ellips. Aan de hand van deze ellips kunnen we het licht 
karakteriseren met de veldsterkte, een maat voor de energie van het veld, de elhp-
ticüeit, een maat voor de vorm van de ellips (is nul voor lineair gepolariseerd licht 
en 45° voor circulair gepolariseerd licht), de azimuthale hoek of de azimuth, die de 
oriëntatie van de ellips in de ruimte weergeeft, en de fase, de plaats op de ellips op 
een zeker tijdstip. 
De knstaloptica integreert de elektrodynamica en de kristallografie tot de leer van 
de optische eigenschappen van de kristallen. Onder de optische eigenschappen van 
een materiaal verstaan we die eigenschappen die het licht dat we op een materiaal 
schijnen veranderen (de respons). Kijken we naar hoe het licht zich in het medium 
voortplant, dan blijkt dat er meestal, voor een gegeven voortplantingsrichting van 
het licht, alleen twee polarisatietoestanden bestaan die onvervormd blijven. Licht 
in één van deze twee polarisatietoestanden zal zich met een zekere snelheid, gegeven 
door de brekingsindex, door het medium voortplanten. Indien een dergelijke licht-
straal onder een hoek het materiaal binnenkomt dan wordt het gebroken over een 
hoek die ook door de brekingsindex wordt gegeven. Licht in de andere eigenpolari-
satie zal, in het algemeen, een andere brekingsindex hebben. Het verschil tussen de 
twee brekingsindices heet de dubbelbrekmg. Kijken we door een sterk dubbelbrekend 
kristal, dan zien we alles dubbel. Sommige kristallen, die geen inversiesymmetrie 
bezitten, vertonen optische activiteit. Indien we lineair gepolariseerd licht door een 
dergelijk kristal schijnen, dan komt het licht er ook lineair gepolariseerd uit. maar 
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gedraaid over een zekere hoek. De grootte van deze hoek is evenredig met de dikte 
van het kristal en de grootte van de optische activiteit. Kristallen die alleen dubbel-
brekend zijn hebben lineaire eigenpolarisaties, puur optisch actieve kristallen hebben 
twee circulair gepolariseerde eigentoestanden en dubbelbrekende, en kristallen die 
zowel dubbelbrekend als optisch actief zijn hebben twee elliptisch gepolariseerde 
eigentoestanden. 
In het geval van incominensurabele kristallen blijken onverwachte, subtiele ver-
schijnselen op te treden. Een ongeinoduleerd kristal of een commensurabel gemo-
duleerd kristal dat inversiesymmetrie bezit vertoont geen optische activiteit. Dit is 
uitgesloten vanwege het specifieke karakter van dit fenomeen. In een incommensura-
bel kristal is de situatie ingewikkelder. Om dit te begrijpen moeten we de verschil-
lende lengteschalen die betrokken zijn beschouwen. We gebruiken de Angst rijm als 
de eenheid van lengte: 1 A is 10 10 meter, oftewel één tienmiljoenste millimeter. De 
doorsnede van een atoom is in de orde van 1 À. de lengte van een eenheidscel is 10 
À. de modulatiegolflengte is ongeveer 30 A. de golflengte van het licht is circa 4000 
A en de dikte van de kristallen waaraan wordt gemeten is enkele millimeters. Merk 
op dat de modulatiegolflengte veel kleiner is dan de golflengte van het licht. Maar. 
indien de modulatiegolflengte niet past op de onverstoorde eenheidscel. dan is het 
kristal nergens exact hetzelfde over afstanden van 1000 A of meer. Toch mogen we 
verwachten dat als we de .structuur van het incominensurabele kristal middelen over 
een afstand groter dan de modulatiegolflengte. maar veel kleiner dan de golflengte 
van het licht, dat de aldus verkregen gemiddelde strucfuur dezelfde optische eigen-
schappen heeft als de oorspronkelijke incominensurabele structuur. Nu blijkt dat 
de gemiddelde structuren van een aantal bestudeerde incominensurabele kristallen 
inversiesymmetrisch zijn en toch optische activiteit vertonen. Zowel deze macros-
copische benadering als ook microscopische beschrijvingen, die de elektromagnetis-
che verschijnselen op atomaire schaal beschouwen, kunnen dit effect niet verklaren. 
In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de meetresultaten begrepen kunnen worden 
met een nieuwe beschrijving op mesoscopische schaal van de dielektrische functie, die 
de materiaalparameters beschrijft die de optische eigenschappen bepalen. Variaties 
in de dielektrische functie van het kristal op een schaal die niet meer te verwaarlozen 
is ten opzichte van de golflengte van het licht (in de orde van 1000 A) zijn verantwoor-
delijk voor de optische activiteit. Hoewel de afmetingen van de kristallen gebruikt 
in de experimenten zeer groot zijn ten opzichte van deze mesoscopische schaal, is 
toch de eindigheid van het kristal van doorslaggevend belang. De grensvlakken in 
het kristal, zoals de oppervlakken, breuken, defecten en onzuiverheden. blijken een 
cruciale factor te zijn. Zo blijkt optische activiteit een fenomeen te zijn dat. heel 
gevoelig is voor deze subtiele symmetriebreking. 
Van de verbinding (NfCHa^^ZnCU (tetramethylammonium tetrachlorozinkaat, 
kortweg: TMAZC) is de dubbelbreking en de optische activiteit gemeten voor zes 
verschillende voortplantingsrichtingen van het licht. Deze verbinding vertoont ver-
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schillende slnicturen afhankelijk \an temperatuur en druk Bij een druk van een 
atmosfeer komen onder meer de volgende fasen voor Boven 24 3 0 C is TMAZC 
ongemoduleerd van 24 3 0 C tot 6 7 0 C is het incommensurabel gemoduleerd Bi) 
lagere temperatuur is het commensurabel gemoduleerd met een modulatiegolflengte 
van 2^ maal de lengte van de eenheidscel langs de richting van de modulatie tot aan 
3 2 0 C en daaronder is de modulatiegolflengte drie maal die van de eenheidscel in 
de/elfde richting De meetresultaten in deze vier fasen kunnen kwalitatief begrepen 
worden met de mesoscopische aanpak Door de vorm van de gemoduleerde chelee-
frische tensor als een blokvormige golf te beschouwen, hetgeen een tamelijk grove 
benadering is die toch de essentie goed weergeeft kunnen we de metingen met de 
voortplantingsrichtmg van het licht langs de richting van de modulatie ook kwah 
tdtief analvseren Hiervoor gebruiken we de zogenaamde Jones btithrijvmg om het 
effect van de plaatsafhankelijke dielektrische eigenschappen ev de grensvlakken te 
berekenen Aldus is een afschatting van de parameters m het model op grond van 
de experimentele resultaten veikregen 
De metingen zijn uitgevoerd zowel in transmissie als ook m reflectie Voor de 
transmissiemetmgen aan het transparante TMAZC is gebruik gemaakt van een /oge-
naamde high-aecvracy universal polar/meter (HAUP) Dit is het ideale meetinstru­
ment voor de bepaling van dubbelbreking en optische activiteit m een willekeurige 
richting van het kristal, waaibij de temperatuur van het kristal over een groot gebied 
(van G К = -267 0 C tot 400 К = 127 0 C) kan worden gevarieerd Voor de metallische 
mineralen calavenet (АиТег) en svlvaniet (AuAgTe,|) is een elhpsometer gebruikt 
Dit instrument anahseert het licht dat reflecteert van een spiegelend oppervlak van 
het te bestuderen materiaal In reflectie kan niet gemakkelijk de nauwkeurigheid 
van de Polarimeter gehaald worden Om deze reden wordt momenteel nieuwe ap-
paratuuur ontwikkeld de high-accuracv universal reflectometer Een beschrijving 
van de overwegingen ten aanzien van het ontwerp van een dergelijk apparaat wordt 
gegev en 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Incommensurate crystal opties 
1. Het uitvoeren van optische metingen langs beide uitdovingsrichtingen 
van een kristal geeft de mogelijkheid te discrimineren tussen de optische 
parameters van het materiaal en de intrinsieke fouten van de opstelling. 
2. Een "echte winter", zoals we dit jaar ('ЭО-'Э!) mee hebben mogen 
maken, kan de publieke en politieke belangstelling voor het broeikasef­
fect doen afnemen. Helaas, zal een mooie zomer dit niet compenseren. 
3. Om de incommensurabele fase te beschrijven wordt wel gebruik ge­
maakt van een commensurabele benadering van de modulatie. 
Het is echter principieel onjuist te veronderstellen dat de commensura­
bele benadering de fysische eigenschappen goed kan beschrijven indien 
deze de incommensurabele waarde maar dicht genoeg benaderd. 
4. Voorgaande stelling heeft ook betrekking op de kristaloptica. 
De symmetrie van een incommensurabele fase wordt correct beschreven 
door een superruimtegroep. Verschillende 3-dimensionale Euclidische 
ondergroepen daarvan corresponderen met mogelijke keuzen voor een 
(commensurabele) superstructuur. Een incommensurabele fase ver­
toont optische eigenschappen die slechts voor een deel beschreven kun­
nen worden door één van deze. 
5. Ondanks een veel groter inzicht in de theorie van en nieuwe geavanceer-
de technieken voor de kristalgroei en meetmethodes om dit proces te 
bestuderen, is het groeien van kristallen in de praktijk nog vaak ti-ta-
tovenarij. 
6. Risico-analyses zijn subjectief. 
7. Het toenemende aantal groepen dat over een zogenaamde high-accuracy 
universal Polarimeter beschikt, geeft aan hoe groot de belangstelling 
voor de fysische experimenten met deze opstelling is en tevens dat li-
neaire kristaloptica geen ''dead old science" is. 
8. Ondanks de ontspanning tussen Oost en West blijft het gevaar van een 
nucleaire oorlog, die per ongeluk start, bestaan. 
B. G. Blair en H. W. Kendall 1990 Scientific American 263 19 
9. In een natuurwetenschappelijke omgeving kan de airconditioning niet 
alleen oorzaak zijn van een sick-building syndroom, maar ook een po-
tentieel gevaar vormen voor een lethal-building syndroom. 


